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Útmutató az animációkhoz  
 
A mellékelt CD az Animáció Szerkesztővel készült filmeket tartalmaz. Az alábbi válogatás azokat a 
filmeket sorolja fel, amelyek  az Animáció Szerkesztő lehetőségeit illusztrálják.  
 
 

 

LargeMovies/ 
Frans 
Egy részletes 2D fej, 
mely egy monológnak 
megfelelő sokféle 
érzelmet jelenít meg. A 
szöveg ‘gondolat 
paneleken’ olvasható. 

 

 

LargeMovies/ 
Gaze 
Egy igazi arcól 
letapogatott mozgás 
vezérel három virtuális 
arcot. A 3D biológiai 
modell tekintetmozgással,  
a 2D vektror grafikus fejek 
más nem realisztikus 
animációval egészítik ki a 
letapogatott mozgást. 

 

LargeMovies/ 
Nine Faces 
A 9 arc mindegyoke 
kevés, 6-10 
paraméterrel vezérelt, 
mégis képesek 
bizonyos érzelmeket, 
illetve a beszéd 
illuzióját kelteni. 

 

 

LargeMovies/ 
AnimE 
Megmutatja, hogy egy  
lehulló könnyet milyen, 
kézzel megadott  
paraméter görbe vezérel a 
Gaze filmen látható  egyik 
animáció esetében. 

 

LargeMovies/ 
FaceTricks 
A repertoár elvet 
szemléltető film. 

 

ShortMovies/ 
FaceRepertoire  
Az illusztrálja, hogy 
kölönböző részletességű 
fejek mozgathatók 
egyetlen animációval. 

 

LargeMovies/ 
I Wish You  
Automatikusan 
előállított szájmozgás. 

 ShortMovies/ 
MouthRepertoire 
Azonos vizémák 
kölönböző részletességű 
szájakon. 
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1 Bevezetés  

1.1 A számítógépes arc animáció helyzete  

Napjainkban egyre több szerepben – hírolvasóként [1] [27], bonyolult rendszerek használatában 

�������� � 	���
����������� [6], tanárként [24], virtuális világok [45], számítógépes játékok vagy 

�����
������������ 
������– találkozunk számítógépen készített mesterséges emberi lényekkel. Mivel az 

emberek közötti kommunikációban igen sok információ olvasható le az arcról, a mesterséges arc 

����� ������ ����� 	��	�� ����� ������������� �����	����	�� 
�� 	� �
�����	�
� �������� ����������� ������

érintkezzen a felhasználó. Ugyanakkor a mesterséges arctól is elvárjuk mindazt, ami az emberi arcot 

������
��������������
����������	������������������� ��������������������������������������
�������

biológiai állapotot [6] [31] � !	� "#� ��� ������������
�� �������� � 	� ������������� �ej, akkor annak 

kifejezései is a valóságot kell hogy tükrözzék. Ha hangsúlyozottan nem realisztikus, karikatúra-���� �

�	������	�
�$����"#��	���%#�	������������	�����$��	������������� �����������$��	�&�	��	�������
�

arcokon szokásos kifejezéseket kell valami módon visszaadni. Ráadásul a megvalósításhoz az 

	��	��	������ ������������ ���	�� ������������� ����������� ����� �	������
�� ����� 	�� 	�&� �	���� 
� ����

reagáljon az átlagos felhasználó számítógépén. 

'�������(���
��
����������� � �������������	�&���	��������� ��ek, de ezek óriási emberi, szoftver 

és hardver kapacitással készült egyedi, nem interaktív fejek [9]. Egy arc animálásához rendszerint egy 

�� ��������������	�&���������������
����	��	����������$����	�������
������	�������	�� rá a virtuális 

arcra [41][44] � '� ������� ��� �� �
���������� 	�&� 	�
��&
�� ������������ �
����������� ��������� [14][15] 

modell-���� ������������������
�
�$������������������� ����	��	�&������������������$&	���
��	�	���������

����� ���	��
� �$�&�� ��	��� ��&��
���� �	������	�� ��� &�	�� 
���� ������������ ����� ������ �
������	�	��

�	�	�	��� ��
�� � ����������� � )����� ���
�� ��	� 	��	�� ���
��� ����� 	�� 	�&�
��������� 
� ���
����� ��

�
�&����������� ��	�	���	�	�
�	�	��[16]. 

1.2 Motivációk és célok 

'�����
������������
� ���� ���������	�	�����	��	�&�	�
��&
����	�	�
��	��
��������	��	����� 

1. ����� �������
��������� �*"#+%#�����-más paraméterek�������������� ,�	�&���	�
��&
���- 

2. ����� ��������������	���	����������������	���������	- 

3. megengedi mimikai repertoár definiálását és újra felhasználását; 

4. 	�	�$����������	��������������� �������������������	$���	�
�$���� ���������	� 

5. 	� �	�	������ ��
�� � *�xtenzionális) manipuláción túl biztosítja dinamikus arckifejezések 

konceptuális (intenzionális) definícióját; 

6. segíti a felhasználót abban, hogy interaktív módon olyan animációt hozzon  létre, amely teljesíti a 
konceptuális szinten megadott kívánalmakat. 
 

D�����	�$���	�� ����� 	� ����
����� ����� ��� ��� � 	�&� 	�
��&
�� ����������&
��� ��� �	�
�$��&
��� ������

�$�	�$��� ���� ����� 	�	�$�� ��������� 	�� '�
��&
�� .�������� ����� ����������� 
����	����� 	�&� 	�
��&
���
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����������&
�
��������� �'��'�
��&
��.�������� ��
�����������$������	����������� �	��	��	�����������

felhasználókkal teszteltük.  

1.3 A tézis szerkezete 

'� ���� ��� ������������� 	����� �������� ���� �$��
����� &
����� �	��	��	���� � '�� �����������

tárgyalásánál ezekre, az irodalomjegyzékben is feltüntetett cikkekre hivatkozom a �	��	�� ����� �

összefoglalóban. A cikkek legfontosabbjai a tézis további  fejezeteit alkotják, melyek részleteire a 

���
����� ������� � ���	������	�� �
�	������ � '�� 
��$�������� ������ 
������� ����$�������� 
�� ���-egy 

mellékelt cikk idézett oldalán találhatók meg. 

A tézis melléklete egy CD,  mely az elméleti fejtegetést és eredményeket illusztráló demokat és az 

implementált szoftverrel készült, részben saját, animációkat tartalmaz. Egyes animációk a tapasztalatok 

szerint mások számára is esztétikai élvezetet és de� �����&������������	��������������� ����������������

��������	� 	�� ���	���� 	� ���������� �� 	����� ����	�����
� ������������� � '� /#-�� ������� � ������

némelyike, valamint néhány további film, valamint a legtöbb hivatkozott saját cikk  on-line formában is 

elérhe� �	�www.cwi.nl/CharToon  illetve www.cwi.nl/~zsofi/publist.html web oldalakon. 

'� �	��	�� ����� � ����� ��� ����	�� ���������	�	� 	�� 	����� �$��
��&
���	�� ������� � ������������ �

!���������� 	����	��� 	���� 	� ���������� �$��
��&
��� ���� ����	�	�� ������� �� ���� �����	��� ������� ���

�
�������	������������ �'����
�������������	��������� � 

A 2. fejezetben röviden bemutatjuk az arckifejezések osztályozására vonatkozó pszichológiai 

elméletet valamint egyes leíró kódrendszereket, illetve a leggyakoribb számítógépes arc modell típusok 

�������&
��� �	�	������
� � 0��������� 	� �
������� ���� ���	���� � 1���� �������� �������� �
������� �

paradigmát adunk a sokdimenziós kifejezés térben való navigálásra. 

A 3. fejezetben megadjuk arc animációk modell-����������� �	�	������ ��
�� � ����������&
�����

�	�	�
��� ����	������$�� 	���� ����������	��� ������� ����� ��� ����
�� 	�&� 	�
��&
��� ����������� ��� ��	�

felhasználását, illetve más arcra készült animációk adaptálását. Megmutatjuk, hogy miként lehetséges a 

2�
�$��
��������2��	�	��	������������������� �����������	$���	�
�$���� �������	 � 

A 4. fejezetben a dinamikus arckifejezések intenzionális definiálására alkalmas formalizmust 

vezetünk be. Egy dinamikus arckifejezést mint korlátozás kielégítési feladatot tekintünk. Megadjuk az 

arc animációk definiálására alkalmas korlátok típusát. Ismertetjük a korlátok megadását és 

manipulálását biztosító operátorokat. Tárgyaljuk a korlátozások kielégítésének mechanizmusát, különös 

tekintettel az interaktív használatra. Megmutatjuk, hogy az ún. intervallum propagálás módszere egy 

speciális heurisztikákat megfogalmazó stratégia-rendszerrel kiegészítve alkalmas interaktív és 

inkrementális animáció készítés céljaira.  

Az 5. fejezetben ismertetjük azokat az alkalmazásokat, melyek a kutatási eredményeket 

hasznosítják. 

Végül a záró fejezetben további, részben folyó kutatási témákat tárgyalunk. 
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2 Arckifejezések igazi és virtuális arcokon  

2. 1 Emberi arckifejezések 

Virtuális arcokon az emberi arcokon megszokott kifejezéseket szeretnénk viszontlátni. Melyek ezek, és 

miként írhatók le?  Évszázadokkal korábbi megfigyelések, hogy az emberi arc jelenségeinek nagy része 

jelentéssel bír [5],  illetve hogy ezek egy része az evolúció során alakult ki [8]. Ám e jelenségek 

��
�����	�
�$���
�����	����&�	��	���������
	������������������������� ���[10]. Ugyancsak a fénykép és az 

elektromos impulzus szolgáltak alapul a 70-es években Paul Ekman és társai által megindított empirikus 

pszichológiai vizsgálatokhoz. Miután azonosították, hogy mely izomcsoportok milyen vizuális 

������������ 
������� �� � 	�� 	�&���� ���	�������� 	�� 	�&�
��������� ��������	� ��������� 3'/.� *3	&
al 

Action Coding System) kódrendszert [11]. A 47 diszkrét paraméter használatával kvantitatív módon 

leírható, hogy mi látható az arcon egy adott pillanatban. Kódrendszerük birtokában Ekmanék 

arckifejezések (fényképek) ezreit vizsgálták. Arra a következtetésre jutottak, hogy 6 érzelem   – öröm, 

meglepetés, bánat, félelem, düh, utálat – nemre és rasszra való tekintet nélkül ugyanolyan módon 

jelenik meg az emberi arcon [12]. Ezek az ún. alap arckifejezések.  

Az alap kifejezéseken túl sok egyebet is tükrözhet az emberi arc. Például bizonyos alap kifejezések 

együttesét (pl. kellemes vagy kellemetlen meglepetést) vagy további érzelmeket (féltékenység), melyek 

leírása sokkal problematikusabb és kevéssé feltérképezett. Az önálló kommunikációs jelentéssel bíró 

arckifejezések, mint  rámutatás (tekintettel és/vagy fejmozdulattal), tagadó/ige�� � ���������� 	�

beszédet központozó (tekintet felemelése ill. pislogás szemantikus vagy szintaktikus egységek között) 

illetve ��������	
����	�������  (pl. hunyorítás az említett dolog kicsinységének illusztrálására), vagy 

éppenséggel a jelentéssel nem bíró, ���������� ���	��� �� ��	���� ��������	  szisztematikus és 

kvantitatív leírását a virtuális fejek megjelenése nem csak ösztönözte, hanem gyakran kísérleti eszközül 

is szolgál [7]. 

Összefoglalva, virtuális arcok animálásához az emberi arckifejezéseket vizsgáló társtudományok 

*���
&�����
	�����
&�
���
	��������$������,�����������
���
����������������� �������
��������������	����

ma még nem nyújtanak elég alapot ahhoz, hogy az emberi kommunikációban megszokott sokaságú és 

�
� ��� ��
���������������������� �4����������� 

•  az arc biológiai  mechanizmusai (izmok anatómiai szerkezete, az egyes izmok biomechanikai 

tulajdonságai, azok változásai)  bonyolultak és nem eléggé ismertek; 

•  az arckifejezések csak kis hányadáról vannak leíró ismeretek; 

•  	��	�&�
���������
� ���
����� ��
�������������$�$��  

2.2 Virtuális arcok és kifejezés terük 

5�������� ������������� ��	�
�	
� �	�	�
��	� �	������	��� �
���� � �����
� ��� �������������� [29]. A 3D 

maszk modellek poligonokból vagy görbe felületdarabokból összerakott merev testek. A 3D biológia-

alapú modellek�������$�	��	���	��	�&�������������
������������ ���������	��
��&�	��������
������������

állnak (ld. 31. old. 1 ábra). Az utóbbi esetben a modell természetes része az arc 15-20 fontos izmának 
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�������� �2������������
���2�������������	��	�&����������	�� �)���
������������������	������� ��� ��

�� ���������
� ���	����	� ����������
�� 	� �$�	��	�� ����� � '� �
����
	
� ������� ����� ��� ����
�� �����

	�
���������	��	����	�&������������ �������	�������������*��� ���	������������&�������������������,�


�� �� ���	�	�� 	� �
��$��
�� 	�&�� � )��� 
����� ������� 	����	�� ���������� ������6�� 	�
� �
��� 	�

������������������
���	��	�
������������������
� 
�������������
 �7	���������������������������������

a korai modelleknél, az arc deformálása úgy történik, hogy minden kívánt kifejezésre megadjuk a 

modell összes csúcsának új helyzetét.  E sziszifuszi és legkevésbé sem felhasználó-barát módszert 

felváltotta a ’kvázi-izmok’ bevezetése: egy-egy, valamely valódi izomcsoport hatását szimuláló kvázi-

izom a hatókörébe tartozó csúcsokat mozgatja el bizonyos irányba és mértékben.  

A 2D modellek két csoportba sorolhatók. A  (fény)képeket használó rendszerek [18]általános 

képtranszformációs eljárásokat (morph, warp) alkalmaznak az egyes jegyek (száj, szem) pixeljeinek 

módosítására. A vektor grafikus rendszerek [25][28][42] rétegesen elhelyezett, deformálható 

komponensekkel definiálnak egy fejet (ld. 19. old. 2. ábra).  Az arc egyes jegyeinek alakja ill. helye a 

grafikus komponensek bizonyos pontjainak (pl. görbék interpolációs pontja, vázak csatlakozási pontja) 

mozgatásával, illetve az egyes komponensek egészének transzformálásával változtatható (ld. 19. old. 3. 

és 20. old. 4. ábra). 

A fej pozíciója és a szem orientációja lényeges szerepet töltenek be az arckifejezések 

értelmezésénél [32], és a leíró kódrendszerek is számolnak velük. Ezeket is figyelembe vesszük virtuális 

	�&���	�
�����	�����	�����
����	��������������������� ����������  

A virtuális arcokat deformáló paraméterek modell-specifikusak, ami két hátránnyal jár: 

•  nem adnak támpontot a kifejezéseket meghatározó v
�$��
�������� �- 

•  	�� ������ ��������� ���� ����	�
�
�
�	��� 	�� ���
�� ��������� ���������� �
������� ���� �
��� � ��� ����

másikra. 

 

'����� � �������	���������� �����	�� ����������������	� �������������	��	��	���������������	�3'/.�

leíró paramétereit, és azokat leképezt���	�����	����������������������&
����	�	������
�� � �8� �������

az eredetileg bináris és csak valóságos arckifejezések leírására szolgáló rendszer alapján a kifejezetten 

számítógépes alkalmazások számára elkészítették az MPEG-9� ��	������ ������� ����� �� :;� 3'P-ot 

(Facial Action Parameter), többségében folytonos paramétereket használó rendszert, mellyel az arc 

geometriájától független módon lehet leírni annak változásait [20]. Ez a rendszer egyre terjed, mint 

számítógépes fejek interfésze [23].   

2.3 A kifejezés tér felderítése  

Mi a továbbiakban kifejezés tér�	�	��������
��$��
������������� ��	�	������
��������������� �)��	������
��

lehet a modell deformációs paramétereinek terével, vagy lehet valamely, valós kifejezések leírására is 

használt paraméter rendszer bizonyos paraméterei által meghatározott tér.  

A kifejezés tér általában sokdimenziós, amiben csak néhány pontot ismerünk. Nevezetesen azokat, 

melyek valamely ismert kifejezésnek felelnek meg. Ezek általában, az el z  fejezteben elmondottak 

alapján, a 6 alap kifejezés. Hogyan helyezkednek el ezek a kifejezés térben? Mi van ‘közöttük’? Hol 

helyezkednek el további érzelmeket tükröz  kifejezések? És hol az ‘elkerülend ’ tartományok, azaz 
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azok a pontok, amelyek nem értelmezhet , vagy esetleg fizikailag sem lehetéges (pl. a modell 

topologiáját megsért ) kifejezésnek felelnek meg?   

E kérdések tisztázása nem csak a virtuális fejeken megjelenítend  kifejezések kontrolljához 

elengedhetetlen. Ha a virtuális fej paraméterei azonosak egyes, az igazi kifejezések leírására használatos 

paraméterekkel, akkor a pszichológia számára is értékesek a válaszok. A virtuális arcok korlátlanul és 

szabadon kontrollálhatók, amire általában az ember nem képes a saját arca esetében. Nincsnek továbbá 

az arckifejezések spontán el ���������� zavaró kísérleti körülmények, és az arcmozgás letapogatásának 

technikai problémái sem jelentkeznek. Mi is elemeztünk valós arcokról letapogatott és MPEG-4 FAP-

okkal kódolt arckifejezéseket. E munka tanulságai (lásd [19], és 61-65. old.), valamint [46] is arra 

motiváltak, hogy virtuális fejeket használjunk a valós kifejezés tér felderítésére is.  

A kifejezés tér felderítésének problémája hasonlít a sok dimenziós mérnöki adatok 

megjelenítésének (scientific visualization) problémájához. Szeretnénk egyrészt képet kapni a tér egyes 

pontjairól, másrészt az ember mentális kapacitásának megfelel ��������$��
�	���������	�
����
 �7
�����

�������� ��	�	�
����	�	�	�$��������������������������
�����������	��	����
	��	�����
����
���������� �

További részletek a  [III] mellékelt cikkben valamint a [34] és [19] publikációkban találhatók. 

Perceptuális pszichológiai kísérletek [40][33] alapján lehetséges a 6 alap kifejezést 2 paraméterrel 

jellemezni, mégpedig oly módon, hogy a kifejezések egy kör kerületén  helyezkednek el. A kör sugara 

mentén a kifejezés intenzitása csökken, a kör közepén a semleges kifejezés szerepel (lásd 74. old. 12. 

ábra).  Ezt a 2D-beli elrendezést használtuk az Érzelem Korong navigációs eszköz definiálásához. Az 

eszközzel egy-���� 	�	�� �
������� �������� � 
�����
����� � ������	�	
��� 
������� ���� ����������� �
�������

���������� *�����,� �����$�� �� � 	� ����
����
��� �
������� �������� 	� %#� körbeli viszonyok alapján 

����	��������� �
����
�� 
��������&
��	� � � <��� ���� 	����� �
��$��
�� ����� ������������� :� 	�	�� �
������� ��

végtelen sok további kifejezést kapunk , bár természetesen nem az összes lehetségest.  

Az eszközt implementáltuk és azt tapasztaltuk, hogy a kifejezés térnek az így bejárható része mind 

����������� ��
����������� �	��	��	������ �������	�������������	�
���
�$�����������������	������	 � �)��

azért is érdekes, mert az alapul szolgáló empirikus eredménnyel kapcsolatban az utóbbi években heves 

vita  bontakozott ki [39]. 

Az  Érzelem Négyzetek� �	�
��&
��� ������� ��������� ����� 
������ 	�&�
������� �� 
��$�$��� �
 �

)���������� =>�� ���� �	����� ���	�� 	�� '�
��&
�� .�������� ���� ���������� ��	�
�$�� �
������� ��� � ���������

többségükben a 6 alap kifejezés változatai voltak egy 2D virtuális arcon (lásd l93. old.). A kifejezéseket 

15 MPEG-9� �	�	��������� ���$�� �� � '� �
����
�� &���������� ��� 
������ ����������� 	� � � ����������

analízist  [22] végezve azt tapasztaltuk, hogy az adott arckifejezések a 15 dimenziós kifejezés térben jól 

���������� ������	��	��	���9��
����
����
�������	��� ������������� � 

A 4 dimenziós hipersíkon való navigálásra 2 négyzetet használtunk, melyeken feltüntettük az 

ismert kifejezés�������������� �������	� ��'�%��������������-egy pontot kijelölve,  a hipersíkbeli 15 D 

�����	���������� ��
��������	��	�&����� ������	��������	�$���	������������
�����	��������
�����������

egy 4 dimenziós szelete. Az általunk végzett kísérlet szerint fel lehet deríteni, hogy e síkon hol vannak 

értelmetlen kifejezések és hol az adottak további variánsai. Nevezetesen, az alap kifejezések adott 

variánsainak konvex burka csupa újabb variánst tartalmaz. A 2D-beli tartományok átfedése az alap 

arckifejezések ke������������ ���������	�	��	��	�  
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3. Arc animálás paraméterekkel  

'���� � �����������	��	�&������
��	�	���
����	�����	���������� ��statikus kifejezésekkel foglalkoztunk.  

Az arcon egy-�����
����������������������������
�������	��� �
������[16] �'��
� ���
�����������

is figyelembe véve dinamikus arckifejezés� ����������� �#
�	�
�$��	�&�
���������� ������������	�
�	��

ún. kulcs frame (key frame) tradicionális animációs technikával oly módon, hogy egy statikus kifejezést 

valami��� 	� ��������� �
�������� �	�����$�� �$�&�� ��	��������� ��� ����� ������
� 
� ���� �	�	�
�����


��������&
��	�� �	������$�� ���� 	� ������� � *��	�
�$�,� �
���������� � � )�� 	� �	���������� 	�
��&
�����

átvett eljárás  nem alkalmas arra, hogy az igazi arcokon tapasztalt, igen gazdag és árnyalt jelenségeket 

�� ������$������
�	�
��$�	���
�����$�  

)�����	�����������	��	�&�	�
��&
��	��
�����������'�
��&
��.�������� �	�	������
���$�	�$���� �'�

részleteket a mellékelt [I] és [IV] cikkek, valamint a teljes dokumentáció [28] tartalmazzák. 

3.1 Animáció definiálása paraméter görbékkel 

Az általánosság megkötése nélkül feltételezzük, hogy az animálandó fej modell N számú, valós 

�	�	��������� ���������� �� ��� 	�� ������ �	�	�������� ������� 	� NDDD ,..., 21  valós, korlátos zárt 

intervallumokból kaphatnak értéket. Az intervallum egy kitüntetett értéke a semleges érték, mely a 

��$�	��
� ���	����	�� ��� � 	�&� �������� � �	�	������ ������ � '� �����	���� ������� ������� ����������

feltesszük hogy a semleges érték mindig 0. Az intervallum végpontjai a minimum ill. maximum értékek, 

������� ���	���	�� 	� ������� 	�	���� ��������� ���� 
������� ������ ��� ������	����	��� � )��� �	�	������

ezen tulajdonságait a paraméter profil írja le. Az azonosított paraméterek és paraméter profiljuk 

együtt, adott sorrendben egy animációs profilt alkotnak.  

)��� 	�
��&
��� 	� �	�	�������� 
� ���
� ��������	� ��������� ������� �	�	����� �	���� ������������

(t))(t),...F(F N1  vektora ad meg,  ahol iDTF
i

→: , és T az anim�&
��
� �	��	�	 �3�������������������

a paraméterek mind interpoláltak.  Nevezetesen az i-edik  paraméter függvény értéke bizonyos i
jt   

,,...1( iJj =  )0≥iJ 
� �������	�� 	������ i
j

i
j vtF =)( , és egy köztes t � 
� ���
� ������ ���
�� 	�

szomszédos ismert i
jv  és i

jv 1+ �������� �� �
����
�� 
��������&
��	�� �������� � ������� �	� �����
�� ����

szomszéd, különben 0. A i
jP = ( i

jt , i
jv ) pontok tehát meghatározzák az egyes iF függvényeket, és így 

az animációt is.  Függvény interpolációs terminológiával élve a  pontokat ����� ����oknak nevezzük. 

!
�	�����
� ���$��� ���� ������ ����� 
������ ��� �������� � � '� ������ ������� ����	� �	�	������������

különbözhet, és lehet 0 is. (E tekintetben általánosabb, mint a kulcs frame technika.) Egy animáció 

������ ���� ���	�� 4� ����������� �������	�� �	�� ���
�
���	�� �������� �
����� ������ ������ ������� ����

sorozata. A vektor egy tagját, mely egyetlen paraméter értékeit határozza meg, a rövidség kedvéért a 

továbbiakban az animáció egy paraméterének nevezzük, és a kontextusra bízzuk a paraméter szó 

�������� � ������������ � !���������� 	�� ���� �	�	����� � 	�
��&
�� ����������� 
� használjuk. A 

������ ������� ���-egy részsorozatának együttese is animációt határoz meg, melyre mint rész-

animációra is fogunk hivatkozni.  
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!	���������$��������	��
����
��
��������&
������ ����	�������������
�������������
	������	������$� �

Az arc animáció esetében nem ismertek olyan hagyományos animációs elvek, amelyek egy bizonyos 


��������&
�� �������� �������	� � � )����� 
�� ���	�� 
��������&
��� ����������� 	�
� �������� ������ � ��� 
����

flexibilis görbe-manipulációt biztosít. Végül, mivel dinamikus arckifejezések esetén igen  rövid 


� �	��	���*�
������������&��,�����
�������� ���������&
���������������	������������������
���������

okoz az animált arcon ‘látható’ hatást. (A szájmozgás problémáira külön térünk ki 3.4 fejezetben.) 

A mozgó arc látszata arckifejezések e������$���
��� ���������	������ �
� �'�&�
��������������
�����

sorozatát filmnek hívjuk. Egy filmet egy animáció és a mintavétel gyakorisága, a frekvencia határoznak 

��� �!�����
������������&
������	���$����	���������� ��	������	�������	
��	��	��	��	����ellege (real-

time vagy off-line), illetve a fej modell bonyolultsága ismeretében meghatározandó, a mi 

��������$���������������������   

3.2 Animáció módosítása 

)���	�
��&
��������������	����������	�$�� �'�������	�	���������������������������	��������� �� 

Eg�� �
���	������� 
� �����	����������� ��������������, ����� �����	� ����������	����������, 

����� �������������������������	����������. 

'��	�	������������ ����	
�	�������
���	����������������	���	��törlés, másolás, eltolás� 
� �
�������

érték mentén, skálázás�
� �
���������������������ellentett képzése. 

A fenti operátorok közül csak néhány szorul magyarázatra. A skálázás érték mentén esetében a 

��������� ��������� �
�������$���� ���� 
� � ����
� ��������� ������� 	� ������	����	�
��&
�� ���������� � '�

��������
�������  választható.  Ellentett képzése úgy történik, hogy egy-����������� ���������������	�	��

negatív, a profil maximum és minimum értékének hányadosával, különben e hányados reciprokával 

szorozzuk.  

A beszúrás megvilágítható egy segéd transzformáció bevezetésével.  A paraméter korrekció egy 

bilineáris transzformáció, mely egy adott paraméter profil viszonyaihoz igazítja az animáció egy 

paraméterét úgy, hogy a semleges, minimum és maximum értékek megfeleljenek egymásnak, a köztes 

�������� ���
�� 	������	�� ����� ��nek le. Ha egy kimásolt részt egy másik paraméter adott helyére 

����$�������	�������	����*����������	�	����� ,�	�
��&
����� ���������
���$��	��	������	�	����������
��

szerint.  

A fenti operációk legtöbbjének végrehajthatósága bizonyos természetes feltételekhez van kötve, 

������� 	��� �
���������� ����� 	�� ��������� 
�� ��
��	��
�$�	�� ������� 	�
��&
�� ������ � ?� � 	�� 
� � ����
�

�������� ������������ ��������� 	� �
���	������� �������� �����������
�� ���� �
���	������� ������ �������

�	��������������������
������@����� ����2��unkcionálnak.  

'� ����
� �����&
���	�� �
��� �	�� ����� �	�	����� � ������	�	�� ����� 	� �������� � ���� �	�	����� �

operáció végrehajtását jelenti minden egyes érintett paraméterre.  Az érintett paraméterek kiválasztása a 

paraméterek fókuszba hozásával  történik. Beszúrás esetén feltétel, hogy a fókuszolt paraméterek 

száma megegyezzen a beszúrandó paraméterek számával. A beszúrandó és fókuszolt paraméterek 

����	�������� ��������������  

'� �
���	������ *$���,� ��� ������� 	��
�
����	���� ����������	�� 	�� 
����	����� ��������� � esetében 

szokásos módon definiáltuk.   
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3.3 Animáció adaptálása 

A�	��	���� ����$�������������
������� �������������� 	���������
���	�
��&
��� ����������� *���������	���

egészében) újra felhasználni egy másik fej modell animálására. A paraméterek közötti másolás és 

��������� 	����� ���� �
��
�� ����������� ����� 	� �	�	�������� ���������	� �� ����$���$�� ������������

történik, és eleve csak azonos számú paraméter között lehetséges.  

A  reanimálás operátora egy adott animációt transzformál egy másik, az ún. reanimációs profilnak 

�������� �� �'�����������������	�
��&
���������������
�	�	���	�
��&
�������
� �'����	�
��&
������

������ �������	� ��	�
��&
�������
���
������������	�	�������������������	��	�����	�
��&
�������
�����

���� �������� � �	�	������ � !	� �	�� 
������ 	� �	����� ����
��� 	� ����	�� ������ ����
��	�� �������� ���

korrigáljuk.  Ha nem sikerült párt találni, az új animációban az adott paraméter üres lesz. Az új 

animációt kétféle módon használhatjuk: vagy önmagában, vagy egy másik, azonos profilú animáció egy 

adott helyére beszúrva a reanimált animáció nem üres paramétereit. Ez utóbbi a ������������������� �

mellett. 

Reanimáláskor a paraméterek párosítása az azonosítók összehasonlítása alapján történik. A 

reanimálás sikere tehát azon múlik, hogy a paraméter profilok azonosítói megfelelnek-e egymásnak, és 

a megfeleltetett paraméterek szemantikusan azonosak-e, azaz valóban azonos vizuális hatást érnek-e el a 

������������ �#��	�����	��
�$�	�������������� ��	�	�����������������	�
� �����������������	������
��

lehet. Néhány példával világítjuk meg, hogy mi mindenre használható a reanimálás. 

Fej modell és animáció együttes tervezése Az animátor úgy dolgozik, hogy módosításokat végez 

	� ��� ���������� ��� 
� ������ ����� ��
�� ����� �
����� ����	��	��� 	�� 	��$��
�� ����
� � B�	�
������	�� 	�

korábbi változatra készített animációk kipróbálhatók az aktuális verzión. Ez nagy könnyebbség azzal a 

gyakorlattal szemben, amikor a modell tervezése és animálhatóságának tesztelése elkülönült lépések 

között iterálva történik.   

Letapogatott mozgás adaptálása Az arcmozgást letapogató (face tracker) rendszerek outputja 

���
����� � ����� �
��� ���� ���&
��
�� ����
��� 	�
��&
� � '�� 
�	�
� 	�&���� ���	���	����� 	�
��&
�����

��	�
������	������� �������
��$��
�����������	��� ������	���	�
��&
���	�������	����������������������et 

módosítani, pl. egyes nem letapogatott paraméterekkel kiegészíteni (lásd. CD  LargeMovies/Gaze).  

Nem-realisztikus animáció '���	�
��&
�������
���������	�����	���������� ��	����������� ���� �?� �

���� �����$�� 	��
�$����� ���������� @����� ������ 2� 	�� ������
� �	�	���� ����
���� ����� ������
����

növelésével. Hasonló módon egy teljes igazi arcmozgás eltúlozható, karikírozható.  Az azonosítók 

���	�������	�� 	�� 
�� ������� �� ����� ���� 
�	�
� ��� �
������� �	�	������� ���� �
��$��
�� ����� 
�����
��

jelenségeket (is) eredményezzen [37].  

Animáció repertoár Egy adott fejre gondosan megtervezett, rövid, dinamikus vagy statikus 

	�&�
�������������������� �	�
��&
������������������������	���������� �'��	�
��&
���*��	�
������	��

������ ,���	����	������	�����	������ �������
�������������������	��	�������������������������������	����

kevésbé részletgazdag változataira alkalmazzuk. MPEG-4 kompatibilis fejekkel folytatott kísérleteink 

szerint egy-�����	�@����
���� ��2����������������	�&�
��������	��������� ������������	�
����	���	��	����

hasonló kifejezés (lásd. CD  LargeMovies/FaceRepertoire és 83. old. 2. ábra).  
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��������	
������ �������� 

'� ��	�
��&
��	� 	�	�$�� 	� ���������� 	$���	�
�$�� �� �������	 � '� ������������ 	� ���������� CIV] cikk 

tartalmazza. A beszéd vizuális egységei az úgynevezett vizémák, melyek külön-������������������ ��

mint statikus kifejezések. Szájmozgást vizémák egymás utáni beszúrásával kaphatunk.  Az, hogy hány 

és milyen vizémát használjunk, az animálandó modell mellett az alkalmazás célja és a beszélt nyelv is 

befolyásolják. A vizémákra is alkalmazható a fentebb ismertetett repertoár elv (lásd. CD  

LargeMovies/MouthRepertoire).   

)��� *������������ �	��� ��
����
����,� ���������� 
�� � �
���	� ���� �� ���������	� 	$���	�
�$��

mehanizmust biztosítottunk. Inputként a beszédet hangzó egységek (fonémák) sorozataként leíró adat 

*����� 	� ������� ��������� 
������� ����� � ����������� ��������� �$��$�	,� ��� ���� �����	-vizéma 

hozzárendelési tábla szükséges, valamint a vizémák mint statikus animációk. Ezek ismeretében a szájat 

����	����	�	��������������	�	$���	�
�$�	���� ����	��������� �	�
��&
� � 

A vizuális koartikuláció kérdése tézisünkön messze túlmutató, önálló kutatási terület [26][30].  Itt 

&�	�� 	���
�� �������� ����� ����� 	� �
������ ������	�� ������������� 
������� 
� �������� ���������
�

meghatározásával ellensúlyozható a koartikuláció hiánya, illetve a vizémák közti lineáris interpoláció 

hatása. 

4. Arc animálás korlátokkal  

Az Animáció Szer����� � 	�� ���
�� ���������	�� ����
��� &�	�� 	��� �
������	�� ����� ���� 	�
��&
��

��
��	��
�	
�	����������	�	��� �'��	�
�������
����������	��
�$���	�����
���	�����������
� �)� �����

is elképzeli, hogy milyen legyen általában az arc mimika (pl. szimmetrikus arcmozgás, kivéve a 

�	�	������� ������ �	��
�����
�$�� �������, �7	�� 	� &���������� 
����������� ���
�������	�� �����	��

milyen kívánalmakat jelent a  megalkotandó animációra nézve. Végül hozzálát elképzelései 

megvalósításához. Ennek folyamán esetleg felülbírálja egyes korábbi döntéseit, pl. a karakter mimikai 

������������ 
���� ��� � � )��� 	� ������ -�
�
����� � �������������� 	�� ���
�� 
����������� ����������� &�	��

alacsony szinten  támogatják.   

Ahhoz, hogy  egy dinamikus arckifejezést illetve animációt ne csak mint egyedi,  paraméter görbék 

által meghatározott mozgást tudjuk kezelni, intenzionális definiálására és manipulálására alkalmas 

formalizmus szükséges. Erre korlátokat [38] használunk. Megmutatjuk, hogy segítségükkel miként lehet 

egy fej dinamikus arckifejezéseit illetve egy animációt megtervezni, majd a követelményeknek eleget 

��� ���������	�
��&
����� �����	�
 �� 

A korlátokat használó arc animálás részleteit a [II]  mellékelt, valamint a [36] cikk tartalmazzák. 

4.1 Animáció definiálása korlátokkal 

)��� �
�	�
�$�� 	�&�
������� ��������������
�� 	� ������ �������	�� ������	�� 	���� 
� � 
������� ������

komponensére mint változókra vonatkozó korlátok formájában adjuk meg. Pl. egy mosoly szimmetrikus 

voltát úgy fejezzük �
�� ����� 	�� ���� ���� 
�� � �	�� ���	���	�� ��������� ����	������� ������ �������

���������� 	������ 
� ���� ��� 	������ ��������� ����� ����� �������������� � )� ����	� ������
� �
�������� 	�

�������� ����������	�����
��$�����&
���	���	�"D-33 oldalakon szerepel.  
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Általában azt mondjuk, hogy  <C, A>  egy korlátos animáció, ahol A egy, a 3.1 fejezetben bevezetett 

animáció, C korlátok egy halmaz, és C változói A� �
������� ������ ����	
�	�� 
� � 
������� ������

koordinátái. C megfelelhet egy – dinamikus vagy statikus – arckifejezés definíciójának, vagy egy 

animációval szemben támasztott egyszeri követelményeknek. C� ��������	
� � �
��� ���� ���
����� ���

mint ugyanannak az arckifejezésnek vagy általánosan, animációnak a változatai.  C tehát 

intenzionálisan,  A  extenzionálisan ad meg egy animációt. 

Kérdés, hogy milyen típusú korlátok azok, amelyek szükségesek és elégségesek arckifejezések és 

	�&�	�
��&
���
�����
����
�����	�����	 �'��	�	��	�&�	�
��&
������������=��	�	��
����
�������� ����������

tartalmaznak, melyeket korábbi saját és animátoroktól szerzett tapasztalataink alapján határoztunk meg 

(lásd 39. old. 2. táblázat). 

Korlátos animációval dolgozva, az animátor nemcsak az animációt, hanem a korlátokat is tudja 


����	������������������	��
 �)����	��������� ����������������	��	�����������sére:  

Korlát megadása�)�������������� ����� �A animációra adható meg.  A megadandó korlát típusát  

	�������$��	��	�	��	�&�	�
��&
�������������������������������������������������������$���� �	����	���

����� ���	�$�� 	� �
����
�� ������ �������� �	�- és jobb oldalát, és sorra kiválasztjuk, hogy A mely 

������ ������	��
��������������
����	�����������	��������	��������������	���������� � 

Korlátok lekérdezése�'��	��$��
������������	�������
������������� �����	����	�������
�������&�	��

	����$���	����� ������� �������	����	������������������� ���
��	��������	� � 

Korlátok törlése és módosítása� )��� ����������
� �
����	�� 	����������� ������� �������� �� � 
������� 	�

numerikus paraméterei módosíthatók. 

Korlátok ki-be kapcsolása Egy lekérdezési listában azonosított korlát f������������� �
���������	�

	��
�
����	�� �<��������������
��������������� �������-alternatívákkal. 

Korlátozott animációk másolása, beszúrása és törlése A 3.2 fejezetben bevezetett operátorok 

����	�
��&
����	���	��	�������������	������� �������	����	������korlátokkal együtt kezelik. A csak 

�
���	������� ������ �������	� ���	������ ��������� 
�� ��������	��� ��� 	�� 	�
��&
�� ��������	� �� ���������

	$���	�
�$�� ����������� 
�� �����
 � 5������ ������ �
��	���� ��������� ���� ������ 	������� �
�	�����	��

legalább egy, törlésre ki������������ �����	 � 

�������	������ ����������
����
���� 

Ebben a fejezetben ismertetjük azt a korlátozás kielégítési mechanizmust, amely biztosítja, hogy az 


����	������������� ����������	�
��&
������������	����	�������������	�  

Az alapelv az, hogy az animáció az interaktív szerkesztés folyamán mindig megoldása  kell hogy 

�������	��	��$��
������������
� ���	�	��	� �)��	������	������������������� � �
������������������������

von maga után: 

1. )� ������	��-e, elvben, az összes megoldás ezzel a megkötéssel? 

2. Miként vegye a rendszer figyelembe az animátor ’lépéseit’, illetve miként biztosítsa, hogy az 

animátor ’jól’ lépjen, azaz módosításaival ne lépjen ki a megoldások halmazából?   

3. A megoldó rendszer válasza – egy megoldás –���	����
� ���������������� �����  
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4. Egy ������������ 	�
��&
�� ������	
� ���	���	�� ���� �	��������� ���� ��������� ��� 	�� 	�
��&
���� 	�

feladat alul korlátozott, végtelen sok megoldással. Melyiket válassza a rendszer egy adott esetben? 

 

Az egyes elvárásokat részletesen tárgyaljuk a 43-45. oldalakon. A l��������	��� ������ �� ����� �	� 	�

megoldás halmaz konvex – mint ahogy esetünkben az alap korlátokat használva az –,  akkor az egyes 

változók számára lehetséges értékek zárt intervallumot alkotnak. Ez a tulajdonság akkor is fennáll, ha 

bizonyos változók már (megengedett) értéket kaptak (partial instantiation).  

Ennek a megfigyelésnek az alapján választottunk megoldó sémául egy olyan eljárást, mely az 

intervallum propagálást [2][4] ötvözi változó és érték választási heurisztikákkal [38]. Minden egyes 

értékadást – akár az animátor kezdeményezte azt, akár a rendszer maga –   a változók lehetséges 

értéktartományának  felfrissítése követ (az algoritmus pszeudokódját lásd  a 48-49. oldalakon). Így ha 

biztosítjuk, hogy az animátor egyszerre csak egy értéket változtasson, és a pillanatnyilag megengedett 

intervallumon belül maradjon, akkor az általa választott érték mellett is lesz megoldása a teljes 

feladatnak. Mivel lineáris korlátok ��������� 	�� 
�����	��$�� ����	������ �����	�� �����	� �� � 	��

értéktartományokat, e módszer alkalmas interaktív használatra. Mindezek alapján nyugodtak lehetünk 

az 1-" ������������
���� ��� � 

Ami a 4. problémát illeti, általános esetben  a megoldó algoritmusba beépített választásokon múlik, 

������
�������$�
���
�����	������	�����������������
����������������������������	���  �7
��������������

���	�����
����	���
�������������������	��������� ����������������	��	����
��$����������	��	�����
���
$����

alapján, interaktívan lehessen vezérelni.  Az úgynevezett változó és érték választásra bizonyos adott, 

	�� 	��	��	������� 
�� � stratégiák  közül választhat az animátor (ásd 49-51 old, valamint [36]). Így 

befolyásolhatja, hogy a rendszer válaszlépésként az animáció mely részét változtathatja meg, és milyen 

változást preferáljon. Az animátor dolgozhat például ’balról jobbra’, azaz megkívánhatja, hogy egy 

�
������� 
� ����
�� ��������� ������� 	�� 	��$��
�� 	�
��&
�-� �	��� �� ���	�	�� ����� &�	�� �
�������

�	�	���������������	�	� �8�����	����������� ����	�������������	������������������������������ ����-egy 

�
�	�
�$���
���������������� ��	�
�&
�
���$�	��� �����	�
�	���������  

E��������	��	��	��'�
��&
��.�������� ��A és C mellett a lehetséges értéktartományokat, D -t  és a 

pillanatnyi stratégiát, S-et is figyelembe veszi. A felfrissítése valamely általános intervallum propagáló 

	����
��$��	���������� ��� �� 

'� " %� ���������� ����������� ����� ������ ������� ��
�� � ����������� ������ &�	�� 	�� �������������� ����

értelmezett korlátozott animációra. A többi esetben az operátor végrehajthatóságának feltételét 

�
������������� 	� ��������� ��	��	� ��������������� 	�� ������ ������ ������� ����������
� ������	�

megengedett intervallumok alapján. 

5 Alkalmazások 

5.1  CharToon  

A kutatás� ���������
� 	�	�$�� ��������	�� 	� /�	�5���� ��� � ���$���
�� ��������&���	�� '�
��&
��

.�������� � ����������� 
����������������� [28]. Intervallum propagálásra a Nante-i egyetemen 

kifejlesztett OpAC rendszert [3]��	������$� �'��
���������&
�����	��������	������� �	�
��&
���
�������
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������ �
������ �����
� �������	��	� � '� ��������� �� ������ 	��	�� 	� D; � ��� =% � � ���	�	��� 
������� 	� ������

dokumentáció [28].   

A szoftver Java nyelven íródott, így web-alkalmazások céljaira is alkalmas [34].  Továbbá a 

�	�	������ ����������� ����	��� ���	���	� 
���� �	��	������� 	�
� ����� ��� ����
� 	�
��&
��� ������

�������������	�	&�����&�	����	��������� �	�	����
�����������
�����������	 framenkénti képátvitellel. Ez 

telepresence alkalmazások esetén használható jól ki. 

�'��
������������'�
��&
��.�������� ���
����	
�$������
���	�
����������
��������� �'����������

használták CharToon-nal készült vektorgrafikus 2D fejek mellett 3D maszk és textúrával ellátott, 

biológiai alapú modellek animálására is.  Az eszközzel letapogatott mozgást is felhasználtunk virtuális 

fejek animálásához [37]. A mellékelt diszken látható néhány a készült filmek közül. Az eszköz 

hatékonynak bizonyult, mellyel az eredetin tervezetten túl sokféle egyéb hatást is el lehetett érni (lásd 

/#� .����7��
��+�(�.������� F	���7��
��+3	&�5�
&���� F	���	�� �	�
&
	��� G���, � � '� ������ �

�	�	���	�	����	�	����	�����	��
	
�)?8/5H8#�&���	�������� �����
	&�	��
��i a szoftvert.  

5.2  Az Érzelem Korong  

A 2.3 fejezetben ismertetett elv alapján implementáltuk az Érzelem Korong eszközt. Az eszköz két 

kutatócsoport használta. Az ember-gép kapcsolat kutatásával foglalkozó hollandiai TNO intézet egy 

csoportja arra volt k����&�
�� ����� �������� � ���������� ��
�
������ ���� ��	�
���
�$�� 	�&��� �����
���

alkalmasak az alap arckifejezések közvetítésére [43]. Ezt kísérletileg vizsgálták oly módon, hogy 

kísérleti alanyok egy csoportja igazi fényképeken lá����� 	�&�
��������� �������� ��� ��������	� �� � 	���

I������� 1������ ������������� �������� � ���	�
�$��� %#� �
��$��
�� 	�&������ �	�� ���� ���
�� &�������

	���	���
� ������� ��'��
�����	������������	����$�	��	�������	��������� �������
�	�&�����������������

alkalmas 	�:�	�	���
���������������$������	�����	����	�
�$��	�&�
�������� ����
���� �����
����$�� ��)���

az eredmény számunkra azért érdekes, mert hitelt ad annak a feltételezésünknek, hogy van 

létjogosultságuk stilizált, 2D virtuális arcoknak is a 3D realisztikus modellek mellett.   

Az amszterdami Free University Számítástudományi Tanszékén egy csoport  virtuális világok 

�	�����	�����$�	�	 � ��	��I�������1�������������� �������������	����������	�	�	����	�&�
�����������

meghatározására [13].  

5.3  ����� ���� 

A hollandia IPO intézet szintetikus beszédre specializálódott csoportja újabban multimodális beszéd 

��
����
������
���
�������������$�	���
������ �8�����������	�������� ����
����
�$�������������������	������

�� ������� �����	�$�	t az általunk kifejlesztett automatikus szájmozgást létrehozó programmal. Így 

�
��	�	���� 	�	��� �� ���� ���� 	����� � ��������� ������ 	�&� *����� /#� F	���7��
��+8(
��J�$, � � )��� 	�

környezetet használva kívánják a továbbiakban a vizuális koartikuláció jelenségét vizsgálni.  

A szájmozgáson túl a beszédet egyéb vizuális jelenségek is kísérik. Például a kiemelést (fókuszt) 

���������� � 
�����&
�� ��	��	�� ��� ������� 	� ���������� ������������� � )����� *��� ���� �	�����,�

�������������	��
�����	���	� 	��'�
��&
�� .�������� ���� 	�
����� �
��$��
�� ������� �	������	� � '����� �

���������� �������� ����� �������� ����	����� /�	�5���� ����� �	������	�� 	� ���$��� �
�$��
��

hangsúlyozásának vizsgálatára,  új eredménnyel járult hozzá a multimodális beszéd leíró kutatásához 

[21].   
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'� ���	
� F	� .	�
���	� ���������� 	�� '�
��&
�� .�������� �� 	��	� �	��������� ����� ��	�
���
�$��� "#��

virtuális fejen minél tökéletesebb szájmozgást hozzanak  létre. Az eszközzel egyrészt interaktív módon 

tökéletesítik az általuk használt vizémákat, másrészt szimulálják és tesztelik a koartikulációs 

����������� �)���������
�������� �������������������������������������������$��	��
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6 További kutatási irányok 

�����
����
��� ���������� !��	��"�����#��� 

A�	��	�� ����$�� �� �� ����� ���� �����tfajta több példányát kell használnunk. Nevezetesen olyan 

�������������� �
����������� ������� ���� 	�
��&
�� �
������� 
� �	��	���	� ��+�	��� �
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paramétereire vonatkoznak.  Pl. a ’szimmetrikus arcmozgás’ kifejezéséhez minden jobb-bal paraméterre 

és minden ������ ����-párra ugyanolyan fajta korlátokat kell megadni. Vagy ha azt szeretnénk, hogy a 

���
������������������������������	������������� ����������	�������	�	�����������������
��	��
 �B�	���$��

a tekintetet meghatározó paramétereket ’kézzel’ kell megváltoztatni, valahányszor a fixált tárgy 

elmozdul. 

!	��������������	�	��
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meta-követelmények alapján. Ez nem csak az animáció készítés hatékonyságát növelné, hanem utat 

nyitna  ahhoz,� ����������
��$��
�� ����
�
�	
� �	�������	
��� 
����������� ��	�����	�� ���������������� 
��

kifejezhessünk.   

A korlátozott animáció sémáját két irányba lehetne kiterjeszteni. Egyrészt formalizmust biztosítani 

a paraméterek teljes vagy részleges idejére vonatkozó követelmények kifejezésére, másrészt 

���������
�� ����� ��������� �
������� 2�����	��	
2� ������ �� ����	��������� ��������� �������� � '��

intervallum propagálás sémája elbírná az ilyen kiterjesztéseket. Ami további meggondolásokat kíván, az 

egyrészt a stratégiák értelmezése, másrészt a több forrásból származó korlátok közötti tájékozódás 

megoldása. 

6.2 Arckifejezések variánsai stílus, nem és náció alapján 

'��'�
��&
��.�������� �������-egy arcra gazdag repertoárt lehet megadni és azokat alap egységekként 

haszn���	���	���������������	��	��	�&���	�
����
 �1������������������������� ��
�	�
�$��	�&�
��������

��������������	��
������������	����	��	�
�������	�������	�����������������	�����	���� ������	���K 

Ez pragmatikus kérdés is, de méginkább az arckifejezések jellemzésének alap kérdése. 

Nevezetesen, hogy az ’átlagos’ (dinamikus vagy statikus) arckifejezést miként módosítják olyan 

������ ����
���	���������	�������&�������– pl. foglalkozás, nem, náció -������� �����$�	  

Meg fogjuk vizsgálni, hogy lehet-e ezeket a té���� �����
���	��	�	���
�������������	
�����������

paramétereket kezelni. Ehhez szeretnénk viselkedéspszichológiai empirikus, kódolt adatokat vagy leíró 

elméleteket alapul venni. Ha ilyen nem  létezik, mesterséges fejeket használva lehet és kell tesztelni a 

hipotézisek. 
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az érzelmek változásának modellezése és kontrollja is [17].  
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repertoárt, valamint a korlátok biztosította variációkat lehet használni a fej animációjának automatikus 

�� ���������	 �'��	�����	��������������&�������� ��������	����-determinisztikus arc animáció orvosolná 
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fejezéseik mindig 
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valamelyik kifejezést. Mechanizmust kell biztosítani az ilyen alternatívák közötti választásra és az egyes 

�
��������� *��	,����������� �)������� �����������
�
�$������������� ������������	��	�� ��������������

hogy mikor mely alternatíva a ’természetes’.  

6.4 Virtuális fejek kiértékelése   

Utolsónak maradt, de igen fontos kérdés az, hogy miként értékeljünk ki egy virtuális fejet.  A 

����������� 
���� ���������� 	� �
���� ��������� �������� 	� �������� �������� 	�� 	�	�����	������� 	�

kifejlesztés és használat költségei mind fontosak. Ráadásul az alkalmazások és a megcélzott 

felh	�������� 
�� ����������� � )����� ���������� ���� ������ � ��� *�	��� ������ ��
����
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sok változó befolyásolja, mint pl. a fej modell esztétikai értéke
�� 	� ������� �
� ������ 	� ���	��
� ��� 	�

tartalom.  Nincs még kidolgozott metodológia az egyes változók elkülönítésére, illetve hatásaik 

mérésére. Mindemellett sokszor, a szükséges ismeretek hiányában,  még azt sem tekinthetjük abszolút 

mércének, hogy milyen ������	�����������������
�	�
�������   

Ugyancsak izgalmas feladat bizonyos alkalmazás típusokra teszt feladatokat (benchmark) tervezni, 

amelyek –� �� � 	� ����� � 	����
��$���� �
�������������� ��������� ������ – platformot teremtenének az 

összehasonlító kiértékelésre.  
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Abstract
Human faces are attractive and effective in every-day communica-
tion. In human-computer interaction, because of the lack of suffi-
cient knowledge and appropriate tools to model and animate
realistic 3D faces, 2D cartoon faces are feasible alternatives with
the extra appeal of ‘beyond realism’ features.
We discuss CharToon, an interactive system to design and animate
2D cartoon faces. We give illustrations (also movies on CD) of the
expressive and artistic effects which can be produced. CharToon is
fully implemented in Java, allows real-time animation on PCs and
through the Web. It has been used with success by different types
of users.

Keywords: Cartoon animation, facial animation, computer-aided
in-betweening, performer-driven animation.

1 INTRODUCTION

Computer facial animation has been a flourishing research topic
for more than 25 years, aiming at models which can be animated
and used to (re-)produce facial expressions reflecting emotions
and mouth movements for spoken text [10, 19, 28]. Besides the
needs of the film- and entertainment industry, there has been grow-
ing interest from the area of human-computer interaction technol-
ogy. A talking head is a pleasing experience for a computer user,
in contrast to traditional user interfaces. It is proven that a synthetic
human face attracts the user’s attention, improves the effectiveness
of using the system and even has influence on the contents of us-
ers’ ‘answers’ given to the computer [37]. There are still many es-
sential questions to be answered concerning such a ‘human
interface’. What face should one use: realistic or cartoon-like; 3D
or 2D; of a famous person or a generic one; of what sex and with
what features? What expressional repertoire should the face have,
and how should the expressions be shown, blended and concate-
nated?

Most of the research on facial modelling and animation has
been aiming at (re-)producing realistic faces [20, 32, 33]. In spite
of enormous efforts, no easy-to-use technology has emerged yet
for producing faces with full realism and for faithfully animating
them.

Even the most flattering demos of synthetic faces [4, 32] eliminate
essential features like the hair, rely on a texture-map of a real face
and use face-tracking devices to drive the synthetic face based on
the facial motion of a performer [11, 38]. The cost and time of pro-
ducing synthetic ‘realistic’ 3D faces with the present tools is a for-
bidding factor for many applications.

On the other hand, in many application fields realism is not of
major importance. One would like to have an attractive, expressive
face with easy to recognise distinctive communicational (e.g. pay-
ing attention), cognitive (e.g. agreeing) and emotional (e.g. sur-
prise) expressions. The world of non-realism does have further
advantages:
• expressions can be exaggerated by non-realistic features,

well-known from traditional animations and strip-books;
• there is much freedom in designing more or less antropomor-

phic faces;
• non-realistic faces often have some artistic touch, which

makes them more appealing than just seeing a – perfect or not
– real face;

• once obviously a face is not pretending to be a ‘realistic’ one,
the expectations and judgement of the user are adjusted;

• last but not least, the technological aspects of animated non-
realistic faces allow real-time and Web-based applications.

We have been motivated by the above observations, when we –
next to maintaining a physically-based 3D ‘realistic’ facial model
[14] –, started to experiment with 2D cartoon-like faces. Our major
interest was to explore the dynamism of facial expressions. To de-
sign 2D faces and animate them, we were looking for a tool which
fulfils the following requirements:
• is ‘light’ and easy to use;
• accepts face tracker data as ascii input;
• allows subtle control of the animation;
• runs on Unix machines as well as on PCs.

As we could not find an appropriate tool, we had to develop it our-
selves. The first version of CharToon is ready, has allowed us as
well as artists to make a great variety of non-realistic animated fac-
es, has been used for ‘useful purposes’ as well as for experiment-
ing and having fun.

In this paper we give an account for our CharToon system, to
be used to design and animate 2D cartoon faces. In the next chapter
we give an overview of related work, from research groups and
commercial software companies. Then we introduce the features
of CharToon in detail, which is followed by discussion and exam-
ples (with colour plates at the end) of possible kinds of non-photo-
realistic faces and animations supported by the tools. Most of the
examples are snapshots from short films (available on the CD, for
samples see [5]). Following the examples we list some application
domains. Finally we sum up the features and benefits of our sys-
tem, and outline future work and possible extensions.

Animated CharToon Faces

Zsófia Ruttkay                 Han Noot

Zsofia.Ruttkay@cwi.nl, Han.Noot@cwi.nl

Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam, The Netherlands



2 RELATED WORK

Non-photorealistic renderinghas become a very popular topic re-
cently both in research circles and in the film and animation indus-
try. This is well reflected by the special sessions and tutorials at
recent Siggraph conferences and the success of first examples of
computer-generated animations with artistic rendering styles such
as 2D ink paint [16], 3D painted worlds [1, 7, 25] or sketchy 2D [6].
(For a complete overview of research and experiments in non-pho-
torealistic rendering and animation, see [18].)

The main reason for this shift in the use of computers is possi-
bly the recognition that ‘realistic’ computer-generated images, in
spite of the enormous development in rendering, do give a synthet-
ic, perfect and cold impression. This is disappointing not only in ar-
tistic applications, but even in engineering designs where it is
important to provide a pleasing, attractive and familiar impression
of the product for potential customers [18]. These considerations
hold also for facial animation, where the complexity of the real hu-
man face and the lack of knowledge/practical tools to model it pro-
vide further motivation to turn to non-photorealistic faces. This can
be the reason for earlier work on2D cartoon faces[2, 30, 34] and
generallight-weight 2D animation systems[15, 24, 26, 27, 35].
The first two facial animation systems do not allow the design of
dynamical expressions: in [2] cartoon faces can be animated by im-
age morphing, in ComicChat [30] stills are used. Our system is es-
pecially equipped for facial animation, and in this application field
is superior to the listed general ones, serving a wider domain of 2D
animations. Comparing CharToon to Inkwell [24], there are simi-
larities in the main objectives (light and easy to use, flexible anima-
tion system) and the technical solutions (exploiting layers, allowing
the manipulation of motion functions, grouping/hierarchy of com-
ponents). While Inkwell has several nice features which CharToon
lacks, CharToon offers extras which are especially useful for facial
animation: special skeleton-driven components and an extensive
set of building blocks to design faces; the support to re-use compo-
nents and pieces of animations, a separate graphical editor to design
and manipulate animations and real-time performance. Similar ar-
guments hold for MoHo [26], a recent general, light and vector-
based 2D animation system. While skeleton-based motion (with in-
verse kinematics) is supported in MoHo, it is not possible to manip-
ulate time-curves of parameters. Also, there is no player to generate
real-time animation from ascii files.

Editing animations with CharToon can be seen as extension to
parametric keyframing , supported by all commercial animation
packages. In CharToon, editing operations are allowed on pieces of
parameter curves. Moreover, CharToon is being extended with con-
straint mechanisms, which will provide a basis for manipulating an-
imations on a higher level and in a descriptive way.

Current commercial facial animation packages all assume a 3D
facial model, which can be animated either by re-using a set of pre-
defined expressions without the possibility of fine-tuning them
[12], or by tracking the facial motion of aperformer [13]. In the
latter case, the editing operations are performed as Bezier curve op-
erations.

This also applies for most of the generalmotion warping [39]
and signal processing based motion curve transformations [3] tech-
niques. An exception is the work onconstraint-based motion ad-
aptation [17], which uses the combination of motion signal
processing methods and constraint-based direct manipulation, in
order to be able to modify an existing motion to meet certain re-
quirements. There is a big literature ofmotion synthesisandmo-
tion control systems based on some general constraints and
principles of (realistic) physical motion [21, 23]. CharToon is more
general in the sense that any object, with non-realistic dynamical
characteristics can be animated.

From the technical point of view, by using vector-based graphics to
achieve real-time performance and possibilities for Web applica-
tions, CharToon is in line with the current research in the W3C to
incorporate real-time vector-based animation into Web pages [31].

3 THE CHARTOON SYSTEM

3.1 Architecture

CharToon is a collection of Java programs by which one can inter-
actively construct parametrized 21/2D drawings and a set of time
curves to animate the drawings. CharToon consists of 3 compo-
nents:

Face Editor is a 21/2D drawing program with which one can de-
fine the structure, the geometry, the colours and the potential mo-
tions of the face. A collection of extensible building blocks
facilitate the construction of faces.

Figure 1: Architecture of CharToon

Animation Editor is an interactive ‘animation composing’ pro-
gram, to define the time-behaviour of a drawing's animation param-
eters, provided by Face Editor. Animations can be saved as a script
(for later re-use), or a movie script can be generated.

Face Playeractually generates the frames of an animation, on
the basis of the animation parameter values in the movie script file
provided by Animation Editor and the face description file provid-
ed by Face Editor.

These programs exchange ascii data with each other and possi-
bly with other programs outside CharToon (see Figure 1).

The programs usually are used together in an integrated frame-
work, making it easy to design a face and test its motion in an inter-
woven and incremental way. But the components can be run
independently, exchanging data with other programs. E.g. Face
Player can be run with data gained from an application such as a
face tracker, or Animation Editor can be used to post-process ani-
mation produced by a text editor or obtained as tracked data.

3.2 The Face Editor
How faces are created
Face Editor is the component of the CharToon system by which
drawings (of a face) are created. The program is intended for the
generation of 2D faces with a cartoonish or schematic appearance
which can later be animated (see Plate 2).

Drawings are build up from pre-cooked components (see Plate
1, Figure 2). Generally speaking, components are elementary geo-
metrical shapes like polygons, ellipses and splines or they are com-
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binations of those shapes. One can include ‘.gif’ images too, e.g. to
use hand-painted and scanned designs as backgrounds.

One includes a basic component in the drawing by selecting it
from a menu and dragging it into place (see Plate 1). After a com-
ponent is included, it can be edited, i.e. its appearance – size, shape,
colour – can be changed within the limits of the component’s gen-
eral nature.

While creating a component of a drawing, one also specifies its
potential dynamical behaviour, to be used when animating it. The
possibilities are:
• change location;
• scale in the horizontal- and/or vertical direction;
• change visibility;
• and most importantly: most of the components can change

shape according to changing position of control points they
contain.

While creating a face, it is possible to test how the face will move.
In the so called Test Mode the user can drag the control points
around one after the other and see the effect.

The building blocks
The elementary building blocks are thebasic components. The
components are defined similar to vector-based graphical objects,
by points. The defining points can be of four kinds:
• master control points which are used to animate the object,

as the position of the control points is given by animation
parameters;

• slave control points which each are assigned to a master con-
trol point and move as their master control point does;

• frozen points which never move;
• fixed points which may move, if driven by some control

point, otherwise they remain in place.

When the user inserts a control point, he defines the horizontal and/
or vertical range for its potential position. During an animation, the
control points are to be positioned within the defined range.

From the point of view of how basic components can change
shape dynamically, there are two kinds: contour-animated basic

components and skeleton-animated basic components.Contour-
animated basic componentsare (one and only one) polyline, pol-
ygon (closed polyline), ellipse or image. They are defined by
points on their contour. Their shape changes directly according to
changes in the position of the control points on their contour. In ad-
dition, polygons and ellipses can be empty or filled. Naturally, one
can also use variants of these components which never change
shape.

Skeleton-animated basic componentsconsist of a skeleton
and a body, both of which are a polygon or polyline. Only the skel-
eton contains control points and possibly also fixed points, while
the body contains only fixed or frozen points. When the skeleton
moves (i.e. its control points change position) the fixed points of
the body move in synchrony with the skeleton. The way in which
body points are coupled to the skeleton leads to the distinction be-
tween point skeleton and edge skeleton (basic) components.

Point skeleton components(see Figure 3) work as follows:
When a component is created, each (fixed) point of the body is au-
tomatically assigned to the closest point of the skeleton. This skel-
eton point may be a fixed or a control point. In the latter case, it will
drive the movement of the point of the body during animation.
Namely, the initial vector from the point on the skeleton to the
point on the body will remain the same, no matter how the skeleton
point moves.

When a body point is closest to a fixed point, it remains in
place. This last feature gives an easy way to roughly mimic the ef-
fect of skeletons with joints.

Figure 3: Point skeleton with joint, to be used as eyebrow.

Figure 2: Stages in the construction of a face: First the static background is constructed from non-animated polygons (left), next animated
components (middle) are included to produce the final face (right).
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In case ofedge skeleton components(see Figure 4) each body
point is coupled to an edge of the skeleton. Initally, body points are
projected on skeleton edges. When thereafter the skeleton moves,
the initial projection of the body point on the skeleton is made to
move in such a way that the ratio of the distances of this projection
to the endpoints of the skeleton edge on which the projection lies is
kept constant. (Note that the skeleton may change length when its
CPs are moved!) The body point then follows the motion of its in-
itial projection in such a way that:
• It stays at the same distance from the skeleton edge as it had

initially.
• Its actual projection always coincides with the moving initial

projection.

The most striking consequence is that in principle all body points
of an edge skeleton component can move.

Figure 4: Edge skeleton component neutral and deformed, to be
used as upper lip.

There are no simple and definitive rules to tell which type of skel-
eton component to use for a given effect. In general, the effect of a
point skeleton is easier to comprehend, as the (local) shape of the
body is preserved. If the body has a subtle shape, it can be preserved
only by a point skeleton with many control points, which makes the
animation task complex. Hence in such cases a simpler edge-skel-
eton may provide a good solution.

After having inserted a basic component, the user is free to add
all kinds of points to it which make sense for the type of component.
Hence a great variety of objects can be defined, differing in shape
and skeleton (potential deformation).

For typical features in a face such as a mouth or eyebrow, com-
posite components are provided.

Composite componentsare made of one or more, possibly hi-
erarchically grouped basic components as building blocks. There
are composite components provided to make eyebrows, eyes and
mouths of different complexity. When using a composite compo-
nent, the user can transform (scale, drag,...) it as a unit, but he is also
free to adapt it by editing its basic building elements.

The user is also supported in defining his own composite build-
ing blocks and store them in a library for later re-use. Such a so-
calleduser defined compositecomponent can be any, hierarchi-
cally ordered assembly of basic components, composite compo-
nents and other user defined composites. In a drawing, user defined
composites behave as any other composite component, they can be
similarly selected, transformed and edited.

Face editing functions
Components as a unit can be manipulated by the general copy/drag/
scale/flip type operations. Basic components can be modified as de-
scribed above, by selecting one (may be one as a lower-level build-
ing block of a composite component) and then choosing from a set
of choices generated according to the type of the sub-component.

Polygons and polylines can be turned into smooth shapes by de-
fining spline interpolation on its points instead of straight lines.
This effect can be limited to sequences of points too.

Lines (smooth or curved) between two points can be turned in-
visible.

Components can be placed in 10 layers, both in the background
and in the foreground. In the background only non-animated com-
ponents can be placed.

Visibility of the component and skeletons can be set forever or
be defined as an animation parameter.

Last but not least, existing control points can be fine-tuned:
dragged, ranges (in x and/or y direction) set, granularity defined, la-
belled, etc.

3.3 The Animation Editor
How an animation is created
Animation Editor is a graphical editor for the specification and
modification of animation parameter values for computer facial (or
other) models. In the particular case of faces produced by Face Ed-
itor, the parameters are x and/or y coordinates of control points. The
information on the parameters – name, extreme vales and neutral
value – is taken by reading in a face profile file containing the rel-
evant data. Profile files are generated by Face Editor.

Animation Editor operates on a window which looks like a mu-
sical score (see Figure 5). There is a 'staff' for every animation pa-
rameter; the lines on each staff reflect the values the parameter can
take. The behaviour in time of an animation parameter is specified
by placing points on its staff. Between the specified values –knot
points – linear interpolation takes place. Though in principle it
would be possible to use smooth interpolation, we have not yet
committed ourselves to this because of two reasons:
• In case of facial movement, there are no accepted interpolation

types like the easy-in/out one in body animation.
• Wwe wanted to provide complete freedom to define and exper-

iment with facial movements. Linear interpolation allows to
approximate different curves (e.g. sinusoid), which would not
be the case if a higher-order interpolation would be enforced.

Knot points can be inserted, moved and deleted by mouse-opera-
tions, at any time for each channel.

Face Player can be activated from Animation Editor in order to
see how the animated face would look like or move. At each editing
operation, the face is updated according to the snapshot defined by
the parameters at the time corresponding to the cursor’s horizontal
position. The animation being made can be tested, by playing (se-
lections of) the animation.

An animation can be saved and further processed or re-used lat-
er. For a finished animation, a movie script file can be generated by
sampling the parameter curves at a rate which is set by the user,
containing parameter values for each frame.

Animation editing functions
The processing of animations is facilitated by editing operations
which can be performed on a time slice of certain selected staves.
One can do cut and paste operations, time- and value scaling and
flip on a portion of one or more curves. Cut and paste is supported
between different parameter channels, hence e.g. it is possible to

Body Points coupled to edge Points move
with edge



‘copy’ motion defined for one half of the face to the other half, or
defined for the upper mouth to define the motion of a moustache.

Different views (zoom, hide, overview) and grouping of the
staves help to focus on certain animation parameters.

One can open several animations, possibly made for different
faces, and by cut & paste re-use (parts of) one animation to make a
new one for a different face.

There also is a facility to switch on and off an arbitrary number
of audio channels. If the audio is first annotated with (ascii) labels
(e.g. using a program like SGI's Soundtrack), Animation Editor will
display these labels at their proper place in time. Thereby one can
synchronize the audio with the animation parameters.

3.4 Face Player

Face Player is a movieplayer to play animations based on the movie
script file provided by Animation Editor and on the basis of the face
description file produced by Face Editor. Typically, Face Player is
started up from Animation Editor to see the effect of the animation
being made (see Figure 5), or alone, to play a finished animation.

Face Player takes ascii data as input to generate the pictures
with the animated face. Hence it is possible to animate a face real-
time. Face Player can play movies from a file, but can also obtain
parameters from an IPC mechanism which transfers data from an
application (e.g. face-tracker) in real-time.

Components can be drawn in separate threads, which makes it
is possible to deal with different sources of animation parameters
for different components.

An applet version of Face Player can be tried out from [5].

 3.5 Implementation

CharToon is implemented in Java 1.1, because of the following
considerations:
• portability between Unix-, Windows- and Macintosh plat-

forms;
• possibility of producing animations for Web-applications, by

embedding Face Player in an applet [5] which runs locally, and
to which only the ascii data has to be transmitted;

• its interface and graphics tools (the AWK toolkit) where (just)
sufficient;

• there is support for multi-threading which opens the possibility
of driving animations from multiple sources.

The implementation has proven to be fast enough to render simple
faces at 25 frames/second frame rate on 200 Mhz Pentium II PCs.
As the graphical rendering speed of Java 2D is too slow for real-
time animation, we could not profit from its extra rendering facili-
ties.

The first version of CharToon, with on-line help facilities and
complete manual is finished, and is running on Windows, Macin-
tosh and Unix machines. An applet version of Face Player is avail-
able at [5]. Currently we are investigating possible commercial
partners to develop it further into a stand-alone low-price product
or to integrate it into an existing complex animation package.

Figure 5: Snapshot of an Animation Editor window, with Face Player showing the face to be animated. The time curve for the
Right_Out_Tear parameter is a hand-edited extension to recorded data shown in the other 3 staves.



4 NPAR with CharToon

4.1 Feature and expression repertoire

CharToon separates theappearance, thedynamism (possible de-
formations) and thebehaviour of a face. The first two aspects are
incorporated in the definition of the face, while the latter in the ani-
mation. CharToon technically supports the re-use of facial compo-
nents and pieces of animations as building blocks. Based on careful
analysis of specific facial features of the basic expressions – happi-
ness, surprise, fear, sadness, anger and disgust – , for each feature
(eye, mouth, eyebrow,...) different alternative designs were pro-
duced, forming together thefeature repertoire. For each feature,
the deformation for the basic expressions were given (in terms of
animation parameters), forming theexpression repertoire. The al-
ternatives for a feature differ concerning deformation control mech-
anism and/or structure. E.g. the functionally simplest eyebrows are
the ones which do not change shape but may be moves up/down,
and the most complex ones have 4 control points, with which one
can produce subtly deformed eyebrow shapes.

Two feature repertoire elements with the same deformation
control mechanism have ‘identical dynamical possibilities’, as there

is a one-to-one correspondence of the control parameters. However,
the difference in structure (basic components used) will produce a
difference in the deformed form.
Once a feature is selected from the repertoire, the designer may
adapt it by changing its

a) rendering,
b) shape and
c) dynamical ranges.

As the first type of change does not affect the dynamism, expres-
sions from the expression repertoire can be re-used and will produce
the same result. The last two types of changes both result in changes
in the deformed shape, and thus when changing one aspect, in case
of complex shape and/or control mechanims, the other may have to
be modified too in order to achieve a desired deformation effect. If
these changes are done with care, the expression repertoire for the
original feature can be re-used and will produce similar expressions,
but with a different ‘look’ and/or exaggerated. In this way, one can
design quickly a big variety of faces, and experiment with the vari-
ations in appearance and dynamism (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Variants of a face, all built up from identical feature repertoire elements. The variants are gained by changing the rendering, the shape
and colour of the building blocks and the dynamism (ranges of control parameters). All the four faces show the identical ‘happiness’ expression
from the expression repertoire.
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4.2 Non-photorealistic 2D faces

The functionalities of Face Editor, though at first sight seemingly
limited, do allow a great variety of cartoonish faces (see Figure 6, 7
and 8; Plate 4 and 5). As for the complexity and realism of the face
to be produced, one has a choice for each facial element as:
• faithful (approximation of) shape from a photo;
• exaggerated shape of a realistic feature (e.g. very thick lips);
• replaced by simple forms (ellipse as mouth, straight lines as

eyebrows);
• added feature which does not correspond to any feature on the

real face (e.g. halo around the head).

As for rendering style, faces can be designed as:
• line drawings;
• flat faces with smooth filled shapes;
• paper cut-outs, by using not so smooth shapes;
• a combination of realistic or painterly static background

(scanned painting/photo) and dynamic features (mouth, mov-
ing eyes,...),

• ‘pseudo 3D’ faces, where shadows (dynamic components
which are animated too) give the illusion of 3D.

The colouring of the components in a drawing can be done with full
colours, or with black and white, or with grey scales. Finally, by
carefully using the layering option of CharToon, the effect of depth
in the background and 3D context for the head can be achieved.

4.3 Non-realistic animation

In order to achieve expressiveness and appealing animations, usu-
ally a non-photorealistic face must be animated in a non-realistic
way. To begin with, usually features of the cartoonish face do not
match the real features of the face.

Moreover, it is easy to define features with ‘beyond realism’
deformation capabilities: eyeballs can bulge, eyebrows can be
pulled extremely high, a face can grow fat or shrink narrow. Also,
non-facial features can be animated to strengthen a facial expres-
sion, e.g. hair rising up and a cap flying above the head in case of
surprise.

It is, naturally, possible to compile a (non-realistic) animation
from scratch. However, the different set of features and deforma-
tion possibilities allow inventive re-use of realistic (captured) data
to drive a cartoon face:
• a ‘realistic’ range can be extended to achieve exaggerated

motion;
• features corresponding to static (or hardly moving) ones in the

real face can be animated, usually to emphasize the motion of
some dynamic feature;

• the captured data can be extended with animation made from
scratch for elements (falling tears) not present in reality;

• in general, there is a variety of ways to map the motion of cap-
tured features of a real face on a set of features of a cartoon
face: an animation parameter can be the max., average or some
other function of values gained from several data channels.

Moreover, the style of motion of one or more features can be
changed:
• a normally smooth motion can be turned into ‘trembling’

motion, or the changes can be made sharp;
• a jerky motion (e.g. noisy captured motion) can be smoothed;
• speed can be changed;
• physically impossible motion patterns can be achieved (e.g.

jumping features, non-coupled motion of ‘anatomically con-
nected’ elements).

All the above animation effects can be achieved with the imple-
mented version of Animation Editor, by manipulation animation
data (knot points) directly.

With the next version (being implemented), it is possible to de-
fine and (re-) use pieces of motion on a high, conceptual level. For
an animator it would be very helpful to be able to define the facial
repertoire of a character, especially when inventing non-realistic
animations for cartoon-like faces. In the next version one will be
able to define different characteristics of the facial repertoire:
• the general dynamical characteristics of a cartoon face, in

terms of limits of change of speed and value on parameters;
• the behavioural repertoire of the character to be animated, such

as symmetric eyebrow movement, as typical for the character;
• any expression for a face – even ones without a realistic corre-

spondence – can be defined.

These characteristics will be automatically enforced, and prede-
fined building blocks (e.g. a smile) can be re-used in the course of
editing an animation for the face. Moreover several, non-identical
expressions of the same kind can be generated, avoiding the un-
pleasant effect of using identical pieces of animations whenever an
expression is to be produced. Thus the facial animation editing tool
has two usages:
• to sculpture the dynamism and ‘mimic repertoire’ of a face to

be animated;
• to make animations for a face with a given mimic repertoire,

meeting certain further requirements set for the particular ani-
mation.

The animation building blocks will not be stored as a piece of ani-
mation (as in the present implementation), but will be defined in
terms of constraints which the corresponding animation has to sat-
isfy. E.g. in case of a smile, both mouth-corners should be pulled up
for some time, and then after a short while the expression should be
released. The durations and final location of the mouth corners are
not set to a specific value, but some limits are prescribed. Moreo-
ver, if one wishes to have a perfectly symmetrical smile, the motion
of the two mouth corners should be perfectly ‘mirrored’. Otherwise

                     a)                                                         b)                                               c)                                                      d)
Figure 7: Faces driven by the same performer



some degree of asynchrony is allowed. As this example further sug-
gests, there are in general many concrete pieces of animation which
satisfy the criteria for an expressions. This separation of the decla-
ration of the dynamical potential of a face (how components can be
deformed), the expression repertoire of the face (in what way are
the features deformed in case of expressions) and a piece of anima-
tion which fulfils the criteria provides the interesting possibilities to
experiment with faces of different geometry but of more or less
identical facial repertoire as well as re-using pieces of animations
for faces with different facial dynamism and repertoire.

4.4 Examples and demos

CharToon has been used by three groups of people: the system de-
velopers, professional animators and researchers in human ergo-
nomics at a third party. In Figure 8, some of the resulting designs
are shown. Below we discuss animations made by them, with col-
our snapshot illustrations. Most of the complete animations can be
seen on the CD. Samples are available on-line [5].
• Lily  (see Plate 4) is an animation of a single subtly drawn car-

toonish female face in ‘flat smooth’ style, with dynamic com-
ponents to demonstrate how basic human expressions can be
achieved by exaggerated and non-realistic features (e.g.
change of face width). The artist wanted to have subtle control
of the deformation of the features, which was achieved by
using 93 control parameters.

• NineFaces (see Plate 5) is a collection of 9 very stylistic
human and non-human heads, which can be animated to
exhibit some basic expressions and talking. The faces have 6-
12 control parameters each. The goal was to show that with
simple design (straight lines) and control (often only scaling
and replacement of features) attractive and expressive faces
can be made. Such faces could be used on Web pages, as sim-
ple representatives of users in multi-user environments, or in
applications for kids.

• LineHeads(see Plate 6) are two heads, each made of a couple
of curves (with partially invisible pieces), controlled by a skel-
eton with few control points. The pen drawing style and the
somewhat unpredictable deformation of the curves give inter-
esting effects. Moreover, this is also an example how 3D trans-
formations can be mimicked, to achieve that the two faces turn
towards each other.

• Scenery (see Plate 7) is an example to demonstrate that Char-
Toon can be used for non-facial designs and animations: the
windmill turns, clouds and trees move according to blowing
wind. By the careful of use of layers, an illusion of depth is
achieved.

• The last example compares three non-photorealistic faces, all
driven by performer data. In Plate 3 (and Figure 7) the same
snapshots are shown for each face. In a) the real face is shown,
with the blue dots which are tracked. In b) a ‘close-to-realistic’
drawing of the face is shown, while in c) a cartoon version is

Figure 8: Snapshots from animations made by CharToon



given. Both b) and c) faces use structures with control points
representing (some of the) blue dots. In this case not only the
features and the rendering style are non-photorealistic, but the
ranges for the control points are exaggerated. Thus the very
same (performer) data produced exaggerated motion of e.g. the
eyebrows. It took 2 hours for the animator to turn face b) into
c) in Face Editor, and then by re-using the captured data a long
animation was produced for the new face in a couple of min-
utes. In d) a cartoonish moon is shown with an expression pro-
duced by using the captured data.

The first 4 animations were all made from scratch, and demonstrate
different benefits of faces made by CharToon: expressiveness, ease
of control, funny or artistic look. The first two movies have sound,
which demonstrates the added value of sonic effects.

In the last case, CharToon has been used to make animations on
the basis of performer data. The tracked points may correspond to
feature points used in ISO MPEG4 coding [22], but other codings
[8] or arbitrary sets of feature points can be dealt with.

4.5 Possible applications

There are several potential applications for faces produced by Char-
Toon.
• Animated faces to be used on Web pages, as guides, represen-

tations of the owner (in different moods), representation (with
different expressions) of status or diagnosis of a complex sys-
tem.

• Telecommunication/telepresence: animation for non-realistic
faces can be broadcasted through low bandwidth channels.

• The multi-thread implementation of Face Player gives support
for net based rendering of interactions between avatars which
are controlled from different remote places but shown on a sin-
gle screen.

• Talking faces with speech synthesis or text in speech bubbles.
• Faces with adapted lip-sync for the hearing impaired.
• Games for kids.
• Short animations.

Human ergonomists have tested the expressive effect of CharToon
faces [36], and found that the experimental subjects could recognise
as well as reconstruct emotions on different non-realistic faces like
the ones in Plate 3 just as good as on photos.

CharToon can be used to ‘put 2D expressions on 3D faces’. The
first such experiment [9] with avatars in VRML worlds has been en-
couraging.

The composite components of Face Editor have been designed
especially for producing facial features. However, Face Editor can
be used for other application domains where the deformation and
motion of vector-based objects is to be controlled directly, by more
or less independent parameters.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

CharToon is a vector-based animation system, consisting of sepa-
rate programs to design 21/2D drawings with dynamic potentials,
make animations and play those. The major advantages are dedicat-
ed support to make animated faces quickly, high speed in rendering
allowing real-time animation also on the Web, ease of use and plat-
form-independency. CharToon supports a great variety of non-pho-
torealistic effects both in the look and the movement of the faces.

CharToon has been tested by different users, including artists
who had hardly any experience with computers before. After hav-
ing understood the principles behind CharToon, they could produce
nice designs of faces, including the dynamical capabilities, in a cou-
ple of hours. Artists seem to like the ease with which one can trans-
form faces and animations.

Currently we are improving CharToon in two respects. In order to
gain (more) drawing speed and additional rendering facilities, we
are building an extension of Face Editor (and Face Player) using the
‘Magician’ OpenGL Java Interface, and replace Java AWT draw-
ing primitives by OpenGL ones. We expect (based on experiments
in comparable situations) greatly increased drawing-speed. Fur-
thermore, we will get an opportunity to provide support in Char-
Toon for more sophisticated rendering options like line-styles and
texture.

In order to lift the animation editing task to a higher, conceptual
level, an experimental new version is being implemented, using in-
terval constraints. We expect that with the new version animations
can be produced faster and easier, and the new facilities will inspire
animators when inventing non-realistic facial motions.

CharToon in its present form provides the option for the user to
build his own library of composite components. A big and system-
atic repertoire of facial features like eye-brows, eyes, mouths has
been developed, each with a repertoire of expressions. The user,
once he knows what and how subtle expressions the face has to be
able to present, can design it by selecting and editing the specific
components. It is an interesting question if certain ‘design recipes’
could be given how to ‘mix and match’ repertoire elements, both
with respect to the intended expressiveness and rendering of the
face to be produced.

An even more challenging issue is to investigate how anima-
tions designed for a face with ‘standard’ components (e.g. ones
which confirm to the MPEG4 standard [22] and thus can be driven
by performer data) can be re-used for faces with more or less so-
phisticated building blocks. We hope to come up with a set of map-
ping functions for many of the building blocks, which tell how an
animation for the ‘standard’ component should drive the motion of
the component in question. In this way not only a non-photorealis-
tic face could be designed quickly, but could be animated quickly
by mapping existing animations to the components of the face.
Such a mapped animation could be sufficient for certain applica-
tions, but for artistic or subtle effects it could be processed further
in Animation Editor.
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Abstract. Constraints have been traditionally used for computer animation applications to define side conditions
for generating synthesized motion according to a standard, usually physically realistic, set of motion equations.
The case of facial animation is very different, as no set of motion equations for facial expressions is available.
In this paper we discuss a facial animation editor, which uses numerical constraints for two roles: to declare
the mimic repertoire of synthetic faces and other requirements a facial animation has to meet, and to aid the
animator in the process of composing a specific animation fulfilling the requirements. The editor is thus also a
“motion sculpturing” tool, which lifts the task of creating facial animation from the control data manipulation
level to the conceptual design level. The major aid of the editor is to repair inconsistencies due to changes made
by the user, and revise changes for which no good repair is possible. Also, reuse of constrained animations,
especially expressions, is supported. The main machinery behind these services is interval propagation, which, if
using certain type of linear inequalities to express the character- as well as the animation-specific requirements,
can produce quickly the interval of feasible values for each control variable. If a solution (usually, repair) has
to be produced, it is generated by selecting the best one from a restricted set of acceptable solutions, based on
user-defined or automatically generated criteria for the choices.

Keywords: constraint propagation, interval arithmetic, incremental solution update, underconstrained problem,
numerical constraints, continuous constraints, animation

1. Introduction

In this paper we show the potentials of an interactive graphical animation editor to produce
animations according to requirements of different origin and with different scope, all ex-
pressed in the form of constraints. Animation building blocks can be also defined in terms
of constraints. The design of such an editor has been motivated by the objectives of the
“Facial Analysis and Synthesis of Expressions” project [19] to produce realistic 3D [31]
and cartoon-like 2D facial animations [8], therefore we will use facial animation as the
working example. The issues of facial animation differ in many respects from those of ani-
mating the body or controlling and generating motion for kinematic systems. However, the
ideas behind the facial animation editor are general and can be applied to other animation
tasks as well, where change of form/position in 2D or 3D has to be controlled directly, via
parameters.

In the rest of the introduction we discuss the specific issues of facial animation and
explain motion sculpturing as the basic idea behind our facial animation editor. We also
compare our approach to other paradigms of animation editing, to graphical user interfaces
and to musical composition applications. In Section 2 we introduce how animations are
represented, and how expressions and building blocks are defined in terms of constraints.
We discuss how other requirements, with different source and scope can be expressed by
sets of constraints. In Section 3 the issues of constraint processing are dealt with. First of
all, we pinpoint the expectations originating from the role of constraints in animation editing
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tasks. Then we introduce the interval constraint propagation mechanism and show how it
is used as a basic engine to reduce the domains, to generate instances of building blocks
and to repair non-solutions. Finally the current system and features under implementation
are described. The paper is concluded by outlining issues of further development and by
summing up novel features of our system.

1.1. Facial Animation

Computer facial animation has been a flourishing research topic for more than 25 years,
aiming at building models of human faces which can be animated and used to (re-)produce
facial expressions reflecting emotions and mouth movements for spoken text. The bulk
of the efforts has been spent on producing models which can be deformed to shapes char-
acteristic of human facial expressions. The majority of the research is concentrated on
(re-)producing realistic human faces, urged by the needs of such applications as televideo,
teleconferencing, facial surgery and naturally those of the film and entertainment industry
such as lip synchronization and synthesized actors. Next to these, there is another set of
applications where non-realistic human-like faces have to be animated, not faithfully but in
an expressive and appealing way. Applications of this type include animation films and the
so-called “social user interfaces”: human-like creatures guiding the user in using a software
or in walking through a virtual reality environment, or reflecting the state of a system via
facial expressions. For the first type of applications sophisticated 3D models are required,
while for many of the second type applications simple, often 2D models are also sufficient.
The mechanisms used to deform the 3D and 2D models may be very different, but the issues
of how to define a proper animation are similar and not yet properly solved for either of
the cases. To make our point clear and provide background for the animation editor, we
shortly outline two representatives of the 3D and 2D models. These are also the ones we
have implemented and have animated with the help of the editor to be discussed.

The so-called physically-based models [35] use a multi-layered elastic mesh with simu-
lated muscles. The deformation of the face is given in terms of contraction of the individual
muscles. Depending on elasticity and width/length parameters of the muscles, forces arise
directly due to the muscle contraction on some of the nodes, and these forces are propa-
gated along the elastic mesh. According to the laws of dynamics, the nodes of the mesh
move to a new equilibrium position. With additional constraints, for instance that nodes
corresponding to points in the layers of the facial tissue cannot penetrate the underlying
skull and organs, or that the total volume of the facial tissue is preserved, the mechanism of
the muscle-driven deformation of a synthetic face comes close to the physical reality. Such
“minor” problems as the proper parameterization of the individual muscles, the elasticity
characteristics of the tissue layers, conformation of a “generic face” to an individual one
(not forgetting about such aspects as varying tissue width) are still to be solved to be able
to come up with a faithfully synthesized model of a given human face. In Figure 1. our
3D Persona model is illustrated, for technical description see [33]. Note that physically-
based models can be built for non-human and even non-realistic heads, such as animals or
a tea-pot. A common approach is to control the deformation of these faces by specifying
the contraction of the muscles built in the model.
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Figure 1. a) A physically-based Persona face: the nodes and connecting springs of the 3 layers and the muscles.
b) The rendered surface.

In case of 2D cartoon-like models [25], [36], [34] features of the face can change shape
and/or position. We have developed the CharToon Face Editor to define faces with
deformable features. Features can be moved and deformed directly or indirectly, via a
hidden skeleton-like inner structure, by specifying the value of several controller points,
each of which can move in the plain within a predefined rectangle. The deformation of
such a face is defined by the position of all the controller points. In Figure 2. an example
is shown, more details on CharToon can be found at [11].

1.2. Sculpturing Facial Animations

Parallel to the emergence of improved realistic models, one has been confronted with the
fact that there is neither enough knowledge on the dynamism of human facial expressions,
nor appropriate paradigms and tools to animate synthetic faces.

1.2.1. Make a Smile!

To illustrate the problem, let’s assume that there is a perfect physically-based facial model
at our disposal with a sufficient number (like 10–15 pairs) of facial muscles corresponding
to the subset of the real muscles most involved in facial expressions. Our task is to make
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Figure 2. A 2D CharToon face with the controllers used for deformations of features. One or two-dimensional
cross-hairs indicate range of the location of components or of points defining the shape of a component. Some
examples: Tears can move vertically, pupils can move within a rectangle. The shape of the mouth is defined by
a skeleton with two-dimensional controllers at the lip corners and by one-dimensional ones at the middle of the
upper and of the lower lip.

this face smile. In order to simplify our discussion, we restrict the task to defining the
contraction of the most important muscle pair involved, the Zygomatic major muscles,
pulling up diagonally the corners of the mouth. We want to produce not only a “human
smile,” but the smile typical of the person — real or invented — in question. We will
use a further simplifying hypothesis, namely that the muscle activation happens in three,
linear stages: application, release and relaxation as given in Figure 3. (It has been shown
experimentally that the actual shape is far more complex [15], but because of the lack of
sufficient evidence on the real shape, trapezoid-shaped functions have been widely used.)

One can define infinitely many pairs of trapezoid-shaped muscle contraction functions.
But which ones produce an acceptable smile? How short or long should a smile last? How
are the duration of application, release and relaxation related? (It has been observed that in
case of real smiles of different length, the three time intervals do not scale uniformly.) What
are the absolute and relative limits on the contraction at the start and end of the release?
What is a typical generic smile like? In what ways and to what extent can a smile be
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Figure 3. Stages of contraction of a muscle (based on simplifying assumption).

specific? What expressions may and may not occur while smiling? What is the total effect
of co-existing expressions (e.g. smile and speech)?

1.2.2. Motivations for Animation Sculpturing

One may conclude that the questions above are to be answered by analyzing a huge sample of
real smiles, and that with the development of face motion capturing hardware and software
a faithful animation could be and should be done on a performer-driven basis [16], [40].

There is research going on to accomplish the first task [14], [15], [22]. However, the
problem seems to be very hard to tackle: it is difficult to get enough real, spontaneous facial
expression samples recorded under circumstances needed for analysis, and the computation
of the contraction value of the individual muscles based on observed facial deformations
is not well established. Hence, an environment to allow guided experiments with invented
synthesized expressions may help the process of learning about the laws of real expressions.

On the other hand, the declarative definition of the facial repertoire of a character would be
very helpful when inventing animations for realistic or cartoon-like faces. One would like
to be able to declare such characteristics of the facial repertoire as permanent or conditional
(e.g. in case of excitement) asymmetries in the motion of pairs of features, or the typical way
of smiling. These characteristics would be automatically enforced, and predefined building
blocks could be reused in course of editing an animation for the face. Also, when editing
a particular animation, the user would have tools to add and modify requirements. Thus
such a tool would make the presently very labor-intensive and low-level process of creating
animations easier and faster, and lift it to a higher conceptual level. The reuse of pieces
of animation could be also supported, by adjusting an animation to meet a modified set of
requirements. Thus the facial animation editing tool we envision has two intended usages:

• to sculpture the dynamism and mimic repertoire of a face to be animated;

• to make animations for a face with a given mimic repertoire, meeting certain further
requirements set for the particular animation.
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1.2.3. Characteristics of the Animation Application Domain

The questions the animator has to answer when producing expressions are essential and
difficult whatever facial model one has to animate, and the related issues are basically
independent of the model in question. One can define several different mimic repertoires
for the same facial model, as the facial model itself does allow a huge variety of deformations
and any sequence of them.

This is a big difference compared to other domains of animations, where generic physical
laws of motion and given physical properties of the model — e.g. size, weight, maximum
angle of joints — are used to compute motion characteristics of the body, based on some
given control values, such as motion parameters of some parts of the model. In case of facial
models the motion of feature-points of the face are basically independent. For cartoon-like
faces, this is an advantage: the animator would like to experiment with unrealistic facial
expressions (like eyebrows jumping off the head, eyes growing big). In case of realistic
facial models, this is partly a deficiency of the model, due to the fact that little is known
about the anatomy-based co-articulation and physiology of the muscles. As far as we know,
no physically-based facial model has been made to reproduce the phenomenon of muscle
co-articulation based on the physics of the model. Note, however, that much of the muscle
co-articulation is not caused by the anatomical structure of the face.

On the other hand, in case of physically based models there is a different task, which
more or less corresponds to the usual inverse dynamical motion control problem. If one
specifies the 3D location and possibly other motion parameters of certain feature points on
the face (corresponding to certain vertices on the upper layer of the facial polygon), then
the motion parameters of the rest of the vertices of the multi-layered mesh of springs and
the contraction of the muscles have to be updated, based on the dynamical laws of motion.
Note that the aim here is to reproduce single deformations, not to synthesize facial motion.

In the better explored field of body animation, the concepts corresponding to that of facial
expressions like “a big smile” or typical mimic characteristics as “less articulated right-
eyebrow movement” would correspond to “a happy jump” (may be not high, but with hands
above the head, though one could jump equally high with hanging hands) and to “limping
walk” (right steps are always smaller than left steps, though the body is symmetrical). These
are motion characteristics which cannot be derived from the physics of the body. In general,
the functionalities of our facial animation editor could be used in animation domains where
a big number of the control parameters are independent of each other, both concerning the
state at a given snapshot as well as in time. In such domains it remains for the animator to
sculpt the dynamism of the model to be animated. Cartoon-like [28] and emotional body
animation are such fields.

1.3. Comparison to Other Approaches

Parameter keyframing has been a common practice because of two reasons: it provides
complete freedom for the animator, and also, often because of the lack of more powerful tools
for many animation tasks. Our editor can be seen as extension to parameter keyframing.
The first difference is that not all parameters have to be specified for each keyframe. The
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second and more important extension is that constraints provide a basis for declarative
keyframing and the definition of building blocks.

Most of the commercial animation packages do allow the manipulation of motion curves.
Manipulation is usually restricted to one channel at a time (corresponding to location and
speed co-ordinates). In the latest version of Alias Wavefront [1], it is possible to define
functional constraints between channels. However, constraints are treated in an ad hoc
way and have a role only in generating animation data. The idea of using constraints to
characterize the required motion or to define building blocks is missing from Wavefront.

The recent FaceWorks software [17], particularly designed as an authoring tool for facial
animation, is in many respects limiting. Only expressions can be manipulated, namely
inserted/deleted/scaled, animations cannot be fine-tuned on parameter level. The inten-
sity and duration of expressions can be changed. Though the definitions of the provided
expressions are hidden, it looks like that there are no constraints used as in our case. E.g.
expressions are scaled linearly, and thus arbitrary short/long expression actions can be
generated. Neither variants of an expression can be generated, nor new, person-specific
expressions can be defined and used as building blocks. The user has no means to define
requirements, in our terminology only animation data can be specified.

Software packages for performer-driven animation address the issue of modifying
and reusing performer data. The recent Famous software [18] is similar to our editor
in allowing transformations or fine-level editing of selected tracks and time intervals of
performer data. The system ensures that a set keyframe is “smoothly interpolated” to
recorded data preceding/following the keyframe. However, the main difference is that
there are no constraints used, the operations are performed as Bezier curve operations.
Closest to our approach is the body motion capture data system outlined in [13], which
provides a framework and a good interactive environment to process and reuse curves
obtained by motion capture. Concatenation and blending of motions is based on mech-
anism for processing signals. In both systems, building blocks are pieces of animation
data, in our terminology, not constrained animations. All the same, the success of these
techniques indicate the urging need for tools to manipulate and reuse pieces of anima-
tions.

Motion warping techniques [42] and signal processing based motion curve transforma-
tions [9] have similarities to our approach, namely that they transform motion in a controlled
way. The principles behind these techniques are often intuitive and can be given in qualita-
tive terms rather than in terms of strictly defined characteristics, and always concrete curves
are manipulated. (No motion types can be declared and instantiated.) They do not allow
as fine control as one has with constraints. An exception is the work on constraint-based
motion adaptation [21], which uses the combination of motion signal processing methods
and constraint-based direct manipulation, in order to be able to modify an existing motion
to meet certain requirements. The requirements are expressed in terms of certain types of
constraints on new values for some parameter channels at arbitrary time moments, not only
at control vertices defining the time curve, like in our case. The “best” perturbed motion is
the one where the total change of parameter values of control vertices is minimal. Hence,
in contrast to our approach, the time of control vertices cannot be changed. The strength of
the system consists in that the locally prescribed constraints have an effect in some sense
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on the entire motion on the basis of trying to keep the perturbed motion similar to the
original one. Our approach differs in using explicit constraint propagation to propagate
effects of local modifications, and allowing the user to control dynamically the range of
propagation. It would be interesting to see how similar perturbed motions are, if generated
by the two methods. Our expectation is that if applied for sequences of facial expressions
with fixed times and loose expression definition constraints, the perturbed motions will
be close to each other. The concept of building blocks defined by constraints as well as
more sophisticated requirements than one-time constraints are missing from Gleicher’s and
Litwinowicz’s work. They remain on the data level use of one-time constraints, in accor-
dance with their primary goal of being able to perturb animation data. Their approach, just
like ours, is not restricted to modifying physically correct motions.

There is extensive literature on motion synthesis and motion control systems based on
some general constraints and principles of physical motion. Many systems apply dynamical
constraints [23], [24], [41], which are universal constraints expressing the Newton laws for
the motion and deformation of real objects. In the case of inverse kinematics general motion
and geometry equations and constraints can be used. In both cases, the “environment” can
be modified by changing relevant parameters of the model (e.g. mass and geometry of the
person walking, limits on relative extreme positions of moving parts) or by prescribing the
value of some of the motion parameters (location, velocity) at certain times [12]. In these
cases, constraints are used to generate a piece of motion, which is a more limited usage
than in our case.

Finally, the user interface of our animation editor brings into mind graphical user interfaces
[5], [6], [7], layout systems [27], [43], [29] and systems supporting musical composition
[30], which apply constraints and often use some specific incremental propagation method
to update solutions. What makes our animation editor basically different from layout
systems is that the parameter staves are only a visual representation of an animation. Also,
the animation and requirements are defined in terms of parameters possibly without any
geometrical meaning. All the same, the particular visual representation is chosen because
it is suitable to show important characteristics of the animation. Hence the editor can be
considered as a graphical user interface with unusual specific features (e.g. role of time
line, possibility to change constraints in several disjunct areas at a time).

It is an interesting question if the somewhat similar notation and the critical role of
time in musical composition systems could provide applicable techniques for animation
editing. There are similarities in using constraints in a declarative way, such as the choice
of definitions of locality for perturbations and the need for criteria for selecting from a huge
set of solutions. However, in the musical composition domain, there exists a canonized
knowledge on musical styles, which is supposed to be part of the knowledge of the composer
and/or of the musical composition system. E.g. if a Wiener minuet is to be composed, there
are criteria on the meter, the structure and the harmony to be met. Moreover, a single
well-established musical notation can be used to compose all kinds of music. In the case
of facial animation there is much freedom in defining general requirements and building
blocks, there are neither accepted “styles” nor a language to define them. The lack of
domain-specific knowledge and notational conventions make the task of designing an editor
for facial animation especially challenging.
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2. Constrained Animations

In this section we explain how constraints can be used to define reusable facial expressions
as well as different requirements concerning the animation. In the rest of the paper we will
use the earlier introduced simplified smile as an example. One should remember that usually
the animator has to orchestrate dozens of parameters, and define the value of each parameter
for each 40 millisecond (assuming 25 frames per second frame rate for the animation).

2.1. Types and Representation of Animation Constraints

A deformation of a face is defined in terms of a fixed number N of parameter values. Each
parameter may take its value from a domain of closed interval of reals. One specific value
of the domain is the neutral value, that is the value of the parameter in case of a neutral
face. An animation is the temporal evolution of the deformation along time. An animation
is given by the vector of functions (F1(t), . . . FN (t)), where Fi : T → Di gives the value
of the i-th parameter for each time moment in T , where T is the duration of the animation.

The parameter values are given explicitly for some time moments only, and for the rest of
the time the value is computed on the basis of the given defining values, similarly to the idea
of traditional parameter inbetweening. (Inbetweening is the common practice of making
animations by defining the position/shape of a character for some, so-called keyframes
only, and the position/shape for frames between keyframes is derived on the basis of the
keyframes before and after the frame in question. In the simplest case linear interpolation
is used, but human animators — and some of the computer animation software packages
too — have a broad repertoire of other principles.) In our discussion, we will assume
that the not explicitly given parameter values are computed by applying piece-wise linear
interpolation on the intervals between the time moments with given parameter values. Our
approach is insensitive to what particular interpolation method is used. As there is not yet
sufficient data about the characteristics of facial parameter curves, we have no reason to
use some specific type of interpolation. However, one could use e.g. cubic polynomials to
get smooth interpolating curves. We will use the notion parameter curve for the graph of a
parameter function.

As introduced above, for the i-th parameter channel, a number of Pi
j = (t i

j , v
i
j ) control

points (CPs) are given which define the parameter curve for the channel. The number of
control points may differ from channel to channel, and control points for different channels
need not be aligned along time. We assume that control points of each channel are indexed
according to increasing time, that is t i

j < t i
j+1. If for a channel no control points are given,

then the value of the parameter is assumed to be the neutral value. We will refer to the
co-ordinates of a CP as the time and parameter variables, and to their values as the time
and the parameter value of the CP. We will also talk about the CP at a given time, the CPs
within a time interval, and the preceding and following neighbor of a given CP.

Usually the task of making/modifying a facial animation is given in terms of certain
requirements. E.g. how long the animation should be, what expressions should the face
show at certain time moments or intervals, blinks should be slow, etc. To specify an
animation requires specifying a sufficient number of control points, at proper times with
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Table 1. The types of basic facial animation constraints.

(Ia) t i
j ∈ I time range (Ib) vi

j ∈ I value range

(IIa) t i
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m ∈ I time duration (IIb) vi
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m ∈ I value range

(III)
t i
j
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t i
r −t i
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∈ I relative time duration, where I ∈ I ′

(IV)
vi

j

vn
m

∈ I relative parameter value, where I ∈ I ′

(V)
vi

j+1
−vi

j

t i
j+1

−t i
j

∈ I parameter change speed

proper parameter values, namely so that the resulting (F1(t), . . . FN (t)) functions together
produce an animation with the requested characteristics. We deal with requirements which
can be expressed in terms of certain types of constraints on co-ordinates of control points.
All the allowed types of constraints limit the value of a function of co-ordinates of certain
control points. We will use extended intervals to indicate these limits: I = [I , I ] is a
finite or infinite interval, the I and I are reals or ±∞, and I ≤ I . I denotes the set of
all extended intervals, while I ′ denotes the intervals of I not containing 0 in their inside.
Defining the ≤ relation for the extended reals, this notation allows inequalities and equalities
to be expressed in the form of membership in extended intervals. E.g. x − y ≥ 20 will be
expressed as x − y ∈ [20,+∞].

In general, all constraints of the form c(x1, . . . xp) ∈ I are allowed for which the
c: R p → R constraint function is continuous and monotone in each variable on the do-
mains of the variables. For the rest of the paper we assume that only so-called basic facial
animation constraints are used. The basic facial animation constraints are all linear. The
unary constraints limit the domains for variables, the binary ones limit the difference of
time or parameter variables or the proportion of parameter variables. The 4-ary constraints
limit the proportion of time intervals between two pairs of CPs of the same channel, or the
proportion of value and time difference between two consecutive CPs. These constraints
are expressive enough to formulate a range of animation requirements concerning synchro-
nization, intensity and duration of expressions, and speed of appearance. The basic facial
animation constraint types are listed in Table 1.

An animation A is given as a sequence of control points for each parameter channel. This
data is sufficient to play the animation. However, if the animation is to be altered, then
one needs to know about the constraints which express the requirements the animation is
supposed to meet. An animation with a set of constraints is called a constrained animation,
and is denoted by the tuple 〈A, C〉. The variables of C are the co-ordinates of the CPs in
A. An animation without constraints will be also called as animation data. We will denote
the CPs referred to by C as cp(C), and the variables as vars(C). A constrained animation
is partial, if not all the variables (co-ordinates of CPs) have an assigned value, otherwise
it is complete. A constrained animation is feasible, if all the constraints in C , which refer
to only instantiated variables, are satisfied. A good animation is a complete and feasible
constrained animation, that is one where A is a solution of C .
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Table 2. Constraints of the smile action. For j = 1, . . . 4
(t1

j , v1
j ) are the control points defining the contraction function

for the right, (t2
j , v2

j ) for the left Zygomatic major muscle.

(0a) t i
j ∈ [0, 30000] (0Ib) vi

j ∈ [0, 10]

(1a) t1
2 − t1

1 ∈ [50, 300] (1b) t2
2 − t2

1 ∈ [50, 300]

(2a) t1
3 − t1

2 ∈ [100, 400] (2b) t2
3 − t2

2 ∈ [100, 400]

(3a) t1
4 − t1

3 ∈ [100, 300] (3b) t2
4 − t2

3 ∈ [100, 400]

(4a) t1
1 − t2

1 ∈ [0, 0] (4b) t1
4 − t2

4 ∈ [0, 0]

(5a) t1
2 − t2

2 ∈ [−50, 50] (5b) t1
3 − t2

3 ∈ [−50, 50]

(6a) v1
1 ∈ [0, 0] (6b) v2

1 ∈ [0, 0]

(7a) v1
4 ∈ [0, 0] (7b) v2

4 ∈ [0, 0]

(8a) v1
2 ∈ [7, 10] (8b) v2

2 ∈ [7, 10]

(9a) v1
3 − v1

2 ∈ [−1, 1] (9b) v2
3 − v2

2 ∈ [−1, 1]

(10) v1
3 − v1

4 ∈ [5, 8]

2.2. Definition of Expressions

It is common practice of animators to reuse some earlier made pieces — such as a smile, a
blink and a mouth-shape — as building blocks. By defining building blocks as constrained
animations, it is not only possible to generate and paste proper animation data, but ad-
ditionally to manipulate the pasted data in accordance with the constraints given for the
building blocks. We will refer to constrained animations to be used as building blocks as
expressions, and to animation data that are a solution of the constraints prescribed for the
expression as expression actions. (Expressions are used in the broadest sense, not only for
animations with the semantics of real facial expressions.) A particular solution represents
the so-called default expression.

We keep the notion snapshot for certain static configurations, that is expressions with at
most one CP for each parameter channel, and all CPs with the same time value. Similarly
to expressions, snapshots are defined by constraints on (some of the) parameter variables.
Hence, the smile expression defines the dynamic process of smiling, while the smile snapshot
defines a frozen smile.

Example: A smile expression and two smile actions.
In Table 2 the definition of a smile expression is given. Only unary constraints and binary

constraints of type II are used. The binary constraints (1a,b), (2a,b) and (3a,b) provide limits
for the duration of the application, release and relaxation stages, (4a,b) and (5a,b) tell how
the timing of the activation of the two muscles should be synchronized. Particularly (4a,b)
declare that the activation of the two muscles should start and end at the same time, while
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Figure 4. Two smile actions which are solutions for the same set of constraints.

for the other two control points some deviation is allowed. The constraints (9a,b) limit
the difference between the values of the corresponding control points for the two muscles.
Finally, constraint (10) tells how much the values may differ at the beginning and at the end
of the relaxation of one of the muscles. The given set of constraints has many solutions,
each corresponding to a particular smile action. In Figure 4 the parameter curves for two
smile actions are shown.

2.3. Expressing Requirements by Constraints

The definition of expressions is only one possibility for the declarative usage of constraints.
Below we look at how other requirements can be expressed in terms of constraints, and
how the constraints for an animation can be generated, based on the scope and origin of the
requirements. Without going into details, posting a requirement on a constrained animation
〈A, C〉 results in a new, maybe partial constrained animation 〈A′, C ′〉. Note that nothing
is said about how new CPs are added, and if the new animation A′ is feasible. Often
cp(C ′) = cp(C) and C ′ ⊃ C , that is, by adding a requirement only constraints are added.

Example: Symmetrical facial motion.
Often one wants to generate symmetrical motion of the face. This requirement has two

effects on the CPs of the corresponding parameter channels of the left- and right features:

• the number of CPs should be the same for the two parameter channels;

• the 1st, 2nd, . . . . CPs should have the same time- and value for both channels.

Let us examine the effect of this requirement on a constrained animation 〈A, C〉, particularly
on the 1st and 2nd channels corresponding to feature pairs. Possibly new CPs are added to
the ones in A to make the number of CPs equal for the two channels, and the t1

j − t2
j ∈ [0, 0]

and v1
j −v2

j ∈ [0, 0] constraints are added to C , for j = 1, 2, . . . M , where M is the number
of CPs in the channel 1 (and also for channel 2).
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2.3.1. Scope of Requirements

Requirements may be posed for different time intervals and/or channels. This aspect is
expressed by the scope of the corresponding constraint, which can be one of following:

• General: The constraint should hold throughout the entire animation and for all pa-
rameter channels.

• A single parameter channel: The constraint should hold for the entire duration of the
animation for one parameter channel.

• One expression: The constraints should hold for control points of all expression actions
of a certain kind.

• Certain parameter channels: Two or more parameter channels are coupled, in a given
time range or for the entire duration of the animation.

• Local: One-time specific constraint for a selected set of control points.

2.3.2. Source of Requirements

When working on an animation, the requirements and resulting constraints to be taken into
account are from different sources:

• The “physical limitations” of the face to be animated, such as muscle contraction
(speed and value) limits. Note that the “physical limitations” may reflect the (assumed)
anatomical characteristics of the face, but could be of other nature, such as limitations
of the rendering to be used.

• The behavioral repertoire of the character to be animated, such as articulated eyebrow
movement, as typical for the character.

• The storyboard of the animation, such as requirement for lip-synch according to written
text or recorded speech to be spoken by the character.

• The animator who may add further, global or local constraints e.g. for synchronization,
or for refining an expression action.

On the basis of the scope and source of the requirements it is possible to pose/withdraw
several requirements together, and thus add/remove sets of constraints. E.g. as soon as a
particular face is to be animated, the requirements associated with the “physical limitations”
of the face are posed. If audio of spoken text is also given, then the requirements on
mouth shapes at certain time moments are posed. The two sets of requirements can be
independently withdrawn and posed. We do not discuss the technical details of requirement
posting in this paper.
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Figure 5. The arcs indicate binary constraints, expressing temporal ordering between neighboring CPs. In a),
there is a binary constraint between CPs P and Q. In b) a third CP, R has been inserted between P and Q. The
insertion of R implied removal of the initial binary constraint between P and Q and the addition of two new ones.

3. Constraint Processing While Editing

Editing an animation takes place by a sequence of two kinds of editing operations, which
can be performed by directly manipulating a graphical representation of the control points
of the parameter functions:

• adding/deleting (groups of) CPs;

• changing parameter and/or time value of (groups of) CPs.

Interwoven with the manipulation of control points, the animator also changes the set of
constraints in two ways:

• implicitly, as the addition/deletion of a CP usually implies the addition/retraction of
constraints (and eventually also, the addition/deletion of further CPs), due to the scope
and source of requirements (see Figure 5.);

• explicitly, constraints may be added/deleted/modified in a direct way, by changing
requirements of all possible sources.

A constrained animation should be good, that is it should be a solution of the current set
of constraints. When the user manipulates the current good animation, goodness may not
hold any more. As a response to the user’s manipulation of the animation A or the set of
requirements R (and thus, set of constraints C), the animation is perturbed to one which
is good, that is a solution of the updated set of constraints. Perturbation is understood as
generating a solution that is acceptably close to the original animation. If there are no
acceptable solutions, the latest good state is restored. Otherwise, a best acceptable solution
— closest to the original animation — is selected. The scenarios are given below:
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1. procedure Change Animation(A, C, R, A*)
2. A’← Add Delete CPs(A*, R)
3. C’← Add Delete Constraints(A’, C, R)
4. if Acceptable Solutions(A’, C’, A) = ∅
5. then return(A, C, R)
6. else return (Best Solution(A’, C’, A), C’, R)
7. end

1. procedure Change Requirement(A, C, R, R*)
2. A’← Add Delete CPs(A, R*)
3. C’← Add Delete Constraints(A’, C, R*)
4. if Acceptable Solutions(A’, C’, A) = ∅
5. then return(A, C, R)
6. else return(Best Solution(A’, C’, A), C’, R*)
7. end

3.1. Constraint Handling Expectations

The challenge is to provide an animation editor which works according to the above outlined
scenarios. The constraint handling mechanism of the editor has to meet the following
expectations:

• Fast response: the solution method should be fast enough to provide real-time repair
of the current animation as a response for user input.

• Feedback on feasible regions: the feasible region should be made visible for the user
to guide him while manipulating the animation.

• Dynamic restrictions of the solution space: different criteria to restrict the search
should be dynamically generated and taken into account.

• Preferences for solutions: if many solutions exist, the best one should be selected,
with respect to automatically generated or user-defined preferences.

• Incremental update: as a response to frequent but small modifications of the current
good animation data and of the constraints by the user, the animation data has to be
repaired/extended, by reusing much of the latest good animation.

• Help in case of conflicts: some mechanisms should be available to point out conflicts
and to guide the user in resolving them.

The CSPs used to define animations exhibit many characteristics as listed below, which
restrict the choice of applicable solution methods. All but the last two are common in
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interactive graphical systems [7].

• Non-functional constraints: if all but one variables of a constraint are instantiated,
there can be more than a single possible value chosen for the remaining variable in such
a way that the constraint is satisfied.

• Multi-way constraints: there is no general input-output role assigned to the variables
of a constraint. A cast of role can be assigned dynamically, depending on the semantics
of the variables and the specific interaction of the user.

• Cycles may occur: there may be cycles in the constraint graph. However, cycles are
usually short and the constraint graph is not dense.

• Numerical infinite domains: the domains are infinite, specifically intervals of reals or
integers.

• Variables change dynamically: the set of variables is not known in advance, but
changes due to editing.

• Ordering by time: the time of CPs provides a basis for defining distances of CPs,
which can be used to focus on sub-parts of the entire problem and to define ordering
for variable instantiations.

Finally, the type of constraints and the requirements to be used for different animations
cannot be given in advance, which poses further demands:

• Robustness with respect to constraint types: the above listed characteristics of the
constraint handling should be valid for a wide range of constraint types, not only for
the basic ones.

• Tools to edit requirements and constraints: Constraints and requirements should
be defined and manipulated on different levels, e.g. switching on a requirement for a
selected time interval, defining an individual constraint on some of the CPs. Partic-
ularly, visualization of constraints and mechanism to name variables are difficult UI
issues.

3.2. Reduction of Interval Domains

Interval propagation is a powerful and general paradigm for reducing numerical interval
domains [4], [26], and can be well adapted to fulfil most of the requirements we listed. In a
nutshell, interval propagation algorithms iteratively compute tighter and tighter bounding
boxes — direct product of intervals — around each solution, based on the idea of splitting
a selected domain and tightening the domains of the rest of the variables for each split
half. The idea of propagating values of the bounds is close to partial lookahead for finite
domains as defined by [37]. There exist current efficient systems that use the idea of interval
propagation for computing solutions [3], [38], [39]. However, the following points have to
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be taken into account before opting for such an algorithm:

• No solution is generated: After each step, approximating boxes around the solutions
are provided. In general, the user knows nothing about the number and distribution
of all the solutions within the bounding box. Hence the task of generating a single
exact solution is beyond the capability of these algorithms. Moreover, if there are many
solutions far from each other, then the big number of small-size bounding boxes may
cause a combinatorial explosion.

• Propagation of intervals may be costly: intervals are tightened step by step, on the
basis of estimating the value of a constraint on boxes. In case of complex, non-linear
constraints this may require some expensive computation, making the algorithm slow.

In facial animation editing the above shortcomings of interval propagation can be avoided
by such compromises which do not limit the expected functionalities. Namely, our approach
is based on two assumptions:

• The projection of any constraint on each variable, restricted to the intersection of any
box and of the solution set, is a closed interval.

• The projection of each constraint on each variable, restricted to the intersection of any
box and of the solution set, can be computed fast.

If all the constraint functions are continuous and monotone in each variable, both criteria
are met. We believe that such types of constraints are sufficient to express all kinds of
requirements arising in facial animation.

From the point of view of direct manipulation the assumption of intervals without holes
as the projections of the solution set is reasonable. Intervals can be easily shown to the user
to guide him to remain within the feasible region when dragging a CP, while it would be
hard to make a “jumping over holes” service transparent.

Interval propagation can be done for uninstantiated variables of partial solutions, by
propagating the known value of the instantiated variables. The decision of how to instantiate
free variables — in which order, and to what particular value within the allowed interval
— is left for the user, or for some automatic (but tunable) mechanism to guide the search.
This is actually very much suited for interactive editing, where the user initiates changes of
variable values. There are usually many solutions, so to be able to define flexible strategies
to find preferred solutions is an advantage, not a burden.

Domain reduction can be also performed on the domain of possible values for the
constraint functions. Namely, finding the solutions of a p-ary constraint of the type
I ≤ c(x1, . . . xp) ≤ I is equivalent to finding the roots of the function fc(x1, . . . xp, y) =
c(x1, . . . xp)− y, where the allowed domain for y is [I , I ]. The reduction of the domains of
y, that is of the value of the constraint functions, provides valuable information for coping
with changes of constraints, to be discussed in 3.5.

Interval propagation reduces the domains on the basis of interval reduction functions
associated with constraints, and propagates the changes. The process is repeated until a fix
point is reached: none of the reduction functions can decrease any of the domains further.
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Figure 6. a) The solution set is the intersection of the box gained as the product of the domains and the region of
all tuples satisfying the constraint. b) The bounding box around the solution set is drawn. Its projections onto the
x- and y-axes are the reduced domains for x and y.

Definition 1. For a p-ary constraint c an interval reduction function, rc is of p +1 variables,
which maps closed interval p + 1 tuples to closed interval p + 1 tuples. When given the
intervals I1, . . . Ip, Ip+1 the reduction function returns the reduced intervals I ′

1, . . . I ′
p, I ′

p+1
such that: Ik ⊇ I ′

k for k = 1, . . . p + 1, and all the roots of fc are within I ′
1 × · · · × I ′

p+1.

Note that there can be several reduction functions associated with a constraint, which
differ in their strength, that is, how much of the non-solution is chopped off from the ends
of intervals. In our case we use the inverse reduction functions, which provide the projection
of the solution set within the given box on each variable, as defined below:

Definition 2. The inverse reduction function associated with a p-ary constraint is an interval
reduction function such that for the given intervals I1, . . . Ip, Ip+1 it returns the reduced
intervals I ′

1, . . . I ′
p, I ′

p+1 such that I ′
k = f −1

c (I ′
1, . . . I ′

k−1, I ′
k+1, . . . I ′

p+1) for k = 1, . . . p+1.

Example: Let us consider the binary constraint I ≤ y
x ≤ I , where 0 ≤ I ≤ +∞,

and the domain of the variables are [x, x] and [y, y], where 0 ≤ x < x < +∞, and
0 ≤ y < y < +∞. The allowed tuples are the ones within the box gained as the product
of the domains, while the tuples fulfilling the constraint are the ones within the intersection
of two half-planes, the solutions are the tuples in the intersection of the two regions. The
reduced domains are defined by the bounding box of the solution set, see Figure 6. The
reduced intervals for the variables can be explicitly given, by analysing the position of
the corners of the box formed by the product of the initial domains, and the vertices of
the trapezoid closed by the lines y

x = I , y
x = I , x = x, x = x , as given in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The possibilities for reducing the initial domains by the inverse reduction function for the constraint
I ≤ y

x ≤ I , where 0 ≤ I ≤ +∞. The initial domians are white, the reduced ones are black rectangles. In the top
row the reduced domains are identical to the initial domains, while in the bottom row all but one of the reduced
domains are empty.

If any of the lines y
x = I and y

x = I does not intersect the rectangle defined by the
product of the reduced variable domains, then the domain for the constraint can be reduced
too.
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For the rest of the basic animation constraint types the inverse reduction functions are
similarly easy to compute. The invers reduction function produces tight endpoints for
the reduced intervals, similar to the idea of box-consistency [26]. We use the generic
framework of chaotic iteration to describe our algorithm. This framework makes it easy to
define variants, both because of the abstract level of specification and of the known theorems
on convergence and completeness [2]. Below we give the iterative process to reduce the
domains of an interval CSP.

1. procedure Reduce Domains(D, C*, C)
2. current domains ← D
3. constraints to be considered ← C*
4. while constraints to be considered �= ∅
5. c ← Pick One(constraints to be considered)
6. reduced domains ← Reduce (c, current domains)
7. for all x in vars(c)
8. if reduced domains(x) �= current domains(x)
9. for all c’ in C (c’�= c and c’ not in constraints to be considered)

10. if x in vars(c’) then add c’ to constraints to be considered
11. endif
12. endfor
13. current domains ← reduced domains
14. endif
15. endfor
16. endwhile
17. return current domains
18. end

In our application we use finite discretized intervals of [p, p+q, p+2q, . . . p+nq] where
p and q are rationals and n is integer. This ensures the termination of the iteration, and also
that we need not worry about the usual problem related to precision of interval endpoints
due to representational inaccuracy.

3.3. Generating a Solution

The above procedure can be used interwoven with variable instantiations, to generate a
solution by specifying a value and propagating its effect on the rest of the domains.

1. procedure Find Solution(D, C)
2. solution ← ∅
3. current domains ← Reduce Domains(D, C, C)
4. if all domains in current domains are non-empty
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5. constraints to be considered ← ∅
6. variables to be instantiated ← vars(C)
7. while variables to be instantiated �= ∅
8. instantiate all variables with a single domain and remove them from
9. variables to be instantiated

10. x ← Pick One(variable to be considered)
11. v ← Pick One(current domains(x))
12. current domains(x)=[v, v]
13. solution = solution ∪〈x, v〉
14. for all constraints c (c not in constraints to be considered)
15. if x in vars(c) then add c to constraints to be considered
16. endif
17. endfor
18. current domains ← Reduce Domains(current domains,
19. constraints to be considered, C)
20. endwhile
21. endif
22. return solution
23. end

Note that it is known after the termination of Reduce Domains(D, C, C) if the problem
has a solution or not. If there is a solution, then by propagating instantiated values, the
current domains can be reduced further and no dead-end may occur. In the procedures
Reduce Domains and Find Solution specific selection criteria can be applied instead of the
general Pick One selection. The above procedure can also be used to check if a partial
instantiation can be extended to a solution, and if so, to generate an extension.

3.4. Generating Default and Random Expression Actions

An expression is defined as a (solvable) CSP. Whenever an expression action has to be
produced, a partial instantiation of the variables of the expression has to be extended to a
solution of the corresponding CSP. Typically, only the start-time of the expression action
is specified. In this case, the partial instantiation with one time variable instantiated can be
extended in many ways to a complete solution. For each expression, a method to generate
a default solution — the default expression action — is defined. The default expression
generation method extends the given variables to a default solution, using the Find Solution
procedure with deterministic built-in choices for instantiating remaining variables. How-
ever, often one just would like to have a variety of expression actions for the same expression.
In such a case a random solution can be generated, on the basis of the above Find Solution
procedure, where choices for variable and value selection are made randomly.
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3.5. Maintaining Feasibility of the Animation

When the user edits the animation, he changes the value of one or more variables of the
animation, adds/removes CPs or modifies the set of requirements. As a result, the animation
is not necessarily good any more, and the editor has to perturb the latest animation data to a
new one which is a solution of the current constraints. The mechanisms taking care of the
repair should be based on clear principles:

• to limit the acceptable amount of the repair,

• to choose the best one from all possible acceptable repairs.

Given a complete instantiation, the acceptable solutions are those solutions that can be
gained by changing only a subset of the variables of the given instantiation. The non-
changeable variables, the so-called blocking variables are identified dynamically, depending
on the current animation, the change initiated by the user and some criteria on limiting the
effects of the user’s action. Typically, when changing an animation, one would prefer local
effects. Hence variables of CPs far away (in time) from the CP being changed will be
blocking variables. Also, the animator may prefer to work “from left to right” in time. In
such a case all CPs to the left from the currently changed CP should remain unchanged. If
the timing of the animation should not be changed, then all time variables will be blocking
ones. There are several further alternatives for defining the set of blocking variables. One
set may contain others, but the ordering induced by inclusion is, in general, only partial.
The user has the freedom to choose from the predefined alternatives, and switch from one
to another to dynamically control the range of acceptable modifications.

In compliance with the propagation framework and the required fast response, the com-
parison of the possible repairs is based on an ordering of the variables and the difference
between the old and new value. In the Find Solution procedure, when a best solution is
to be provided, instead of the Pick One procedures for variable and value selection, some
Pick Most Important Variable and Pick Best Value procedures are used.

3.5.1. Repair in Response to Changes in Variable Values

The variables of CPs manipulated directly by the user are the set variables. The variables
whith a value determined by the constraints, that is variables whose domain contains a
single value after domain reduction has been performed, are the frozen variables. In each
situation the free variables are the non-frozen, non-set and non-blocking ones. A repair is
possible if after having propagated the value of the set and blocking variables, none of the
variables have an empty domain.

As soon as a CP is grabbed, then a few CPs are identified as time or value blocking CPs.
The value of the blocking variables is propagated, possibly resulting in a reduced interval
for the time and value of the grabbed CP. The grabbed CP can be moved only within this
reduced interval. When the grabbed CP is released, the effect of the change is propagated
to the other variables.
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Editing operations that involve a selection, that is CPs within a time interval, are considered
as dragging all the involved CPs to their new location simultaneously, and the above-
described approach is adapted.

3.5.2. Repair in Response to Manipulating the Requirements

Changes of requirements can take place on three levels, by:

I. tightening/adding an individual one-time constraint;

II. changing constraints of one or more channels, with or without keeping constraints due
to expressions;

III. modifying definition of expressions.

In case of level (I) changes, the blocking variables are all the ones outside the time region
of the newly constrained CPs. Checking of feasibility of the added constraint and repair is
done in a similar way as for editing multiple CPs.

In case of level (II) changes all the constraints which may be changed involve parameter
variables. Repair is made by trying to preserve the timing of the animation to be repaired.
There are several, partially ordered criteria to choose from to define the set of blocking
variables.

The changes for a parameter may be in conflict with the definition of expressions. The
option of discarding of expression definitions removes the constraints originating from the
definition of expressions. The issue of removal of constraints is addressed in the next
section.

With changes of requirements on level (III), the intention is either to replace certain
expressions with others from the existing expression, or to redefine a facial expression
and update the existing expressions accordingly. The change of expression may require
the loosening/removing of certain constraints and tightening/adding others. The effect of
loosening/removal of constraints is computed by re-doing the constraint propagation for
the entire effected subproblem. The effected subproblem contains all the constraints which
are connected to at least one loosened constraint. The added/tightened constraints are then
propagated, taking into account blocking variables. For generating the best repair, different
orders of CPs within the expression can be given which defines the order of instantiating
the free variables within the expressions. The individual expression actions are taken from
left to right.

3.5.3. Repair in Response to Adding and Removing CPs

When the user initiates the insertion of a single CP, it is checked if there are requirements
that prescribe the addition of constraints referring to the CP being inserted, and if those
constraints are satisfied. If so, insertion takes place, and the effect of the removed/inserted
constraints is propagated. Single CPs cannot be added to/removed from expressions.
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Figure 8. Two requirements limit the region for inserting a new CP: neighboring CPs should be no closer than
0.2 seconds, and the speed of the parameter value should be between −1 and 1. The region (given in light gray)
where a CP can be inserted between the CPs P and Q. After inserting R, the feasible region for inserting a further
CP has shrunk to two smaller regions (given in dark gray). Note that between P and R it is possible to insert a
new CP only at time 400.

If multiple CPs are to be inserted, similar checks take place for all the CPs. A piece of
constrained animation can also be inserted. Then the constraints defining the inserted piece
are also added.

3.6. Implementation

A first version of the parameter curve editor has been implemented in Java. This editor
produces the “scores” of the animation (see Figure 9.). A number of parallel lines — a
“staff” — are presented for each channel, and the control points (corresponding to musical
notes) are to be placed in the staves. The effect of changes to scores can be seen directly,
as the corresponding deformation of the face to be animated is shown. Parts of the scores
can be selected, and the resulting animation can be played to evaluate the visual effect.

The editor allows the insertion/deletion/dragging of single or multiple selected CPs. A
selection can be copied and pasted, and scaled along time and parameter values. The user
can select and manipulate pieces of more than one parameter curve at the same time, and
perform the previous operations on all of them. Hence, it is possible to scale linearly an entire
action, insert a smile and make repetitive blinks. Moreover, copy and paste is supported
between multiple channels of different animations using different parameter profiles, as
long as the number of channels is the same in the source and in the target. Appropriate
bi-linear scaling takes place, making sure that neutral, minimum and maximum values
correspond to each other in the channels copied from and to. Animations can be saved and
read in as Java objects or ascii scripts, hence a library of pieces of animations to be reused as
building blocks can be built up. This makes it possible to share pieces of animations between
different facial models to be animated, and also to drive a synthetic face by — possibly
edited — parameter curves gained by capturing the facial motion of a real human performer.
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Figure 9. The Animation Editor, showing staves with data gained from captured facial motion and staves with
synthetic, edited data. The second and third staves contain performer data to control the shape of the eyebrow. Data
for crying and blinking were added by the animator. The top staff contains the parameter curve for dropping a tear,
while the bottom one the curve for closing an eyelid. The shown cartoon face corresponds to the snapshot of the
parameters at time 4300 msec. The highlighted portion of the animation, namely the eyebrow curves between 4200
and 6000 msec are selected. This selection can be edited: cut and copied, shifted in four directions, scaled, etc.

Only two most straightforward and general constraints are implemented, namely that the
time of the control points should be increasing, and that parameter values should be within
the domain given for the parameter. The manipulation of control points either individually
or by performing operations on groups of them is revised automatically in order not to
violate these constraints. There is no possibility yet to define building blocks in terms
of constraints, but the editing and reuse of pieces of animation is supported. Currently
the new, fully constrained-based version is being implemented, with the above-discussed
functionalities, also in the object-oriented style of the Java language. The new version will
be extended with menu-based editing facilities to manipulate requirements and to choose for
preferences for repair. The final choice for identifying blocking variables and alternatives
for repair strategies will be limited, on the basis of how appropriate the effect of the different
possibilities is in typical animation sessions. Also, the time of response to user’s action
purely based on interval propagation will be critically tested. For the final version it may
be necessary to use generic or application-dependent heuristics for the order of applying
reduction functions. The constraint-based definition of some basic expressions will be
provided, allowing the generation of default and random expression actions and expression
actions with different intensity. Besides the parameter channel level of visualization and
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editing, a level for expressions will be provided with a separate staff. Also searching for
occurrences of expressions as well as replacement definition will be supported. Some visual
feedback will be given on (effect of) constraints, showing frozen, blocking and free CPs in
different colors. By clicking on CPs, the constraints referring to the CP will be listed.

4. Discussion

4.1. Further Issues

As mentioned earlier, the solution method is not incremental with respect to removal of
constraints. We hope that the time for recomputing the ranges of the effected variables will
not be prohibitive, because of the sparse and loosely connected — though big — constraint
graph. An other approach could be to keep track of the tightening of lower-upper bounds
for variables similarly as done for interval arc-consistency algorithms [10] and use this
information to identify which ranges must be recomputed. For recomputation, some kind
of “resetting” propagation [20] could be used.

There has been little said about allowing the user to see and directly manipulate con-
straints set for an animation, and helping him to understand their effect. As long as the
number of type of constraints is small, and constraints refer to variables of at most two
CPs, the different constraints could be visualized as annotated curves connecting CPs, and
the visual representation could be edited by direct manipulation. Allowing to visualize
constraints within a time interval, and/or of certain source and scope would make such a
visualization really helpful.

A facility for the interactive definition of building blocks — in contrast to writing the
piece of code for the object and its methods — would be a good further extension.

Blending and concatenation of actions raises different types of questions. How to
present and manipulate a piece of curve which is some kind of sum [42] of two ordinary ones?
Editing of blended actions should happen by editing one component at a time. Another type
of question is if such a protocol is appropriate for the purposes of the animator — thinking
in terms of components rather than the total effect. Moreover, setting requirements on the
total effect is beyond of our framework, as would require some mechanism to reason about
(sum of) curves in regions between CPs.

It has been often stated that computer animations look synthetic, because of the repetition
of exactly the same, canned motion [32]. The generation of random solutions and expression
actions is our remedy. Another and more commonly used possibility is to add some noise
to parameter curves. Shaking could be done at the stage of sampling the precise animation,
adding noise to the parameter values per frame. It is an interesting question, if for facial
animation some principles of “good shaking” could be formulated.

4.2. Conclusions

We have presented an interactive graphical editor to be used for defining requirements for
the facial movement to be produced and for composing facial animations which fulfil the
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requirements. The basic idea is that the requirements concerning the animation to be pro-
duced as well as the characteristic dynamical expressions and facial motion idiosyncrasies
of the character can be expressed as constraints, and the concrete animation should be al-
ways a solution of the resulting CSP. The set of constraints to be satisfied are not known in
advance, as the animator has the freedom to modify requirements interwoven with editing
the animation. Moreover, the addition/deletion of CPs implies changes in the set of con-
straints. As the editor allows to declare and maintain requirements concerning an entire
animation and reusable building blocks, it can be used as a “motion sculpturing” tool. This
is a novel functionality, in contrast to the single, concrete motion editing supported by other
animation and motion synthesis tools.

The presented methodology can be applied for animation domains where there are no
obvious and unique given constraints to relate the motion parameters of components, either
because they do not exist/are not known, or the animator just wants to generate deformations
and animation effects beyond physical reality. Typically, cartoon character animation is such
a domain.

From the point of view of constraint satisfaction, the task is to constantly repair the latest
solution as a response to changes initiated by the user. The range of possible repairs — a
subset of all the solutions — should be restricted dynamically. If this set turns out to be
empty, the action initiated by the user is not carried out. Otherwise, the best of the possible
repairs is selected and the animation is updated accordingly. The major service of the editor
is to assure that the animator “remains in the feasible region.” This is achieved by assuming
that the feasible time and parameter range for each CP is a closed interval, and using interval
propagation to recompute these intervals. Allowing certain types of monotone numerical
constraints, the ranges are really intervals and can be computed fast.

Different principles for restricting the acceptable repairs and for comparing solutions can
be defined by the user and incorporated into the general framework of interval propagation.
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Abstract 
 
Facial expressions are becoming more and more important in today’s computer systems with humanoid user 
interfaces. Avatars have become popular, however their facial communication is usually limited. This is partly 
due to the fact that many questions, especially on the dynamics of expressions, are still open. Moreover, the few 
commercial facial animation tools have limited facilities, and are not aimed at lightweight Web applications.   
 In this article we discuss the empirical basis and a software tool to produce faces with emotional expressions 
and lip-sync. In order to elicit the characteristics of expressions on real human faces and to map them on 
synthetic, non-realistic ones, we analysed expressions on real and artist-drawn cartoon faces. We developed 
CharToon, a software tool that allows the construction of faces and to animate them from scratch or by re-using 
components of the facial feature and expression repertoire.  CharToon faces can be animated real time. The list 
of applications includes 3D faces of avatars in a VRML environment.  
 
Keywords: Avatar, animation, facial expressions, facial analysis, non-verbal communication. 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Human faces convey a multitude of information in every-day communication. Some information (e.g. emotional 
state) can be read mostly, sometimes exclusively, from the face, in other cases the face provides auxiliary input to 
interpret communication via other channels (e.g. watching the mouth improves understanding speech).   Faces serve 
also as primary basis for identification of people. These aspects are becoming relevant for today’s computer 
systems.  
Present day systems share one or more of the following characteristics:  
•  there are many occasional users; 
•  there are multiple users who need to be identified and recognisable for each other; 
•  the application domain  is such that there are one or more human participants with a special role (tutor, shop-

assistant, game-players). 
 
Avatars have become the solution to provide the user with a humanoid representation of himself, other users and/or 
system-related assistants. Though an avatar need not look, per se, realistic, it must be capable of communicational 
modalities that can be easily recognised by the users. Facial expressions (of emotions, of cognitive states, of speech) 
are of major importance, both to improve efficiency of the interaction and to make the user feel at ease when using a 
system. However, as humans are very trained and critical with reading real faces, it is a big challenge to endow 
avatars with ‘right’ facial expressions.  

In this paper we give an account of how we took the challenge. First we specify our motivations and constraints, 
and give an overview of work on related issues by others. In Chapter 2 we outline what we have learnt by analysing 
still and dynamical expressions on human faces, and compare those to expressions on drawn, non-realistic faces. In 
Chapter 3 we introduce CharToon, a facial animation system, and explain the constituents of the facial repertoire 
serving as a basis to make a big variety of expressive faces. In Chapter 4 we address the issues of exploring the 
facial expression repertoire and a mechanism to define dynamical facial expressions. Finally, in Chapter 5 we 
enumerate some application such as putting 2D cartoon faces on 3D avatars, using 2D CharToon faces to convey 
emotions and to make talking heads. We close the paper by talking about ongoing work and further research issues. 



1.1  MOTIVATIONS AND RESEARCH ISSUES 
In the recent years, avatars have been a popular research topic. The first results can be seen in commercial avatar-
making software packages and a range of applications. (For a query on ‘avatar’, AltaVista provides more than 
160,000 hits, more than 35,000 of the pages dating from this year.) However, concerning facial expressions, avatars 
are usually poor. (For the query   ‘avatar’ + ‘facial expression’, there are only 198 hits.)  
The use of expressions on avatar faces is hampered by two factors: 
•  the lack of sufficient knowledge about facial expressions, especially dynamical behaviour; 
•  the lack of effective methods of creating and presenting expressive faces with appropriate emotional and cog-

nitive behaviour. 
In the framework of the FASE project [11], our main goal was to produce expressive synthetic faces to be used in 
humanoid user interfaces. The applications we envisioned are interactive and web-based. As 3D physically-based 
facial models [25] [36] are still too slow and complex for such applications, we turned our attention to cartoons, 2D 
faces which can be controlled easily and fast.   

As a first step, we had to know what should be reproduced, when trying to make expressive cartoon faces.  As 
we were interested in making non-realistic 2D faces, we compared the characteristics of ‘realistic’ expressions to 
ones on faces drawn by an artist.  We also had to check if cartoon faces can convey the same expressions as real 
human faces.  

We needed a handy, easy to use and flexible tool, which, first of all, allowed us to make experimental expressive 
2D cartoon faces, and secondly can be used by HCI experts, artists and ordinary users to make expressive faces for 
different applications.  As none of the available facial animation tools fulfilled these expectations, we had to develop 
one ourselves.  The result is CharToon, a platform-independent, Java-based tool.  

To design a face and even more, to animate it, is a very difficult (if not impossible) task for an average user. 
Higher-level ready-to-use (but adaptable) building blocks are needed to help him in making a big variety of 
expressive faces. As part of the CharToon, we provide a ready-to-use facial feature and expression repertoire. 
Parallel to the repertoires, we have been developing a declarative framework to design and re-use (static and 
dynamic) facial expressions. 

Once ready-made expressions are (technically) available, the user has to have a tool to explore them. To this end 
we extended CharToon with Emotion Disc, which represents an emotion space in 2D as a disc, and allows the 
generation of variations of the 6 basic expressions. 

1.2  RELATED WORK 
As of analysing facial expressions, the well-known description of the 6 basic static expressions by Ekman [6] has 
been available. Though initially developed for the psychologists to hand-code facial expressions, it has become pop-
ular in software systems.  In the community of psychologists, however, there has been criticism [28] of the 
categorical approach of Ekman. Based on early works by Schlosberg [33], Russell places the 6 basic and many other 
facial expressions in a 2D space, in a circular form [27].  In his approach emotions are defined by 2 co-ordinates of 
pleasure and arousal in the continuous expression space, in contrast to the discrete categories of Ekman.  In a recent 
paper [32] not only the (mostly methodological) criticism by Russell has been proven to be incorrect, but it was also 
shown that the circular arrangement could not be reproduced when visualising the ‘perceptual closeness’ of the 6 
basic emotions in a 2D space, by using multidimensional scaling. 

Pilowsky and Katsikitis [26] classified snapshots of ‘peaks’ of emotions in video recordings of the 6 basic 
emotions posed by 23 drama students. The result was 5 classes, two of them containing a majority of a single 
expression, namely happiness and surprise. The authors concluded that their computational investigation served as 
justification for the existence of 3 fundamental emotions: surprise, smile and ‘negative’. They also raise the issue 
that the existence of the three mixture classes might be caused by the lack of clear unique prototypes for the negative 
emotions.  

Yamada and his colleagues [42] did investigations similar to ours: they used canonical discriminant analysis to 
visualise the 6 basic expressions performed by 12 females and coded in the form of MPEG-4 like parameters. They 
found three major canonical variables, the first one for lifting the eyebrow and opening the mouth, the second 
(roughly) for pulling up the corners of the mouth and the third one for the position of the eyelids and eye corners. 
Essa [8] used naive performers to pose the 6 basic emotions ‘out of context’. He reported, similarly to Yacoob and 
Davis [43], that subjects had difficulty with producing fear and sadness, hence his database contained holes, and fear 
was not present at all. He used dot products of the muscle contraction vectors as an indication of closeness of 



expressions. He found that anger and disgust were close to each other and surprisingly, anger and smile too. For the 
latter observation he referred to Minsky [22] claiming that in the case of these expressions which have similar 
snapshots at the peak, the time behaviour is an important differentiating factor. He himself produced time functions 
of muscle actuations and made qualitative observation on the profile, such as the existence of a ‘second peak’ in the 
relax phase for smile.  

There has been earlier work on 2D cartoon face [3][31][37] and general light-weight 2D animation systems 
[12][20][21][24][38]. The first two facial animation systems do not allow the design of dynamical expressions: in 
[3] cartoon faces can be animated by image morphing, in ComicChat [31] stills are used. Our system is especially 
equipped for facial animation, and in this application field is superior to the listed general ones, serving a wider 
domain of 2D animations. Comparing CharToon to Inkwell [20], there are similarities in the main objectives (light 
and easy to use, flexible animation system) and the technical solutions (exploiting layers, allowing the manipulation 
of motion functions, grouping/hierarchy of components). While Inkwell has several nice features which CharToon 
lacks, CharToon offers extras which are especially useful for facial animation: special skeleton-driven components 
and an extensive set of building blocks to design faces; the support to re-use components and pieces of animations, a 
separate graphical editor to design and manipulate animations and real-time performance. Similar arguments hold 
for MoHo [21], a recent general, light and vector-based 2D animation system. While skeleton-based motion (with 
inverse kinematics) is supported in MoHo, it is not possible to manipulate time-curves of parameters. Also, there is 
no player to generate real-time animation from ASCII files.  

Editing animations with CharToon can be seen as extension to parametric keyframing, supported by all 
commercial animation packages. In CharToon, editing operations are allowed on pieces of parameter curves. 
Moreover, CharToon is being extended with constraint mechanisms, which will provide a basis for manipulating 
animations on a higher level and in a descriptive way.  

Current commercial facial animation packages all assume a 3D facial model, which can be animated either by re-
using a set of predefined expressions without the possibility of fine-tuning them [9], or by tracking the facial motion 
of a performer [10]. In the latter case, the editing operations are performed as Bezier curve operations.  

This also applies for most of the general motion warping [41] and signal processing based motion curve 
transformations [4] techniques. An exception is the work on constraint-based motion adaptation [13], which uses 
the combination of motion signal processing methods and constraint-based direct manipulation, in order to be able to 
modify an existing motion to meet certain requirements. There is a lot of literature of motion synthesis and motion 
control systems based on some general constraints and principles of (realistic) physical motion [15][18]. CharToon 
is more general in the sense that any object, with non-realistic dynamical characteristics can be animated. 

From the technical point of view, by using vector-based graphics to achieve real-time performance and 
possibilities for Web applications, CharToon is in line with the current research in the W3C to incorporate real-time 
vector-based animation into Web pages [35]. 

2 ANALYSIS OF FACIAL EXPRESSIONS 

In order to provide the right tools and repertoire elements for facial animation, we had to gain insight in the 
following issues: 
•  What are the generic and specific characteristics of expressions on human faces? 
•  What are the dynamical properties of expressions? 
•  How do non-realistic cartoon faces convey expressions? 
 
In this chapter we give an account on our (partly still ongoing) empirical investigations on the above questions.  The 
expressions (both on real human faces and on drawn cartoon ones) were expressed as MPEG FAPs [16]. Further on 
we refer to the multidimensional space of the parameters as the expression space. 
We have analysed three bodies of data: 
•  Stills of tracked facial data. 
•  Stills of facial cartoon data. 
•  Time curves of tracked facial data. 
 
Tracked data was gained by the point tracking system developed by our partner in the project at the Technical 
University Delft [40], while the cartoon drawings were produced by an experienced animator in out team [29]. 



2.1 ANALYSIS OF TRACKED EXPRESSIONS 

2.1.1 Collecting data 
The 18 subjects, 17 males and 1 female, were asked in the framework of individual sessions to make the 6 basic 
expressions (smile - surprise - anger - disgust - fear - sadness), each twice [14]. Blue markers on their faces were 
tracked, producing time curves of the 15 FAPs for each person (see Figure 1). 

We took ‘the most extreme’ snapshot for each expression, by choosing the snapshot at the ‘peak’ of most of the 
curves. 

 
Figure 1: The time curves of a recording session. 

 
Not all performers succeeded in producing all six expressions. In order to prune ‘erroneous’ recordings, we asked 56 
volunteer colleagues at our institute to re-label the 108 snapshots. A performed expression was good if at least 50% 
of the evaluators perceived it as intended, providing the GOOD data set. A performed expression was considered as 
mismatch if at least 50% of the evaluators agreed on perceiving it as an expression different from the intended one, 
providing the MISS data set.  Correct and mismatched expressions together form the accepted expressions (ACC 
data set). The rest of the cases were rejected. All the data is referred to as the ALL data set. 

Each recorded expression was represented in the data set by a vector of 15 normalised FAP values. By 
normalising the data we expressed displacements relative to the extremes of a person. Our data defined points in a 
box of the 15 dimensional so-called expression space. 

2.1.2 Principle component analysis of the data 
We performed Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [19] for the ALL data set. When expressing the new basis 
vectors as linear combinations of the original ones (corresponding to FAP parameters in the data set), the 
coefficients give an insight into the nature of the components. For the first three components the coefficients are 
given in Table 1.  



As we can see in Table 1, the first two components make up for about 73% of the total variation. Component 1 is 
dominated by the raising and lowering of the eyebrows. The other FAPs do not have zero values in the first 
component, so of course the raising of the eyebrows is not the only factor in component 1. 

In component 2 we can find large values at FAPs 6, 7, 12 and 13, which all are concerned with the ‘smiling’ 
movements of the mouth. 

Component 3 can be seen as dealing with the opening of the mouth. If we plot only the first two components, we 
will lose a large part of the information about the ‘openness’ of the mouth. 

 
   FAP variables component 1 component 2 component 3 
 47.6% 26.3% 9.41% 
3 open mouth -0.17 0.22 0.63 
4 lower middle upper lip -0.20 0.25 -0.31 
5 raise middle lower lip 0.17 -0.26 -0.59 
6 raise left corner point mouth 0.12 -0.34 -0.04 
7 raise right corner point mouth 0.14 -0.39 0.13 
12 stretch left corner point mouth 0.15 -0.41 0.19 
13 stretch right corner point mouth 0.15 -0.41 0.20 
31 raise left inner eyebrow -0.34 -0.12 -0.04 
32 raise right inner eyebrow -0.34 -0.09 -0.02 
33 raise left middle eyebrow -0.35 -0.14 -0.05 
34 raise right middle eyebrow -0.35 -0.14 -0.02 
35 raise left outer eyebrow -0.35 -0.07 -0.13 
36 raise right outer eyebrow -0.35 -0.10 -0.06 
37 squeeze left eyebrow 0.22 0.30 -0.19 
38 squeeze right eyebrow 0.23 0.23 0.02 

 
Table 1: The first three principal components expressed in terms of the original FAPs 

 
In Figure 2 the first two PCA components of the ACC data set are plotted. For each expression the convex hull of 
the cluster of points is plotted. Notice the clearly distinct clouds of smiles and surprises. The negative emotions are 
all in the top-right corner (eyebrows down, sad mouth), but are rather mixed. It is evident that the first two 
components of the tracked FAPs are not sufficient to differentiate negative emotions.  

The surprises are divided amongst two sub-clusters: one raising the eyebrows very much and the other mainly 
lowering the mouth corners. Lowering of the mouth corners is largely due to the opening of the mouth, not visible in 
these two components. Thus we can conclude that a surprised face was made in two different ways: with closed and 
with open mouth. 



 
Figure 2: PCA on the ACC data set. 

 

2.1.3 Further analysis 

Correlation in the data 
We statistically analysed our ALL data set, to gain some insight into the correlation between the different points on 
a face. All vertical displacements of points on the eyebrows are strongly correlated (>0.82). The vertical 
displacements of the corner points of the mouth are heavily correlated  (0.96). By using a single representative of the 
correlated FAPs, we would not have lost relevant information about the expressions.   

Canonical variate analysis 
When applying PCA, we completely disregarded the fact that we are already aware of a certain structure in the data 
set. We knew beforehand that the expressions originated from a set of ‘families’: smile, surprise, anger etc. This 
might help us to get maximal information regarding the dissimilarities between expressions into a few-dimensional 
picture. 

Canonical variate analysis [19] can be used for this purpose. Applying this technique yields Figure 3. 
 



 
Figure 3: CVA on the GOOD data set. 

 
A small improvement to the PCA picture can be found, namely that the clusters of anger and sadness are more 
distinguishable.  The ‘meanings’ of these first two canonical variates (just like in PCA) are: 

1) Eyebrows down and/or mouth close. 
2) Mouth corners down. 

Disgust is still hard to characterise, but anger and sadness are different in the way that anger has clearly more of the 
‘eyebrow down’ property and sadness has more ‘mouth corner down’. 

2.1.4 Conclusions 
The characteristics of the expressions, expressed in FAP parameters, are in line with the description given by Ekman 
[6]. Our technique of analysis could be applied to these main features only (e.g. eyebrow vertical/horizontal 
movement, mouth corners, mouth middle), in order to justify the ‘componential approach’ of facial expressions [34]. 

As we expected, the subset of FAPs that was made available by the face tracker, was not always sufficient to 
distinguish two emotions (especially the negative ones) from each other. Two different emotions sometimes were 
very close in terms of the distance of their FAP vectors, yet people could differentiate between the original 
expressions easily. Other factors must be of influence when perceiving expressions: the region of the eyes, the 
orientation of the head. The importance of the eye region is clear from the work by Yamada [42]. 

2.2 ANALYSIS OF EXPRESSIONS ON CHARTOON FACES 

2.2.1 Collecting data 
An experienced animator, educated in drawing expressive faces, produced 59 expression stills. He made his designs 
in such a way that they were applicable to cartoon faces constructed from elements of the facial repertoire (see 
Chapter 3.2). The animator himself categorised the expressions either as variants of the six basic expressions or as 
belonging to a group of  ‘other’ expressions.  



We treated this data set in the same way as the tracked data. We used the MPEG coding of the expressions applied 
to a face made of components with the same degrees of freedom as the tracked data has, i.e. the same FAPs. Because 
the animator also supplied gaze and eye-openness, we also investigated whether these contributed to the 
characterisation of the basic expressions.  

2.2.2 Principal component analysis of the data 
We performed principal component analysis exactly the same way as on the tracked data. The main difference in the 
result was that the expression space of the CharToon expressions is of higher dimensionality (see Table 2). This is 
not surprising, as an animator can do much more with a cartoon face than most people can do with their own face. 
E.g.: for most persons raising only one eyebrow can be very hard, but not for a cartoon face.  

 
FAP variables Comp 1 Comp 2 Comp 3 Comp 4 Comp 5 
 41.1% 18.3% 16.8% 8.6% 5.1% 
4 lower middle upper lip 0.19075 -0.23138 0.15325 -0.46144 0.34207 
5 raise middle lower lip 0.33587 0.13540 0.02133 -0.24099 0.16361 
6 raise left corner point mouth -0.11463 -0.33613 -0.32187 0.18391 0.59554 
7 raise right corner point mouth -0.03057 -0.44140 -0.36246 0.06872 0.24405 
12 stretch left corner point mouth -0.08300 0.09852 -0.56841 -0.19100 -0.24003 
13 stretch right corner point mouth -0.05897 0.07415 -0.58285 -0.23294 -0.26824 
31 raise left inner eyebrow -0.25529 -0.30880 0.16546 -0.46024 -0.17439 
32 raise right inner eyebrow -0.27385 -0.27600 0.16553 -0.42159 -0.07878 
33 raise left middle eyebrow -0.38813 -0.09145 0.03220 -0.00472 -0.12113 
34 raise right middle eyebrow -0.39951 -0.01192 0.07258 0.08047 0.08511 
35 raise left outer eyebrow -0.37324 0.01444 0.06658 0.16504 -0.06684 
36 raise right outer eyebrow -0.38028 0.09061 0.08733 0.22483 0.09709 
37 squeeze left eyebrow -0.21955 0.44916 -0.06142 -0.28107 0.30800 
38 squeeze right eyebrow 0.20930 -0.46358 0.03686 0.21649 -0.38095 

 

Table 2: Components of PCA on CharToon, basic expressions. 
 
Table 2 displays the first 5 components of the PCA analysis done on all basic CharToon expressions. Note that 
component 3 and even component 4 contribute significantly to the total variation in the CharToon data set. 
 
If we assign meaning to the most significant components, it can be something like: 
 

Component ‘Meaning’ 
1 Lowering of the eyebrows 
2 Stretching the mouth, raising the upper lip 
3 Raising the corner points of the mouth, asymmetric squeezing of the brows 
4 Among others, raising the inner brows 

 
Many principal components are asymmetric with respect to the face. Many facial features are part of multiple 
components. This makes it harder to unambiguously interpret the essential components. 

For the graphical visualisation of the PCA data, plotting only the first two components yields Figure 4, losing the 
information in component 3 (dealing mainly with the smiling shape of the mouth!). 



 
Figure 4: PCA on CharToon expressions. 

2.2.3 Further Analysis 
In the PCA graph the variation on the complete set of points is maximised. Again, PCA is not the most suitable tool 
to find variations between groups, CVA is. As the structure of the expression space is quite complex, applying CVA 
to all groups at once is not optimal. We applied CVA on each separate pair of expression groups (smile versus 
anger, fear versus sadness etc.). This way we were able to find separate clusters for almost every pair of expressions. 

We tried using the information supplied by the animator about the eyes to achieve even better results, but this did 
not contribute much. The animator used the eyes mainly to make different expressions within groups (cf. anger-
annoyed: eyes half-closed and anger-furious: eyes wide open), and hardly to distinguish between groups. 

We plotted the CharToon expressions into the PCA graph of the convex hulls of the tracked data (see Figure 5). 
As we can see, there is not much difference between the CharToon smiles and the tracked smiles. The CharToon 
‘Smiling-for-the-camera’ can be seen as an extreme case of the tracked smiles. 

The CharToon sadness is close to the origin of the axes, this is because the artist mainly used the eyes to convey 
sadness, which isn’t visible in this graph. 

Each of the artist-drawn versions of the basic negative expressions is very near or inside the convex hull of the 
tracked versions.  

It is interesting to see that the artist-drawn surprise is outside of the convex hull of the tracked data. As surprise 
was easy to produce for the performers, here we have an example of an expression that has different characteristics 
on an artist-drawn cartoon face than on real human faces. 



 
Figure 5: CharToon expressions plotted in PCA graph of ACC data. 

 

2.2.4  Conclusion 
As mentioned already, the artists used the facial features in a more varied way to exhibit expressions, than the 
human subjects did.  

Are the CharToon expressions close to the tracked ones? An indication to an answer to that can be found by 
searching for each of the CharToon expressions for the closest tracked expression. 18 out of the 38 CharToon 
expressions (not counting ones in categories ‘other’ and ‘fear’) had a neighbouring tracked expression of the same 
kind.  

2.3 ANALYSIS OF DYNAMICS OF EXPRESSIONS 
As mentioned before, having information about temporal aspects of facial expressions is highly valuable. We aim at 
several goals: 

1. Finding constraints describing expressions, describing time curves of FAPs that are e.g. a ‘smile’. 
2. Finding a generic set of time curves of FAPs for every expression, e.g. the ‘generic’ smile. 
 

And, as an interesting by-product, not strongly related to our project: 
3. Finding a way to recognise expressions from time curves of FAPs. 
 

Currently we are busy with answering these questions, based on tracked data. We separated the expressions from 
each recording and scaled all time curves of the expressions to a common length. Each expression is represented as a 
graph of time lines for the FAP values (see Figure 6).  

We use wavelet decomposition as a tool to characterise individual time curves.  



 
   a)       b) 

Figure 6: Time curves for all FAPs in smile (a), Time curves for ‘raise mouth corner’ FAP in all smiles (b). 

2.3.1 Using wavelets to characterise individual FAP curves 
We currently are applying the discrete wavelet transform [17] to each individual time curve. This gives a time-
frequency spectrum of each curve, a first raw characterisation of what the curve looks like.  

When choosing for wavelet analysis, one also has to select what wavelet base to use. This highly determines 
which characteristics of the curve are visible in the wavelet coefficients. The characteristics interesting for our 
purpose include: 
•  Duration of the three stages (application, sustain, release) of actuation of the expression (finding the lowest 

frequency). 
•  Steepness of ascend and descend of the activation part (finding the main frequency or frequencies at the start 

and end time). 
•  Smoothness (finding the highest frequency). 
•  Overall shape (presence and location of appropriately chosen frequencies). 
For all this, some not negligible, post-processing has to be done on the wavelet output to really find these 
characteristics. This is currently being investigated upon. 

Up to now, we have obtained results matching visual observations using a Coiflet of order 1 to find the starting 
and ending points and the duration of an expression curve. Further analysis has yet to be conducted. 

2.3.2 Using the characterisations to analyse complete expressions 
As soon as we have a detailed wavelet characterisation of all FAP curves, we can use these to achieve the goals 
mentioned before. 

Using all characterisations of one FAP of all sequences in the data set, we can extract one generic curve, or 
perhaps a few, by averaging the curves that are sufficiently similar. Doing this for all FAPs will give a generic 
expression. 

Calculating the extremes for the characteristics for each FAP at every expression will give boundaries to the 
deformation of the base expressions. We will also analyse the characteristics of FAP time curves of a single 
expression, to elicit constraints on critical characteristics (like co-articulation) of several FAPs. 

When confronted with a new set of FAP curves, one can calculate the characteristics of it and compare them 
with the constraints on each expression to find out which expression matches the new set. Thus being able to 
recognise it. 

3 FACIAL ANIMATION WITH CHARTOON 

3.1  THE CHARTOON SYSTEM 
CharToon is a system we have developed to design 21/2D faces (and other objects) that can be animated, to compose 
animations for such faces, and to play animations. The corresponding components of the system are Face Editor, 
Animation Editor and Face Player (see Figure 7).  
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Figure 7:  The components of CharToon. 
 

Face Editor is a 21/2D drawing program with which one can define the structure, the geometry, the colours and the 
potential motions of the face. A face is built up of a layered arrangement of vector-graphics components. Different 
components may be animated in different ways by changing the location of so-called control points (see Figure 8). A 
collection of extensible building blocks facilitates the construction of faces. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8: The Face Editor window. The beak is selected, and its skeleton is shown with its two control points. 



  
Figure 9: The components of CharToon: Animation Editor, with a FacePlayer window showing the expression corresponding to 

the cursor position. 
Animation Editor is an interactive ‘animation composing’ program, to define the time-behaviour of a drawing's 
animation parameters, provided by Face Editor (see Figure 9). Animations can be saved as a script (for later re-use). 
Face Player actually generates the frames of an animation, on the basis of the animation parameter values in the 
movie script file provided by Animation Editor and the face description file provided by Face Editor. When playing 
a script-driven animation, it is possible to generate image dumps to make movies of them later by using commercial 
movie making software, or to generate Flash output. 

A complete technical description of the CharToon system can be found in [23]. The programs exchange data 
with each other and possibly with other applications via ASCII files. All components are written in Java, which 
makes Web-based applications possible. (See [5] for an applet demo.) 

CharToon separates the appearance, the dynamism (possible deformations) and the behaviour of a face. The 
first two aspects are incorporated in the definition of the face, while the latter is defined as an animation. CharToon 
technically supports the re-use of facial components and pieces of animations as building blocks.  

3.2 FACIAL FEATURES 
Based on careful analysis of deformation of specific facial features of the basic expressions – happiness, surprise, 
fear, sadness, anger and disgust –, for each feature (eye, mouth, eyebrow...) different alternative designs were 
produced, forming together the facial feature repertoire. One can easily compile a face by selecting an element for 
each feature from the repertoire. Each element of it is editable, that is, the creator of a character can adjust any 
component included. The user has full freedom concerning the appearance and dynamism of the face being created. 

 



 
 

Figure 10: Facial feature repertoire elements. 

 

3.3 FACIAL EXPRESSIONS AND VISEMES 
For each feature, the deformations resulting in a certain set of expressions were given (in terms of animation 
parameters), forming the expression repertoire. As part of CharToon, 59 expressions are provided, containing the 
widely used 6 basic expressions and subtle variants of them. An expression from the repertoire can be applied to any 
face constructed from elements of the facial feature repertoire. 

A viseme repertoire consists of mouth shapes (for each mouth element in the facial feature repertoire), defined 
as snapshots. The viseme repertoire which is supplied with CharToon is the so-called Extended English Visemes, 
consisting of 47 visemes appropriate for lip-sync for English. 

3.4 LEVELS OF QUALITY  
The alternatives available in the repertoire for a facial feature differ concerning deformation control mechanism 
and/or structure. E.g. the functionally simplest eyebrows are the ones which do not change shape but may be moved 
up/down, and the most complex ones have 4 control points, with which one can produce subtly deformed eyebrow 
shapes. In general, one can use the repertoire on four levels of quality: High, Medium, Low and Primitive. Higher 
level quality is computationally demanding and requires more effort from the designer to deal with all the details, 
but produces very expressive, subtle faces. Hence the level of quality should be chosen according to required 
expressiveness, expected operation environment, the technical circumstances and designer’s expertise. In Figure 11 
four faces of different levels of quality exhibit different expressions from the expression repertoire. All the faces 



were made of facial repertoire elements. In case of the female face, the used elements from the feature repertoire 
were adapted.  

    

    

    

    
 

Figure 11: Four faces made up from facial feature repertoire elements, showing the same expression in each row. 

4 EXPLORING THE REPERTOIRE 

4.1 EMOTION DISC 
The emotion disc (see Figure 12) allows the user to explore the space of emotions, assuming that the 6 basic 
expressions are defined (as snapshots) for the face in question. The elements of the emotion space are generated by 
blending two of the given emotions in a certain way. The space is mapped on a disc, which serves as a handy user 
interface. The emotion disc is based on the following properties: 
•  Each facial component has, in addition to its basic neutral shape, information defining the shape variations 

corresponding to the six basic emotional expressions for joy, surprise, fear, sadness, anger and disgust. 
•  According to Schlosberg [5], the six basic emotional expressions for joy, surprise, fear, sadness, anger and 

disgust are perceptually related in such away that they can be arranged in a two dimensional space as a visual 
continuum. The space is arranged as a round disc showing a neutral face in the centre and a maximal expression 
on the perimeter. Each position in the so-called emotion disc corresponds to an expression obtained by 
interpolation between the known expressions positioned on the disc. 

The emotion disc can be used in all stages of the animators’ work, to judge the expressiveness of the character, or to 
support expression transition planning or key frame selection. It can be used as a direct controller of the expression 
of an avatar’s face. Though the empirical evidence for the arrangement of the expressions has been debated, the 
device has proven to be very useful and popular among users. 
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Figure 12: An annotated Emotion Disc example, showing positions of expression samples and possible assignments of emotions. 

Expression sample positions are indicated by asterisks in the Surprise, Happiness and Disgust segments. There are analogous 
sample positions in the other sectors, which are not shown. 

4.2 SCULPTURING FACIAL EXPRESSIONS 
A designer needs high-level building blocks that can be reused and adapted when compiling new animations for a 
face. The facial expression repertoire as a collection of animations allows only the low, control-parameter-level re-
use and modification of pieces of animations. Higher-level building blocks should be defined in terms of general 
characteristics of the expression (e.g. symmetrical motion of the face, synchrony of the motion of certain features, 
duration). Moreover, the designer should have tools to modify these characteristics within allowed limits as well as 
to add and modify requirements when editing an animation.  

In a new version of CharToon, the above facilities are available [30]. The underlying mechanism is the 
manipulation of interval constraints [2]. The characteristics of high-level building blocks are expressed in terms of 
constraints. E.g. in case of a smile, both mouth-corners should be pulled up for some time, and then after a short 
while the expression should be released. The durations and final location of the mouth corners are not set to a spe-
cific value, but some limits are prescribed. Moreover, if one wishes to have a perfectly symmetrical smile, the 
motion of the two mouth corners should be perfectly ‘mirrored’. Otherwise some degree of asynchrony is allowed.  

When making an animation, the actual parameter values must satisfy the prescribed constraints. The extensions 
and refinement of the high-level building blocks is done by adding new sets of constraints as the definition of a new 
expression, and by tightening constraints of existing building blocks. When working on an animation, the user may 
prescribe further constraints, expressing requirements to be met for the given animation.  In this way the constraint-
based animation editing tool has two usages:    
•  to sculpture the mimic and expression repertoire of a face to be animated;    
•  to make animations for a face with a given mimic repertoire, meeting certain further requirements set for the 

particular animation. 
These characteristics will be automatically enforced, and predefined building blocks (e.g. a smile) can be re-used in 
the course of editing an animation for the face. Moreover several, non-identical expressions of the same kind can be 
generated, avoiding the unpleasant effect of using identical pieces of animations whenever an expression is to be 
produced.  

The underlying constraint mechanism requires appropriate extension of the user interface of Animation Editor 
too. The new version has been implemented and being tested. In the first implementation, 7 types of constraints can 
be used [30]. For constraint handling, the OpaC solver [1] is used.  Figure 13 gives an impression of the new user 
interface, adapted for constraint visualisation and handling. 

 



 
 

Figure 13: Snapshot of the new Animation Editor with constraint handling facilities.. 

 

5 APPLICATIONS 

5.1 3D AVATARS WITH FACIAL EXPRESSIONS 
CharToon has been used to supply avatars with facial expressions in the RIF virtual environment [7], where avatar-
embodied agents offer help to users.  In order to have a lightweight solution to generate the facial expressions, the 
3D facial features were arranged on a plane, which was placed in front of the simple, cylindrical head of the avatar. 
Because of the small size and the simple facial features, this solution gave a satisfactory appearance. Moreover, the 
expression repertoire and control mechanism of CharToon could be used in a straightforward way. The Emotion 
Disc was re-implemented in VRML. The user could set the facial expression by using the disc (see Figure 14). Also, 
automatic facial expression generation was supported, by exploiting the Blaxxun Technology’s facility of linking 
gestures to textual phases.    

5.2 2D FACES IN WEB APPLICATIONS  
CharToon has been developed to make expressive cartoon-like faces. One of the motivations for this choice was 
technical: we wanted to have lightweight synthetic faces that can be animated real-time, with a special eye on 
potential interactive web-based application. A natural and essential question is whether simplified, cartoon faces can 
convey expressions in similar detail and clarity as they appear on real human faces or realistic 3D models. To 
answer this question, a test has been conducted. Human ergonomists have tested the expressive effect of CharToon 
faces [39], and found that the experimental subjects could recognise as well as reconstruct emotions on different 
non-realistic faces. Hence the choice for cartoon faces does not constraint the expressiveness. On the other hand, the 
fact that the user is confronted with a face, which does not pretend to look real, makes him to adjust his 
expectations. Instead of being frustrated by imperfections of 3D realistic faces, he can enjoy the special aesthetics 
and extra expression methods common to the world of cartoon characters.  

CharToon makes web-based applications possible, either by using a Face Player applet, or by producing output 
in web-confirmed formats like Flash. Currently we are investigating the possibility to an interface of CharToon to 
the SVG format [35], a recent recommendation by W3C for vector graphics on the web. 

 



 
 

Figure 14: An avatar in a VRML space. The facial expression has been generated according to typed text the avatar is supposed 
to say. The user can set the expression on the face with the Emotion Disc shown in the right corner. 

5.3 TALKING HEADS 
By using a viseme repertoire, one can produce lip-sync with CharToon. It is possible to generate the mouth 
movements automatically, assuming that a script of the viseme sequence to be shown is available. Face Player can 
play the generated talking head with the corresponding audio.   

By using different viseme repertoires, one can easily generate lip-sync of the same head for different languages 
or different types of users, such as the hearing impaired.  

6 FUTURE WORK 

The concept of repertoire has proven to be very useful for UI designers as well as for novice users. In the near 
future, we will extend the repertoire in two ways. On the one hand, we will provide further sets of facial elements 
(e.g. for woman and child faces). On the other hand, we will extend the expression repertoire with cognitive and 
communicational expressions. 

It requires further investigations to find out which part of the expression space corresponds to ‘meaningful’ 
(realistic or cartoon) expressions. With more subtle analysis of changes of expressions, one could get a picture about 
the ‘transition paths’ between expressions. Such knowledge could be the basis for expression blending and 
concatenation mechanisms. 



The fact that 4 principle components contribute to the subtle expressions on cartoon faces, makes it necessary to 
design a device (consisting of two 2-dimensional emotion discs) to provide full control over the expressions. 

The introduction of higher-level animation building blocks allows higher-level script-driven generation of 
animations. Relying on the extensive research on multi-modal communication and prosody, we would like to 
investigate the possibility of generating complete facial expressions (lip-sync, emotional, prosodic, cognitive) based 
on high-level scripts in a semi-automatic way. 

We have several partners who wish to use the basic mechanisms of CharToon in specific application domains 
such as telecommunication and education. In the framework of a new project, CharToon will be used in distributed, 
multi-agent systems to generate the proper appearance of an avatar on the fly. The appearance and gesture would 
adapt to the information to be presented, to the user’s profile and to the resources available. 

While CharToon was developed with facial animation as the envisioned application domain, experiments by an 
artist user have proven that CharToon is appropriate to design body parts and animate hand and body gestures.  We 
will investigate if it is possible to extend the facial repertoire with a body repertoire. 
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CharToon 2.1 Extensions

Expression Repertoire and Lip Sync
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ABSTRACT

CharToon is a modular system to design and animate 21/2D faces and other graphical objects. This
report contains the extensions made for version 2.1, effecting only the Animation Editor module. The
new features allow the re-usage of a repertoire of expression snapshots and animations and
automatic generation of lip-sync from phoneme and/or viseme sequences.

1998 ACM Computing Classification System: D.2.2, H.5.1, H.5.2, I.3.8, J.5.

Keywords and Phrases: animation, lip-sync, graphical user interface.

Note: CharToon was designed and implemented under the project INS3.4 ‘Facial Animation’.
CharToon is proprietary software of Stichting Mathematisch Centrum and is protected by international
copyright laws. An on-line version of this report with colour figures is available from ftp://ftp.cwi.nl/pub/
CWIreports/INS/INS-R0016.ps.Z. More on-line material, including movies is available from http://
www.cwi.nl/CharToon.
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1.  Introduction

CharToon is a modular system to design and animate 21/2D faces and other graphical objects. The three
modules of CharToon,Face Editor, Animation Editor andFace Playerare meant, respectively, to design
faces, to make animations for them, and to play the animations. The architecture of the system, its usage as
well as the functionalities of the individual modules are discussed in the manual of the released version 2.0
[5]. We will use in this document concepts and terminology introduced there.

In this document we explain the new facilities in version 2.1. All the new features are of Animation Editor,
which make it possible to re-use a repertoire of expressions and animations, and to generate lip sync auto-
matically from a sequence of visemes. We also document a couple of new possibilities to view parameters.

In order to be able to produce a viseme sequence from a phoneme sequence, we provided some auxiliary
programs, originally developed to map the Dutch phoneme sequences we received from the IPO institute
[2]. However, by editing the content of some files, these programs can be used for mapping to other viseme
sets, and can be adapted to mapping different phoneme sets and sequences.
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2.  Re-using expressions and animations

2.1.  Reanimate at a given time

In CharToon 2.0 theReanimatefunction of Animation Editor, to be activated by the menuFile/Reani-
mate , makes it possible to re-use pieces of animations made for a face with a different profile. The reani-
mation may happen by looking for matching IDs or matching labels in the current profile and the profile of
the animation to be re-used (see [5] Chapter 6.3.3 for details). However, when usingReanimate, the current
animation is first erased, and then the content of the ‘imported’ animation is loaded. Hence, in CharToon 2.0
there is no possibility for incremental usage of pieces of animations, either in time for the same channels or
for complementary set of channels.

This situation is improved in CharToon 2.1 by theReanimate at timefunction, to be activated in Animation
Editor by the menuFile/Reanimate at time . The basic mechanism is the same as ofReanimate,
namely an ‘.all’ complete animation is loaded to the current one. However, only those APs of the current
animation are effected for which a matching AP has been found from the loaded animation. The insertion
takes place at the time marker, if it has been set, otherwise at time 0. Only a time interval starting at the
insertion time is effected. Namely, if the insertion has to take place at time t and an AP of the animation to
be inserted is of length d, then in the corresponding channel of the current animation only KPs between t
and t+d get replaced (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. The effect of ‘Reanimate at time’: the animation before and after. Note that only the KPs in the
first two APs have been replaced, after 2000 ms till 4000 and 3000 ms, respectively.
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TheReanimate at timefunction is handy to insert pieces of animation at increasing time moments, as well
as to superimpose animations effecting different part of the face. E.g. blinks can be added later to an anima-
tion which had nothing defined for the eyelids

2.2.  Using the expression repertoire

TheReanimate at timefunction, as explained above, makes it possible to re-use pieces of animations. In
principle, one can always do reanimation ‘by ID’ or ‘by label’. However, the user has to think ahead to con-
sistently label the control points in order to be able to exploit later the reanimate by label possibility. More-
over, even if e.g. two faces, Face1 and Face2, have control points with pair-wise identical labels, it is not
assured that a smile made for Face1 will have a similar effect on Face2. It requires careful design of both the
faces and the expression to be able to reproduce a similar expression on a face by reanimating an expression
made for another face.

The concept ofrepertoire [7] has been coined for re-usable elements in CharToon, both concerning facial
features and animations. By using a facial feature and an animation repertoire, it is possible to re-use the
animations from the repertoire in such a way that the semantics of the animations is also preserved. In other
words, when reanimating a smile from the animation repertoire (made originally for a special face), the
result will be again a smile on the current face, assuming that the current face was built up from facial reper-
toire elements. As hinted to above, the visible result of reanimation depends on the design of the two faces
as well as on the design of the animation. Hence it is quite a challenge to compile a set of facial features —
eyes, mouths, eyebrows, cheeks, etc. — of different complexity which lend themselves for re-using not only
these components when building faces, but also re-using animations made for one of the components.

The facial feature components form thefacial repertoire. There is a mouth repertoire, an eyes repertoire,
etc., with a special, so-calledreferencedesign for each features. In each class, there are corresponding con-
trol points with identical labels. Simpler elements contain only a subset of the control points of the reference
element.

For the face made of the reference facial features, an animation is made for different expressions, including
the 6 basic expressions. Ananimation repertoire may contain snapshots (e.g. a surprised face) as well as
time-dependent animations of expressions (a face turning from neutral to surprised and to neutral again).
The animation repertoire files are .all files, to be found in theCompleteAnimations directory, contain-
ing information on the profile in addition to the animation.

Because of the consistent labelling of the control points, the animation repertoire can be used for any face
made of facial feature repertoire elements. Moreover, as a result of careful design, it is also guaranteed that
the re-used animations, originally made for the reference face, will have the same effect on other faces, see
Figure 2. The full description of the provided repertoire elements and design recipes for their usage are dis-
cussed in [3]. The animation repertoire provided with CharToon 2.1 are all snapshots of variants of the 6
basic expressions and of some others, made for theGeneric face. The files, all in subdirectories ofCom-
pleteAnimations/Repertoire , are listed in Appendix I. This repertoire can be extended or replaced
by the user. (Remember that an animation repertoire may contain time-dependent animations too, not only
snapshots.) Here we outline only how to make animations by using the (an) animation repertoire.

The CompleteAnimations/RepertoireSamples.all file contains an animation made by using
most of the expressions in theRepertoire . This animation can be used byReanimate to see how the
expressions look like on a face (newly) made from facial repertoire elements.

It is possible to insert snapshots of expressions at given time moments, similar to key-framing. Automati-
cally Animation Editor will provide linear interpolation between the KPs of the inserted snapshots. The user
is free to refine the transition between the expressions, by inserting KPs. It is also possible to adjust the
inserted expressions. The other possibility is to insert animations, e.g. a smile. Besides inserting expressions
at different times, it is also useful to compile an animation by using repertoires for parts of the face. E.g. for
a talking head, the eyebrow and eye expressions can be superimposed over the animation of the mouth. As
of manipulating inserted animations, the same things apply as for snapshots.
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Sadness/Burial_Face Surprise/Astonishing_Surprise Smile/Absolute_Joy

Figure 2. Three expression from the animation repertoire, shown on three faces:SimpleHead , Medium-
Head andGeneric . The faces were made up from (unmodified) elements of the facial repertoire.
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2.3.  Zoom in/out all

A new facility in CharToon 2.1 is to zoom in/out (see Chapter 6.4.1 in [5] for zooming) for all shown APs,
resulting in increasing/decreasing the zoom status of each APs, by the following new menu items:

Show AP/Zoom in all zoom in for all shown APs,

Show AP/Zoom out all zoom out for all shown APs.

If all the APs had identical (e.g. ‘overview’) view, then by doing parallel zoom in/out the resulting views
will be also identical for all APs. However, if the initial views were different, the difference will be pre-
served, unless an extreme view is reached.
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3.  Lip sync

3.1.  Defining visemes

A talking head is a head with a mouth animated in such a way that the mouth movement corresponds to the
audio spoken (or sung) by the head. In principle it was possible already in CharToon 2.0 to generate anima-
tion for the mouth by hand, frame by frame, defining in Animation Editor what mouth shape has to be
shown at certain time moments. However, such a process is impossible in practice, partly because of the
tedious work needed to make each mouth shape one by one, partly because of the ad-hoc hacking assumed
to produce the individual mouth shapes. A general approach to overcome these difficulties is to use a given
set of mouth shapes — the so-called visemes —, and to produce the animation for the mouth as a sequence
of visemes from the predefined set. The issue of deciding the sequence and timing of the visemes according
to audio is a research topic in itself. Without bothering about the related issues, here we assume that:

• the set of mouth shapes (visemes) to be used is agreed upon;

• the time sequence of the requested visemes is know, and given in the form of an ascii input file (see 3.2).

What remains for the user of Animation Editor is:

• to design the set of visemes to be used as mouth snapshots;

• to make an animation of the mouth according to the given viseme sequence.

A viseme is a snapshot of the mouth. It depends on the intended usage of the talking head, how many
visemes should be used and how detailed they should be. E.g. if a news-reader head is to be looked at by
hearing impaired people too, then very well articulated and refined mouth shapes (with tongue and teeth vis-
ible sometimes) are to be produced. Hence the head has to have a mouth which is capable of producing
detailed deformations, and a big number (40-60) of visemes have to be provided as ready-made units for lip
sync. On the other hand, if one would only like to give the impression of mouth movements during speech,
a few (6-8) mouth shapes may be sufficient. The mouth can be simple, cartoonish, just having enough con-
trol possibilities to ‘make’ the low number of mouth shapes. There are different recommended viseme sets
available for different languages. However, there is no single set accepted for English [1, 3, 8]. One should
always have the possibility to design a new set too, for special purposes (e.g. singing).

Once the set of visemes to be used is agreed upon, the animator has to make with Animation Editor a corre-
sponding mouth shape for each viseme, and save it as a complete .all animation (see [5] Chapter 6.3.1 for
details) into theviseme definition filefor the viseme. In practice, a viseme will be a snapshot, an animation
with a single KP for each parameter for the mouth. (Some mouth parameters may take their neutral value,
but these have to be given also explicitly.)

A viseme which was designed for a given mouth (head) will not, in general, work for other mouths. In prin-
ciple one has to design each viseme of the viseme set for every different mouth. Note, however, that the pre-
defined mouth repertoire had been provided in such way that a single viseme set can be re-used for all the
provided mouth designs. (The issue is discussed in detail in [7].) However, the effect may not be perfect.

In this document we will use the ‘ExtendedEnglish’ viseme setfor English, consisting of 47 visemes. The
visemes were developed at CWI, based on visual clues from [8]. The corresponding files are provided with
CharToon 2.1, and are in theVisemes/Neutral subdirectory. The file names and the corresponding
mouth shapes are given in Appendix II. There are 6 other viseme sets available too, each of them is a variant
of the original one, corresponding to mouth shapes of visemes while one of the 6 basic expressions is shown
on the face (effecting also the mouth sometimes), see Figure 3 and 4. These variants are to be found in the
Visemes/Sad , ... etc. subdirectories. These viseme sets were designed for theGenMouth reference
mouth, but in such a way that they can be used with any of the mouth facial repertoire elements, to be found
in the UserDefinedComposite/Mouths directory (see Figure 4 and 5). To experiment with viseme
sequences, it is useful to take theVisememouth2 mouth, which is an enlarged version of the reference
mouth.
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Figure 3. The variants of theC_CHurch  viseme with different expressions:C_CHurch_Smile  and
C_CHurch_Sad . The mouth isGenMouth . .

Figure 4. TheC_CHurch  viseme shown on the referenceGenMouth  and on the simplerMouth2 .

Figure 5. TheC_CHurch  viseme on profile and quart view variants ofGenMouth .

3.2.  The viseme profile and the viseme sequence files

If one wants to generate a mouth animation automatically, based on some viseme sequence, three kinds of
input files are needed:

a viseme profile file, an ASCII file with ‘.avprof’ extension, listing the VID and the viseme definition
file for the individual visemes to be used;

theviseme definition files, ASCII files with ‘.all’ extension, containing the definition of the individual
visemes (the file names all must be listed in the viseme profile file);

aviseme sequence file, an ASCII file with ‘.avseq’ extension, containing a time sequence of visemes;
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A viseme profile fileis an ascii file (see Figure 6), to be produced by a text editor. The first non-comment
line must be a positive integer, telling the number of visemes to be used. Then for each viseme an integer
VID and a filename (pathname relative to theVisemes directory) is provided in separate lines. The file-
name is an “.all” file, containing a snapshot (the corresponding mouth shape), which had been designed ear-
lier (see previous chapter). The file name should be chosen carefully and in a systematic way, giving an idea
about the viseme it describes.

// Comments
// Viseme set for English
// The profile the visemes are designed for
// visememouth2 (mouth) profile, also in Generic head
// Nof visemes
47
// VID filename
1       Neutral/A_cAr.all
2 Neutral/A_mAp.all
3 Neutral/A_bAIt.all
4 Neutral/B_Boy.all
5 Neutral/C_CHurch.all
6 Neutral/D_Day.all
7 Neutral/E_bEAt.all
8 Neutral/E_bEd.all
...

Figure 6. Beginning of theExtendedEnglish.avprof viseme definition file.

A viseme sequence fileis an ascii file (see Figure 7), to be produced by some software outside of CharToon
(see Chapter 4 for such a sw for a special case). This is the file containing the actual input, the sequence of
visemes to be turned into an animation of the mouth in Animation Editor. Each line contains a time in milli-
seconds (integer, multiple of 100) and an VID (positive integer). The VID is meant to be an VID listed in the
viseme profile file being used.

// Comments
// The viseme set to be assumed
// Time VID
0 47
100 1
200 17
300 24
400 47
500 19
600 1
700 20
800 13
900 19
1000 47
1100 43
1200 24
1300 24
1400 35
...

Figure 7. Beginning of theSampleSequence.avis  viseme sequence file.
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All the input files are to be put in theVisemes subdirectory. It is possible to use subdirectories of
Visemes , then the relative path has to be given in the visemes profile file. This is recommended if different
viseme profile file and viseme definition files are around.

3.3.  Generating lip sync

One generates lip sync by using the new menus inFile/Viseme . The menus offer file selection dialogs to
choose the file to be loaded. First one has to load the viseme profile file to be used:

File/Viseme/Load viseme profile load a viseme profile file.

There is no visible result of loading a viseme profile file. What happens, though, is that the files listed in the
viseme profile file are opened, and the visemes as snapshots are read into memory, for further usage. These
visemes will be identified and referred to later by their VIDs.

If an error is encountered when reading in a viseme profile file or processing a file referred to by it, the error
is reported.

If a viseme profile has been loaded with success, one may load a viseme sequence file:

File/Viseme/Load viseme sequence load a viseme sequence file,

As default, the viseme sequence is inserted at the beginning (time 0), and the rest of the effected channels is
cleaned. If one wants to insert a viseme sequence at a given time, the time marker has to be set (see 6.6.2 of
the manual for details). The time marker can be (re)set by the mouse in the ruler region

Mouse Press + ALT set time marker,
(=MouseMiddle)

Mouse Press + ALT +SHIFT remove time marker, if there was one at the time of mouse press.
(=MouseMiddle + SHIFT)

It is important to remember that the original content ‘after the inserted visemes’ will be erased. Hence one
has to work from left to right when inserting different viseme sequences.

Note that the visemes in the .all files (referred to by the viseme profile file) are supposed to be made for
(mouth) parameters which are present in the current profile. In other words, you must be working with the
face which has the mouth parameters in the profile identical to the mouth parameters used to define the indi-
vidual visemes. If this is not the case, some mouth labels will be reported as ‘not found’. (Actually when
inserting a viseme, a ‘reanimate by label’ action takes place, see [5] or details.) This is not a fatal error, but
an indication that you are working with mismatching profile and viseme profile, a situation you should nor-
mally avoid. However, when working with a mouth from the provided mouth repertoire, the visemes do pro-
duce proper mouth shapes even if some of the APs (control points with proper labels) are not provided for
the current mouth.

Once a viseme sequence has been loaded, it is allowed to fine-tune the resulting animation by hand editing.
It is possible and advised to save intermediate work as ordinary animation. which can be used further as any
other animation (loaded, edited, turned into movie,...)

Besides generating lip sync automatically, it is possible to load individual visemes at given times, by using
the File/Reanimate at time function. (Note that the visemes are not in theCompleteAnima-
tions subdirectory, which you get when calling theFile/Reanimate at time menu, but in the
Visemes  subdirectory.)

3.4.  Possible further extensions

The lip sync facilities are meant to support first experiments with talking heads. Depending on further needs
and eventual auxiliary software to be used for audio to viseme, phoneme to viseme or text to speech (to
viseme) generation, different extensions and refinements could be made.

The major bottleneck of the current facilities for lip sync is that in the viseme sequence file the time of
visemes must be multiple of 100 milliseconds. This is required because ofthe (fixed) time granularity of
Animation Editor is 100 ms. If it turns out that this granularity is too rough to produce good-enough quality
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lip sync, Animation Editor will be improved in such a way that the time granularity can be set to smaller
steps.

Another useful feature would be to get some hints about the visemes read in from a viseme sequence file. It
would be possible to extend AnimationEditor with avisemes channel, where symbols corresponding to the
read-in visemes would be shown, or even edited by the user.

Finally, Face Player, when called from Animation Editor, does not play audio. This could be easily changed
in the future, allowingto watch and listen to a talking headfrom Animation Editor.
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4.  Tools to map a phoneme sequence to a viseme sequence

In this chapter we explain how to use the auxiliary software tools (all written in Java 1.1), which were devel-
oped to be able to generate viseme sequences from phoneme sequences for Dutch language, according to
the practice and expertise of IPO [2].

In the first stage of experiments, we ignored much information on coarticulation, present in the input pho-
neme sequence. As we had developed a viseme set meant for the English language, we also had to provide a
tool to ‘approximate’ some typical Dutch phonemes by the English phonemes and corresponding visemes.

Three programs are to be used one after the other, each taking a single ASCII input file and producing an
ASCII output file with the same name but a new extension. The format of the files can be derived from Fig-
ure 8. The process consists of the following steps.

1. TheProcPhonemesprogram takes a.aoph original phoneme sequence file(provided by IPO) and pro-
duces the.apph processed phonemes file. This program changes the original sequence in two respects:

• only a limited set of phonemes will be included in the output:

- DIPHs, providing information on co-articulation between phonemes in the input are skipped;

- for special phonemes ("Ei", "9y", "ai", "ui", "iu", "yu", "eu", "Ai", "Oi", "E:", "9y”) also a second
part dummy phoneme is generated ("Ei2", "9y2", "ai2", "ui2", "iu2", "yu2", "eu2", "Ai2", "Oi2",
"E:2", "9y2"). The symbols used for the phonemes are according to the practice of IPO. Appendix
VI gives some idea about their meaning.

• for each phoneme a single time is assigned, instead of a start time t and a duration d, as is in the original
sequence. The time is:

t for plosives ("p", "t", "k", "b", "d", "g", "c", "tS", "dZ") and the first component of special
phonemes ("Ei", "9y", "ai", "ui", "iu", "yu", "eu", "Ai", "Oi", "E:", "9y");

t+0.75d for the second component of special phonemes;

t+0.5d for the rest

2. TheSamplePhonemestakes the processed phonemes file and samples it at 100 ms, producing the.asph
sampled phoneme sequence filewhich contains phonemes at multiples of 100 ms (not necessarily at
each discrete time, only for those where there was a phoneme prescribed close to the discrete time).

3. TheMapPhonemesprogram takes a sampled phoneme sequence file and maps the phonemes to visemes,
producing the .avis viseme sequence file.MapPhonemes takes the necessary mapping information from
the predefinedvisemetable filewhich defines the one to one correspondence of phonemes to visemes.
This file namedvisemetable should be available in the same directory where the program file is. The
initial content of the file, used for the mapping of Dutch phonemes to visemes of the ExtendedEnglish
viseme set, is given in Appendix VI. The file should be re-written with a file defining the intended map-
ping of visemes.

Each tool should be invoked as

java ToolName FileName

TheFileName should be given without extension, and it is looked for in thePhonemeSequences sub-
directory. The program looks for the given file (always in thePhonemeSequences subdirectory) with the
required extension, and produces an output file with FileName but the new extension. See Figure 8 for a
sample sequence of produced files.

The final output, an .avis viseme sequence file can be loaded to Animation Editor and will be turned into an
animation of the mouth automatically, as explained in Chapter 3.3.
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DefPhonSeq.aoph

//time duration phon/diph symbol for phoneme/diph
0.00000 0.02000 PHON .
0.00000 0.02937 DIPH .1?1
0.02000 0.01500 PHON ui
0.02937 0.04075 DIPH ?1I1
0.03500 0.06531 PHON Ei
0.07012 0.04018 DIPH I1k1
0.10031 0.06000 PHON k
0.11031 0.09043 DIPH k1b1
0.16031 0.05043 PHON yu
0.20075  0.04068 DIPH b1E1
0.21075 0.06656 PHON E
0.24143 0.07706 DIPH E1n1
0.27731 0.06700 PHON n
0.31850  0.04656 DIPH n1@1
0.34431 0.05187 PHON @
0.36506 0.05193 DIPH @1n1
0.39618 0.05212 PHON  n
0.41700 0.08275 DIPH n1s1
0.44831 0.08643 PHON  s

DefPhonSeq.apph
10 .
20 ui
31 ui2
35  Ei
83 Ei2
100 k
160 yu
198 yu2
244 E
310 n
370 @
422 n
491 s

DefPhonSeq.asph
0 .
100 k
200 yu2
300 n
400 n
500 s

DefPhonSeq.avis
0 47
100 15
200 44
300 22
400 22
500 35

Figure 8. TheDefPhonSeq.aoph  input file and the corresponding output files generated by the pho-
neme sequence processing programs.
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One can experiment with different viseme sets, as well as different mappings of phonemes to visemes. For
the first, one has to design new viseme sets, either by modifying visemes in a given set, or from scratch. For
the latter, one has to make a new visemetable file. One can experiment with ‘many to one’ mappings to see
what happens if only a subset of a larger viseme set is used, or a viseme set (e.g. MPEG4) with a small num-
ber of visemes is used. The correspondence of different visemes, given in Appendix V, may be helpful for
such experiments.
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Appendix I
The animation repertoire: .all files in subdirectories of CompleteAnimations/Repertoire
Anger/

Be_Careful_What_You_Say.all
Teased_Pested.all
Furious.all
Annoyed.all
Reproach.all
Rage_Hate.all
Deceived_BadMood.all
Sulk.all

Disgust/
Disgust_Amused.all
Disgust_Mockery.all
Disgust.all
Revulsed.all
Disgust_Moderate.all
Violent_Disgust.all

Fear/
I'm_Going_To_Be_Late.all
I'll_Never_Do_It_Again.all
Don't_Do_That.all
Terror.all
Fear_Waiting.all
Fear.all

Sadness/
Regrets.all
Deceived.all
What_a_Disaster.all
Remembering_Souvenir.all
Burial_Face.all
Pitiness.all
Sadness.all

Smile/
Are_You_Joking.all
Smiling_For_The_Camera.all
Hey_Look_At_That.all
Nasty_Idea.all
How_Cute.all
Adoration.all
Derision_Smile.all
Joy_Madness.all
Absolute_Joy.all
Pleased.all
Smile.all

Surprise/
Astonishig_Surprise.all
Surprise_Slightly_Disgusted.all
Surprise_Bad.all
Surprise_Good.all
Surprise.all

Others/
Crying_Of_Joy.all
Please_Help_Me.all
Exhausted_Trying_To_Explain.all
Bored.all
Neutral.all
Opportunity_To _Revenge.all
Where_Is_The_Coffee.all
Impressed.all
Are_You_sure.all
Incredulity_Contempt.all
Attention_Concentration.all
Do_Not_Know.all
Not_Sure.all
Listening_to_Nonsense.all
Lightly_Sarcastic.all
Smack.all
Doubt_suspicion.all
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Appendix II:
The ExtendedEnglish viseme set for neutral expressions, shown on the GenMouth mouth

0_Closed A_cAr A_mAp A_bAIt

B_Boy C_CHurch D_Day E_bEAt

E_bEd F_Fine G_glottalstop G_Got

H_Head I_bIt J_Jungle K_Can

L_Lovable L_Let M_bottoM M_My
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N_siNg N_buttoN N_No O_abOUt

O_bOUght O_shOW O_bOy O_yOU

O_dOWn P_Pan R_Ride R_butteR

R_tuRn S_SHine S_viSion S_Sin

T_THat T_THin T_Tan U_bUt
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U_bUy U_bOOk U_bOOt V_Vine

W_Wit Y_Yellow Z_Zone
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Appendix III

The DECtalk viseme set from [8]

# DECtalk viseme # DECtalk viseme

0 SI_0_Silence 30 LX_30_pvocL

1 IY_1_bEAt 31 M_31_Met

2 IH_2_bIt 32 N_32_Net

3 EY_3_bAIt 33 NX_33_Sing

4 EH_4_bEt 34 EL_34_bottLe

5 AE_5_bAt 35 D_35_Debt

6 AA_6_pOt 36 EN_36_buttoN

7 AY_7_bUy 37 F_37_Fin

8 AW_8_dOWn 38 V_38_Vet

9 AH_9_bUt 39 TH_39_THin

10 AO_10_bOUt 40 DH_40_THis

11 OW_11_bOAt 41 S_41_Sit

12 OY_12_bOy 42 Z_42_Zoo

13 UH_13_bOOk 43 SH_43_SHin

14 UW_14_lUte 44 ZH_44_meaSUre

15 RR_15_bIRd 45 P_45_Pet

16 YU_16_cUte 46 B_46_Bet

17 AX_17_About 47 T_47

18 IX_18_kisseS 48 D_48_Debt

19 IR_19_killERd 49 K_49_Kit

20 ER_20_bIRd 50 G_50_Get

21 AR_21_buttER 51 DX_51_baTTer

22 OR_22_calOR 52 TX_52_laTin

23 UR_23_chURn 53 Q_53_glstop

24 W_24_Wet 54 CH_54_CHurch

25 Y_25_Yet 55 JH_55_Judge

26 R_26_Red

27 LL_27_Let

28 HX_28_Head

29 RX_29_pvocR
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Appendix IV
The MPEG4 viseme set based on [3]

# MPEG4 viseme example

0 none

1 P_B_M Put, Bed, Mill

2 F_V Far, Voice

3 Th_Dh THis, THat

4 T_D Tip, Doll

5 K_G Call, Gas

6 tS_dZ_S CHair, Join, SHe

7 S_Z Sir, Zeal

8 N_L Lot, Not

9 R Red

10 A: cAr

11 E bEd

12 I tIp

13 O tOp

14 U bOOk
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Appendix V
Correspondence of the ExtendedEnglish viseme set to DECtalk and MPEG4.For DECtalk, the corre-
spondence indicates identical mouth shapes. For MPEG4, the many to one mapping is based on simi-
lar mouth shapes (MPEG4 ones approximating the ExtendeEnglsih ones).

# ExtendeEnglish DECtalk MPEG4

0 0_Closed 0 0

1 A_cAr 10
2 A_mAp 10
3 A_bAIt 10
4 B_Boy 46 1
5 C_CHurch 54 6
6 D_Day 35 4
7 E_bEAt 1 11
8 E_bEd 4 11
9 F_Fine 37 2
10 G_glottalstop 53 -
11 G_Got 50 5
12 H_Head 28 -
13 I_bIt 2 12
14 J_Jungle 55 6
15 K_Can 49 5
16 L_Lovable 8
17 L_Let 8
18 M_bottoM 31 1
19 M_My 1
20 N_siNg 8
21 N_buttoN 8
22 N_No 32 8
23 O_abOUt 10
24 O_bOUght 10 13
25 O_shOW 13(?)
26 O_bOy 12 13(?)
27 O_yOU 14
28 O_dOWn 8 13
29 P_Pan 45 1
30 R_Ride 26 9
31 R_butteR 9
32 R_tuRn 23 9
33 S_SHine 43 6
34 S_viSion 6
35 S_Sin 41 6
36 T_THat 3
37 T_THin 47 3
38 T_Tan 4
39 U_bUt 9 13(?)
40 U_bUy 37 10(?)
41 U_bOOk 13 14
42 U_bOOt 14
43 V_Vine 38 2
44 W_Wit 24 2(?)
45 Y_Yellow 25 6(?)
46 Z_Zone 42 7
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Appendix VI
Mapping of Dutch phonemes to the ExtendedEnglish viseme set (content of the defaultvisemeta-
ble file)
//phoneme VID corresponding file (for information only)
// phoneme symbols are according to the practice of IPO
// * in place of phonemes means that there is no Dutch phoneme corresponding to the given English viseme
A 1 //A_cAr.all
{ 2 //A_mAp.all
e 3 //A_bAIt.all
b 4 //B_Boy.all
tS 5 //C_CHurch.all
d 6 //D_Day.all
i 7 //E_bEAt.all
E 8 //E_bEd.all
f 9 //F_Fine.all
- 10 //G_glottalstop.all
g 11 //G_Got.all
h 12 //H_Head.all
I 13 //I_bIt.all
dZ 14 //J_Jungle.all
k 15 //K_Can.all
L 16 //L_Lovable.all
l 17 //L_Let.all
* 18 //M_bottoM.all
m 19 //M_My.all
N 20 //N_siNg.all
=n 21 //N_buttoN.all
n 22 //N_No.all
Au 23 //O_abOUt.all
O 24 //O_bOUght.all
* 25 //O_shOW.all
OI 26 //O_bOy.all
* 27 //O_yOU.all
AU 28 //O_dOWn.all
p 29 //P_Pan.all
* 30 //R_Ride.all
* 31 //R_butteR.all
9 32 //R_tuRn.all
S 33 //S_SHine.all
Z 34 //S_viSion..all
s 35 //S_Sin.all
D 36 //T_THat.all
T 37 //T_THin.all
t 38 //T_Tan.all
@ 39 //U_bUt.all
aI 40 //U_bUy.all
U 41 //U_bOOk.all
u 42 //U_bOOt.all
v 43 //V_Vine.all
* 44 //W_Wit.all
j 45 //Y_Yellow.all
z 46 //Z_Zone.all
. 47 //0_Closed.all
//
// substitutions1
// Some Dutch phonemes do not exist in English. However, an (English) viseme substitute is used.
y 32
a 39
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e 8
o 24
2 32
Ei 3
//
// substitutions2
// The special phonemes are replaced by two substitutes, below the visemes corresponding to the 2 substitutes are listed.
9y 24
9y2 32
ai 39
ai2 7
oi 24
oi2 7
ui 42
ui2 7
iu 7
iu2 42
yu 32
yu2 44
eu 8
eu2 44
Ai 1
Ai2 7
Oi 24
Oi2 7
c 5
x 20
G 20
C 20
J 45
R 20
w 43
E: 8
E:2 45
9: 32
O: 24
{:" 8
// end
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